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UNUSUAL RATE COVERS
By HARLAN F. STONE
trying
One of the intriguing aspects in the study of early covers is Shown
to work out the rates charged for postage and how they were arrived. at.
below is the first. of six Unusual rate covers from my collection which' May be
of some interest.
TE
RAO P "T'D
The first Federal postage rates, effective October 1, 1849, included the
following fees for printed matter bearing no writing except the addreass

5 Rp.
10 Rp.
15 Rp.

let Rayon
2nd Rayon
3rd Rayon
4th Rayon

.

20 Rp.

•

7.4 Rp.

15 ap.
22i ap.
30 lip.

10 Rp.
20 Rp.
30 Rp.
40 Hp.

7

Ett./..,
C 1/4!

441

k, VI XN*1

"Poste Locale" stamp with framed cross, Type 25.
- dated Bev. 10, 1851.
Kreuzlingen to Schaffhausen
2i Rp. postage for let rayon printed matter going no more
than 30 miles and weighing up to I as,
Circular printed in Constance, Baden (with firm's oval
cachet) and carried across the border for mailing in
Switzerland to avoid postage for foreign letter.
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P. 0. BOX 242,
HIGHGATE,

The Swiss Specialists
, Telephons'
01.3480296

UPE

EEW

4

LONDON, N6 4LW

HORTICULTURAL

HALL

FEBRU4RY 24tia

Dear Client,
STAMPEX 1981 is called "SUPER STAMPEX" and a super STAMPEX it will be Not only
has the lay-out of the stamps in the Hall been changed - a second Hall across the
road will accommodate more dealer stands and more Exhibits.
STAMPEX has become so popular over the years that the single Hall could no longer
accommodate the volume of visitors at peak periods. The innovations for this
year will enable visitors to look at Exhibits in greater oofort and with less
jostling.
Stamp collecting is becoming more and more popular and STA21PK had to grow. It
is no surprise, therefore, that our stock which ads always been superb, will be .
finer still for this occasion.
Please come to see us at the show, discuss Swiss Stamps with us - my Staff and T
will gladly help you with any queries and show you what you wish to see.

Incidentally, should you wish to make purchases the cost of your entrance ticket
es
be refuAdet as follows: First day of the Exhibition on minimum purchas
£10.
of
s
purchase
minimum
Of £20; all other days on
4es you at "SUPER STAMPEX".
Yours since

P.S. The TEMPORARY DISCOUNT OF
*will be maintained during
STAMPEX.

H.L. KATCHER

Consultants In

Jon and Anupektwn VISO' atiN ‘KPu6Ii,lter, 4 the

6.),aialo9av

:zee aria

yo.*1n0111•1111.111i

MEMBERS' REQUESTS
1. Hai anyone a copy for sale of the
book "Die Markenheftchen, Kehrdruck
& Zwischenstegmarken der Schweiz 1904er
54'. (Tete-b4che etc.) by Ernst Mailer!
2. An American member seeks to borrow
or purchase-copieS of the 'Orteverzeichnis' as follows: 1938-49;
1951-54 195f; 1960; 1962; 1966;
1969/73!
Fleece advise the Secretary eno
will forward any offers.

EXCHANGE PACKET
More helpful hints:
1.

Please put eendeers address on back

of Packets forwarded by poet. One
Packet has been lost this season, which
might have-been _prevented had this been

done.
2. If in difficulty trying to deliver
r by hand, advise me. Do not just
post - it may go to an empty house and
be extremely hard to recover.

And I repeat - if in doubt please

phone me: 024-535-4149.
NEw
From 19 January:
4208 NUNNINGEN - in Sc
8625 GERSAU (ZH)

C. RAUCH

zbubenland
(K.805)
(K.806)

,

SWISS Pez:TAL DIRECTORY
The next edition of the 'Ortsverzeichnis' will be iasued in June
at SFr.1.50.. It lista some 7000 names
and code numbers, together with postal
connections with rail, bpat etc.
Orders accepted by PTT from 2 February.
Invaluable for postmark collecting.
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THE SILK THREAD ISSUES 1854 - 1862
By O. KUISEL
(au2r , 11 Note)

Having received a nuabor of requests for information On the
'Strubtl issues from newer members and having failed to find any
recently published works on the subject, it seesteMost useful to give once more
Frl 'Wiser' treatise, originally published in the "Journal Philatelique Suisse",
then translated and published in the "Philatelic Magazine" in 1944 and in our "News
Letter" in 1962, and which remains a standard work. I hope for the indulgence of
those who know it for the benefit of those who do not.

mmunial

The classification of the "Silk Thread" issues, with all the
intricacies of papers and Printing, continues to puzzle many
collectors, and the following article is designed to clarify some of the problems.
The excellent study by Dr. J. Suter, regarded as the most thorough
cataloguing of these issues, is embodied inlumstein't great manual of 1924 - alas
long out of print. Unfortunately the text relating thereto, by M. F. Fun i of Bern,
was inadequately understood by many collectors. Subsequently H. Erhe, of Bottstein,
reelaied the text and later editions of the cataloguesiera based on this rearrangement. Nevertheless, the new classification did not please everyone and many
collectors still experience difficulty in identifying their specimens. After many
years of thought and search, a new approach is now made. By profound study of the

Federal Acts, and consultation with eminent specialists in paper manufacture and

printing, it has become possible to fix new fundamental principles, while meticulous
tests with the aid of modern accessories such as the gnarts lamp, the microscope and
precision scales, enables the establishment of proper rules to simplify
classification.
1.

I2MTS EST,I BED BY

THE FEE

0
concerning the manufacture of the "Silk Thread"

Study of the Federal records
stamps and the difficulties encountered has given, in brief, the following resultsl
After the Postal Directorate
age stampe printed in relief on
ed that nobody in Switserland could
consequently entrusted to the paper
had already supplied the paper for

at Berne had decided to issue postsilk thread paper, it was discoverManufacture" ems
make the paper.
mill at Pag ing, near Munich, which
Bavarian stamps and possessed the

necessary experience.

given the work of printing the
The Federal Mint at Bern was
stamps, but as preparation of the necessary equipment required time it was found
necessary meanwhile to utilise the services of the J. G. Weiss State printery at
Munich.
First deliveries from Munich arrived in Bern in July 1852. The authorities
were more or less satisfied with them. They desired only a slightly darker oiled,
After the second delivery in December 1852, Bern requested that the
for the 5c.
yellow-green colour of the 40c. should also be made darker.
Munich printed the stamps at first in sheets of 100. In October 1852 the size
of the sheet was reduced to 50, which resulted in better relief. They also used a
hand-press. In August 1853 the Munich State Printery, completed its undertaking to
print 5 million stamps, and at the same time they handed over the plates.
To render forgery moat difficult a silk thread of a different colour for each
value was chosen in 1654. At the same time an order for sufficient paper to print
10 million stamps was given to Paging.
In the spring of 1854 the Berne Mint was able to begin printing. In April

1855, on the first delivery of the 5c. on paper with yellow milk thread, the Director
of the Mint, Dr. Luster, wrote to the Postal Directorate
"The next delivery will be furnished in part on the new paper, and in part

on paper with green silk thread. The paper with yellow silk thread is
defective, also the thread is not sufficiently visible."

From December 1855 the paper with the insufficiently visible yellow silk thread

was replaced, for the 5c, stamp, by the black silk thread paper of the 1 Fr., while
the 1 Fr. stamp, from that time, was printed on the yellow thread paper. Till the
end of 1856 all the paper used for the stamps was supplied exclusively by Munich.

Then commenced the first deliveries from the Sihl Paper Works

at Ulrich.
d from that
obtaine
all
Paper from Sihl cost much less, and thenceforward it Was
difficult
turing
met
with manufac
source. From the commencement the'Sihl Works

;

:seri
deci::d
the Mint installed new printing machinery which enabled them to print sheets of
up to than.
50, instead Of sheets of only 25 which they had been trotti

Itl
e9le!"
o:S r::::!!!!!!:111!!!d;7:ti::ng71i711.7p
ciaie
Examination of the paper employed has been very interesting for there are
show
grounds to suppose that paper man factured by two different paper mills would
different characteristics.
(A)
:Under the

•

ITALLWER

Quaeigekma, yellowish,

.03) putIc:13

iheed
ele etrte

lighter

lighter or

nr darker according to the delivery, litt,

FAPER

ele_kaae, greyish,
darker according to

eawsvajellgeish.

delivery.

,VD.L
eeeetjelLeelemesetiege the

paper reveals a
rags. The
linen
and
silk
of
Composition
very little
is
there
and
4bro; are long,
ce.
substan
loading
additional

.12.0.41E-111!Ika21.9.2111 the Pulp is
shown to be composed of short fibres, and ie heavily leaded with
additional materials.

of the stamps varies almost
100. Tests show that, the weight of the
40c. pale yellow-green varies between
25 and 45 milligrame.

vary to the extent of
The weg
, the 5c. darkexample
For
3 .
brown varies from 42 to 54 milligrams.

Bandemades these properties inlicate

Machene-eeels This without question

The weighe

that it is of the nature of a paper made
. by hand, without the aid of machinery.
Paper trade experts,conf Irs this theory,

1.0 a machine-made paper, although
it Cannot be established by the
records, which Sihl mills state ne
i'longer exist,

theQuarts lamp:
The silk threads in the geirich paper react as follows under
a luminous
of
s
-figure
reecent
the green thread appears clear, like the phoepho
so pale as
appears
thread
Nat
the
.leatch. The zest thread ppeare dark red, and
to be nearly invisible.
examination the following observations should be aceeede

For Quarts lamp

to damp or any
The stamps should not have been cleaned, nor subjeeted

e which modified the fluorchemical product. soap leaves in the paper a residu
escence under the lamp.. Paper affected by humidity appears yellow or blotched
with yellow.

with chemical products
The fluorescence - of stamps which have been in contact
l the fluorescence of the
varies according to the matter employed. In genera
silk thread is destroyed.
It should be added that the ' pelure'
.
LPA
r
eeteaege
ieeme
• (C) Dee
In
Munich paper.
paper mentioned in certain catalogues should. he considered as
a
as
ered.
consid
not
are
the classification which follows stamps of tide kind
In its structure, neither the Munich
special issuee but as a, paper variety.

ry both are quite etiff.
nor the Zdrich paper iewoolly or soft.On the contra
d with soap or other
cleane
Copies which appear woolly to the touce have been its found
ation, the fibres
prodUcts. This -operation has destroyed; in parte
are loosened from the pulp, and it has lost weight.(To be continued)
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DUPLAYS BY Nee MeMBeRS
Short Display* by
..Wednesday, lltbFeb. • .CDDS ENDS.
Members
4e wcict like as many as poasible to
bring along * few sheets of unusual items, or to take
the opportunity to try to solve 'any puzzles,

WEI Saturday, 7th Feb.

kplipoN GReUP

- Winter weather permitteng!
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THE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SWISS AIR MAIL SERVICES
Part,
By D. Cairns
In July 1930 Balair introduced a purely mail carrying service between
Basel - Cherbourg and Basel - Le Havre to connect with the departure or arrival of
the transatlantic liners, thus effecting a saving of perhaps two days on the mail's
transit time. The first flight, with special cancellation (Fig. 10), was on 3th
July, 1930, to connect with the S.S. Berengaria which left Cherbourg on that same
evening and arrived in New York on the llth.
The South
1

American Air
Service of the
late 1920's
and 1930'ilt

referred to by
Mittelholser,

makes a philatelic study

in itself.
In 1928 the
French had
introduced a
service ih
Brasil and

Argentina via
their West
African colonies using a

combination
of aircraft
(Aeropostals the forerunner
of Air Franc.)
and fist boat

10

which together
took 7k days

air services
from Marseille* or Toulouse to Buenos Aires. From the early 1920's
,
between Geneva - Lyons - Marseilles had been operated by varieus companies, including-Balair, lend it wee by using this feeder route that Seiss-airmail could

be conveyed to South America..

The
Germans, on
the other
hand, had
used the
'Graf Zeppelin' on the
South Ameri-

can perVice,
first on an
experimental

basis from
CA-A -CV-AA-4s

-1

Tettolir=" „"

7r-77miorritt

1931, then
from 1934
onward* on a
scheduled

service,

Additionally

in 1934,
Lufthansa
=13
introduced an
airmail
service
from
Pig. 11
Backe tamped Rio de Janeiro, 23.111.31
Stuttgart to
South America, via Bathuret (Gambia), with transfer of mail to a flying boat
operating with the aid of two 'catapult' ships off the West African and South
American cicadas respectively. This method reduced the time taken for mail between

Page 6
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Germany and South America to three days. On this service Swiss mail carried a
surcharge of Pr.2.00 plus the foreign letter rate of 30c. (as from 1.10.24).
Pito* 1934 onwards, the circular* red, °Deutsche Luftpost Europa-Sudamerike
cachet iu to be found on mail along this route (Pig. 12).

rteett

t
-

Pig. 12.

This particular cover is backstamped "Buenos Aires,
3.11o93520", just 5 days after cancellation in Geneva.

Similarly other long distance routes were being opened to other parts
of the world.
In 1929 and 1931 Imperial Airways introduced services to India
and South Africa respectively, using Genoa or Brindisi as a starting point
becauee of overflying restrictions imposed by the Italian Government. The route
to South Africa via Alexandria and Nairobi had been surveyed by Sir Alan Oobham
at the time when Walter Mittelholzer was making his second Africa Plight in 1929.
The two met when Mittelholser stopped at Benghazi in Libya% A flown cover in the
writer's possession destined for Beira in what was then Portugese East Africa
was cancelled in Basel, 20.V11.32-18, with backetamps applied at Alexandria,
23.JP:32.2..3P; Salisbury, S.Rhodeeia, 29.JUL.1932 and Beira, 1-AG0-32; a total
of eteven days.
The rivalry that had existed between Ad Astra Aero and Balair ca-w to an
end On jet January, 1931, when the two companies merged to form Swissair.
The
first two directors were Bias Zimmerman and Walter Mittelholser, who was also the
chief pilot for the new firm.
' Purchase of new aircraft, such as the Lockheed "Oriou" which had a
speed to outstrip all other aircraft in European service at that time, meant that
Swissair were able to iatroduce a number of "exprese airmail (and passenger
services", often at a lower surcharge.
One 3UCh route was Zurich - Bagel Frankfurt, opened in Nay, 1933.
One of two cachets, in German or French, was
applied to indicate the service and the surcharge was, presumably only 10c.
(30c. foreign letter rate plus be - 40c.).
Fig. 13 from a cover addressed to

London illustrates

this.

'1 it L uft post
Par vion
Pr aeroplano

rret
J.-44

Fig. 13

(To be continued)
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DID YOU KNOW?

Pegs 7

.

INDEX FOR 1919..
by Annual General Meeting
Basle - the Focal Point
commemoratives is being reached, as the
'
(Conclusion)
3
'normal' is 18, but of. course this is
Competit
ion
Rear:tits
27
still ridiculous when compared to some
41
countries. Let us be thankful for small Crash Covers
Developments in Switzerland
mercies.
& Airmail within Europa,- I 51
that the PTT has recently stated the Fourth Swiss 'Cite' Ge yer. i 28
New 'Cut' Booklet .
at least 10:-Yeara Must alapse before a
20
subject can be used Agnie orr
stamp, yet New Issues
1,9,25,37,
the PJ arms of Wolfenschieesen would clash
al
NEWS LETTER'

.... that with 24 new stamps announced
the PT? for 1981 the upper limit for

....

with the 1967 70e definitive,and the
coming 'Restoration of St. Pierre' in
Geneva with the same subject on the 40c.
.... that the numbers of special postmarka.

New Slogans/Flags on ALP
' Machines,
Postage Dues reeterday.,k
Today
Pts

has risen again this year: Local publicity *Poeta./ History of GeneVa

K, from 47 to 54; Specials incl. MPOs from
' Ptal-IV
67 to 71, und machine slogans from 79 to 84. Railways of
Switzerl

The trend is still upwards.

....that I found the article by Dr. Ganz
en 'Parcel Labels' fascinating, especially
the old ones. Once ie a litetitre I can

answer one of his queetions! . The 'G'
mentioned in the November part was given
in the DYE column. some 2 e 3 years ago when

and

.Swiss Airmail BOoklet 1917
Unknown Balloon ?light

iZtrich Post & its Postmarks
Pte VI & Goad.
,
•1980 New Issue Programme

it was first introduced, to indicate a
' Gross' or 'Grand' customer to whom the
PTT would give a rebate if the year's

21
17,29

35,45p
.52,59,69,75,
85196
65,73.8303
49 61,77
37

za

5,13

91

' NEWS- LETTER' INDEX POR.l.$2

riennual General Meeting

85

Commercial Development of

postage paid exceeded a ' certain big amount, Swiss Airmail Services I-IV 67,77,84,93

for mail order firms mainly,

Competition Results
Jubilee Cancellations
Let's Look on the Bright
Side
1 e
CT)),)
' London 1980
the Greet
Exhibition
111:;:.11.0
ore Uniformity of CD8
'
Ifttutie Feme
New Issuee
tRhilatelic Sensation
.... that the slogan shown was used, in the Postage Dues Yesterday &
3 separate languages, all over Switzerland Today - Pt* XI-Getcl.
during December for the lest few years.
natal History of Geneva.
The Italian one, clearly impressed, is
Pts V-Concl.
rather rare. All Italian language slogans
eplacement Cancellers
are hard to come by, as there are only 5 0
(Aushilfstempel)
6 machines in use in the Tessin, compared
wise Parcel Inscription
with such higher numbers north of the Alps.
Labels Pts 1-Concl.
Swiss
Railway Cancellations
.... that Swiss letter boxes are now all
Pts
I-Goad.
being modified to accept roll film being
Switzerl
and's Great Experimailed in, in that a special shaped widen
ment
ing of the slot is filed in On old boxes
Ticino Oval Mystery
and provided in new ones from the factory.
981 New Issue Programme
Pressure from Kodak etc. ?
.... that details of all collections is now
also being shown on all letter boxes, plus,
if appropriate, timels of collection at the
nearest railway station. This is usually
about 7 pm, 7 days a week.
that the answer to question No. 99 is

the 1980 postcard', printed by offset, for
the first time.

.... that Question No. 100 is a bit differI have just received a letter from
ent.
VX, weight 67 g., franked with 25p, with e

DON

27
49

- 33
11
9,25,57,82
33,43
5,14,21)30
3,13,17,29
36,45
73
65,75,83,91
41,51,60
61
37

89

'T FORGET THE NEW ENLARGED

3 TVAMPEX
WILL BE HELD 24 - 28 PEBRUART
• Coat.
circular 'To Pay' fraction, from Glasgow
T 8/13i. Row much should I have.to pay
here in Switzerland?
M. RUTHERFOORD
DID IOU KNOW,

Page 8
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N. GROUP: Hon.Sec, MR. R. A; HOYLE,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax.
Airmails was the subject for the
December meeting in Leeds when 3 members
combined to provide an astonishing array
of material.

Mrs. Davis from Hull, introducing
the subject, described the early days or
the airMail service, with much interest—
ing information about the pioneers of
aviation and formation of Swissair. She
displayed a comprehensive range of air-

:mail stamps, many early flight covers
with their varied

cachets, air letters

and theYBundeefeier airmail cards.
Mr. Cairns displayed a wealth of
materia/ illustrating the commercial

developMent of the airmail service and
the rotting of many of the flights.
Among ths many fine items were a cover
dated April 1st 1934 from Bern to

London;lhe date of the formation of
ImperiS1 Airways and a registered air-

mail e*prese letter of 1934 from
Lausanne. to Liepaja in Latvia.
Mr. Whitworth completed the afternoon's entertainment by displaying many
of the airmail stamps including mint and
used OOpiss of both values of the
1919-20 propeller overprints.

SWITZERLAND

/TEST
1ST ma,
FREE ON REQUEST

LONGMEAD
PHILATELICS
1 Courtenay Road,
NEWTON ABBOT,
DEVON, 1Q12 1AP

411 displays of great interest.

1 9 8 1
execute want1it lor stawps
of 4witzer1Rlid, uroe and

Uverseas, mInt and used.
_ s _

A new year, with new opportunities
for improving your collection, taktuti.
up a new sphere of study or perhaps

ZUMSUM

even venturing into thematics.

greatest stock of Sw ze
and 4,Arope
New
wor,,A
ate
of the
puni:
cata.,.,gues i,uro
Jwitzerianu/Liecnt nstein
erner Briefarr.en-..eitung
with kAirope catalogue
aI bums

Whichever course you wish to follow

I can help you witn material:
.iadUde
Stamps
A.irmail stamps awl covers
Postai History

T(4e!7beche and Se tenant

Postal Stationery
etc.

Proprietors: Hertsch
..eughau•gasse 24, ZA-5 0i Bern

Address: P.0.1. ?5o5, ,:111-50L1 Bern
can accounts: Bern 30-534
Sweden:
Germany:

Austria:

.itocKnolm 42 55Karlsruhe 105 01-750
Vlenna 1700.512

Netherlands:

380 17 00
-----o0o---

T.P.Os

Soldier Stampd;

etc.

Write now to

J.S.AMI4STRONG
485, Marine Road,
MORECAMBE,
Lanes LA4 6LF

Foufwior EH.SPIRO

-

Walt hassatow,
London E.17
Tel. 01

Mr. C. RAWL
53 Daddow Road,

3 Cranford Oa
Victoria Dr.,
bognor Regis, 8usaw

527 6670

elmato zd, Se*“.

7og

P021 2EL

No.2

35Th TUN

MARCH NEW ISSUES
The PTT are imposing very heavy burden on collectors with the new
issues due on 9th March,
In addition to the items listed in the programme
released in December there will also be a miniature sheet of 8 'Pro
Petrie *tempo
coeting Sir.24.- and 5 special flight covers - 1
from Basle to Ulrich and 4 long
distance flights at SYr.17.-, making a total of 8ir.49.20 in March
alone. Details
of these various issues are as followss
A.

UNACITI

STAMM

let Soria.

AbliagralSMAILlara,

20 Rp.
is

Rural

situated in 123.6 acres of alpine parkland

near

Arabi-

d Crafts, opined in
s, at the entrance to

al. In the museum, which is continuously being extended, 3witserland's main
ypes of houses and settlement structures are shown in regional groups
and demonstrations of rural crafts such as basket-making, weaving and charcoa
l-burning are
given. The stamp features a 17th century rruary from the village of Kiesen, now
one of the buildings in Berneee Midland group, and the design was
chosen as an apt
illustration of the museum's aim, the preservation of the rural heritag
e.
40 Rp.
1981 as
Participation

o

and oars, but to acne
They ere -shown thus
marked with grey sones
701p.

l5tb

Apra

1 April
1
a
studied theo logy,
After extensive travels in Ital
the winters in Paris until 1890.
his native district and he portray
duned on the commemorative stamp is

The United Nations General Assembley
voted in December 1976 to designate
dance with the stated aim of Pull
be given not to the need for assurance
mentally handicapped as equal partners.
schematic group Of 5 human figure*

parts of the body most frequentivaffected
Born at Ins in the

Barnes. Lake District on
tel and Bern. Having
studio in Paris in 1854.
Ins (1864), but spent
subjects were the peasants of
old and the young. The work reproon of his 'Der Gemeindeschreibee

(T Pariah Meek, 1875) a 64.5 x 52 OA. oil painting now in the Cantonal Museum
of Pins Arts in Lausanne. /Aker died at Inns on 16 July, 1910.
Delegstes from all over the world
Rp.
are expected to attend the 18th
Congress of the international rederetion of Surveyors, to be held at Montreux in
early August, 1he surveyor's profession embraces e wide ranee of specialisation*,
such as cadastral surveying fixing of property boundaries), reallocation and
consolidation of arable land 'agineering and construction surveys (roses, bridges,
tunnels, dams, buildings, services), photogrammetric surveying and cartography.
The stamp design recalls the basic principle of surveying. It shows seeettioal
and A horizontal line crossing in the lens of a theodolite which along with the
red is one of the surveyor's mein instruments.
i 1.10 SO PaR
1 1.41kIe. On 28th March 1931 the two airlines Balair and
Ad Astra decided to merge and operate their joint
undertaking under the new name of Swiss Air Transport Co. Ltd, Swissair. Its
teaginepes were quite modest by to-day'e standards - 13 planes with a total seating
eapadity of 86 served a network of some 4200 km, flying only during the summer
i r the direction of pioneer aviators Bals
monthsead in fair weather. However,
Zimmermann and Walter Mittelholser the ceepany successfully developed and extended
its services in the years up to World War II. A period of major growth set in
after 1945, with bigger and faster planes flying over greater distances and meetin g
a rapidly rising demand for air travel facilities. By 1979 Swissair was operating
• network of some 280,000 km and carrying nearly 7 million passengers a year. The
stamp shoes the tail unit of a DC .9-81 in the new Swingle.* livery, Which features
a diamondeehaped Swiss flag with the company's name above.
60 kp. Edi Bauri. las
20 Rp. Arnold Wittmer, Lucerne
aesepret
fr.1.10 Kurt Wirth, Berm
40 Rp. Rolf Mesoh, Reineoh (18
70 Rp. Courvoisier S. •
Rotogravure by COU24,018i4r S.A. in 2 sheets of 50 stamps
Rp.
20,40,80 & 110 Rp. 36 x 2
vailsble
Commemorative covers, one for each value and one for th
canoe
FD
simple
sam.
the
use
will
all
and
A moet attractive card
bearing the steep an
publicity cancel of Us. Cost is Pr.1.30.

AngliaLIMAMLUMRA_Mi. A miniature shoot of
8 Pro kers) stamps
50th omnivore
of.Swiseair's
occasion
will be issued on the
will be
sod
validity
postal
have
eery. The stamp will

'required on all covers to be carried by Swissair on its
Jubilee flights to Chicago, Helsinki, Djakarta and Deems
Aires. Th. surcharge will be used towards the training of
future pilots. The design *bows a bold disciple of Icarus
overcoming the earth's gravity after a powerful take-offrun.
leueingt Rotogravure by C onrvoi i
Ilene SPr.2.- FR.1.tt 36 x 26mm.

lia

S.A.
miniature sheets of stamps (form cylinder 6 'beets)

PECIAL FLIGHTS

3.

B le-Zurich - le.1.10
Ceneva-Busnoe Aires
Ulrich-Helsinki
Ulrich-Chicago

ZArich,Djakarta
..thautiLitiggiaz juilagAzio.

issair s.ap - 26th March 1981
Franked with 'Pro Acre' stamp
30th April 1981
Delivery from *bout old...Tune

On the occasion of LUAU 1981' the International Aare- & Astro-philatelic Rxhibitionts
to be held at Lucerne's Transpor & Comaunications Museum from 20.49 March. A
picture postcard to be issued will show the Space Shuttle on both the imprimtod.
4.0 4.

**asp

after take-off

of,the terve Space Agency

d on the picture side in earth orbit with a el

• S pacelab

LANDSCAPE ISSVMS

Wedmssday.nlith March

Discussion Loaders Dr. ?WM
Mr. 0. 11. I
3
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=NEM
.14.117,1*1114.4.0

ORIENT OF SIMS AMR Al
by D. Cairns
introduction of night flying on a schadul
advanc by Swissair to expedit. the flow of nail. The d.velopesnt
of more
reliable radio apparatus, along with a chain of navigational bosoms
had mad. this
possible. Mittelholser, in his chaptar of "Wight Air Nail", descri
bes a typical
flight from Basel to Frankfurt in a mail plans with a crew of two,
pilot and sirs- .
lass operator * The flight took and and three-quarter hours.
On arrival at
Frankfurt mail was transferred to German plans. for onward
transmission to London,
Paris Maine and away other cities. At 4.00 *.m. the Swissair
plans left
Ftank;urt for the return flight to Basal with the incoming Swiss
sail.

4
Swissair inaugurated its first
t sail
os on the
t Way, 1934, between =rich, Basal
A study
the cover (rig. 14) and the books
k 14b),
llustrates the advantages of this service
nava to
Liepaja (Latvia) in twenty-four hours,
ougb,the Gower was
given the full treatment of registered
proms airmail!
Would that amok rapid eervica could be achieved today as AL
matter of course.
With the incresaing importamea of Ulrich (Meador!) as
Beitserland i s main air terminal, the night airmail service

operated dirootly between there and Frankfurt, omitting Basil.
from the lit Novesber, 1938, with a daparture time of 11.00 p*sio

Dt GESVA
A single stsap was issuad on

of
IMAJAMV
Demi/pax:
Priatiggs

ant

ble •Bights of t
in 4 colourist yellow,
anablas 4u Foyle Palestinian

Text
D. Dew
Haliogrsvzr. by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds

36 x 25.7 an.

1,900,000

* violet

2,44, 12

et,

rnat
biltiCV0* S M

ATC HSL PhvAeging *

KA/Chi* Seimokety V ) K ATCWeR

The Swiss Specialists
Telefthone!
41-3480298

Ptsa‘So P T S.. APS SPA

P. O. SOX 242,
HIGHGATE,
LONDON, N64LW

V ,P ILI

11.11.1.11-19S,

I 0 1,TICULTURAk RALlt
Dear Client
STAMM 1961 ta pallid SUPER STAMPS'
d
has the lay-out of the steep* in the Nall been change
Relibi
road will scoommodato more dealer stands and more
could no lo
STAMM has ,become so popular over the years that the single Sall
s for this
acoommodato the volnme of visitors at peak periods. The innovation
with 1***
end
t
comfor
r
greate
in
t*
Exhibi
at
look
year will *noble visitors to
jostling.
had to grow. It
Steep collecting is b000mini; more and sore popular and STAMPER
superb, will be
bean
always
is no surprise, therefore, that our *took which has
finer still for this occasion.
toff and I
with um
Please come to see us at the show, discuss SWUM Stamps
wish
you
what
you
show
and
s
will gladly help you with any querie
of your entrance ticket
Incidentally, should you wish to make purchases the cost

as follows: First day of the Exhibition on stain= 'mochas**

wiU be

of ta; all other days on minimum purchases of £10.
j_k
See you at "SUPER STAMPIV...

Yours

10%
* TEMPORARY DISCOUNT OF
g

ill be maintained durin
TAMPEX
Lion arid

p14qs

4 '

dampactialogu001 ciwitaeriand-

on's display

aisisading statisent peou.rred in
bar let in
A

This
1648
It was said that the earliest known nark of Genova was ng
in February

tia meeti
to a consent mad* by Dr. K. Strauss at a Helve
nd.
Holla
in
ered
such an example had been discov
as
have been
Er. Wilson, however, maintained thatoothing sore smelled to
a mark
such
while
not accept it, and that
heard of this 'discovery' he could
ed,
surviv
have
to
known
examples are
Gould ha,* bean used before 1695, but no
post
their
d
opene
h
Trenc
the
st possible date was surely 1669 when
the earlie

office in Sens's*

Prom 23 Pebouaryt

5053

CRENBUCRSEE
von Ruchsee

5023 smasTux

Pros 26 Februarys

3815 ZWEILOTSCRINEN - Par Fe
end AusflAgs

Prom 16 Feb. - 31 Dec. 1961
2544 BETTLACR - 800 Jahr* - No
Pros 2 March - 31 Dee. 1981
8841 AITRAL - 650 Jahr* Am Sihlsee
No 1E* No.
Zentralschweis

on
erparad
Wand
CAN - Ihre

PICTORIAL SLOGAN -

THE SILK THREAD ISSUES 1854 - 1862
By G. Kuisel
Continuing the ways of differentiating between the issues:
As can be seen from a study of the records mentioned
p
in the production of the 'Strubel stamps, the State Printery at

Met at Bern.
(a) In the Munich

ters partici

Munich, and t

Printings one may observe under the microscope that the colour is
well absorbed by the paper, even when lightly inked. When lightly printed the
solid portions appear finely dotted.

Printing! the Microscope shows that the colour remains on the curIn cases where the ink is thin, the solids appear tac40411.
Competent printing.-trade specialists consulted opine that the colours employed
for the Munich impressions were better mixed than at Bern. It is also probable
that Munich impressions were made on slightly dampened paper. In that way they
would be more likely to absorb the ink; hence the
The Mint, on the
contrary, employed dry printing. The colours employed, notably the brown and blu ,
(b) In the

ilern

face.

poioillt.

were not sufficiently reduced, and so were not absorbed by the dry paper. In
cases of over-inking the colour stands out against the relief.
The Be rn imPression, on very- thin paper, so-called polure, gave bad results.

The sheet. in question were in part thrown out as faulty. In 1857 rejects were
re-examined and the best of them utilised, probably because the Sihl paper-mill Vas
behind with its deliveries and a supply was urgently needed.

Bad impressions on the Ulrich paper comes from its stiffness. Additionally
the cliches were eery much worn, so that thivrelief was weak. Moreover, the
increase in the sise of the forms to impress sheets of 50 instead of 25
effected

the quality of the work adversely.

The widespread opinion that the Munich printings can be distinguished from these

of Bern by their distinct and clear impression is false. There are Munich print
inge so bad, probably from sheets of 100, that one can scarcely distinguish the
losenges of the background. On the other hand, there are Bern printin gs so sharp
that they equal the printings of Munich. Neither is high relief a sure test in
sorting impressions. There are Munich printings with very pronounced relief, and
others without any relief, just as in the Bern printings.
Enlargements of stamps of each issue Will show strongly the difference of
impression. Normally it is necessary to seek these differences with a good glass,
preferably in the four corner's, around the fleurettes. With a little practice
one acquires a sense of distinction which enables the two printings to be readily
separated.
4.

BY COLOUR

(a) aseThe ilotaell The most difficult problem of cataloguing is undoubtedly
that of colour names. The same colour is often given
different names. Mostly they are tore or less correct and have been commonly

adopted by collectors. The new catalogues employ some new names for the colours
of the 'Strube's'. For example, the 50. stamp of the first Munich printing,
called 'brown-red,' in the old catalogues, is 'brown-orange in the new. These
names need not worry anyone, nor cause confusion with the second printing whic

colour does not differ from the first except that it is a trifle deeper.
Prolonged discussions with members of the trade and with collectors has proved

by evidence that it is impossible to designate a colour by linking words, such as

yellow-blue, or blue-yellow etc. It must also be recosnised that each person
perceives a Colour in his own lay.
These considerations induce us to adhere to the nomenclature so 1
use,
'
if for no better reason than that we do not think it can be improved upon.

colour.haiebeen.given a name that should not lend itself to confusion.

Each

The follow-

ing table gives the numbers of the Zumetein Specialised Catalogue, 10th Ed., and
the colours according to the colour table of these stamps published in the 'Journal
Pbilatelique Suisse' for March 1943, and the Zumstein Specialised Catalogue. The

reference to the Ostwald Colour Atlas has been omitted since only numbers are given

and the work is not accessible to English readers.-
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Under the Quarts lamp

(b)

the Munich colours

FunIch impression. put
•

40c. Clear bright yellow-green

e a
5c. Bright claret to black
10c. Bright clear ultramarine to
tramarine

. 15c. Bright bordeaux, clear to
dark
• . 40c. Bright yellow-green

8
Threads

Tbriesda
Sc. various
10c.
ft

*

10c.

No. 22A

h Ed,

terne brown
pale yellow brown
grey-brown
milky blue to
clear milky-blue

1854

224

223

22C
22p

11

8th Ed.
0th Ed.

8th
0th

•

ft

*
8th Ed.
10th Ed.
ft

ft

1855

1856
3.857

23A

1854

233
23C
23Ca

1855

48

1857
"

II

1854

II Munich
I Bern

23G

24A
243
24C
49
24G

25B
25G
26Aa
26C
26G

to
ft

I
11
I
11
II
II
II Munich

47
22G

ft

ft

27C
27D
21G

I Bern

I

II

1857

II

1854
1857

II

1854

26A

ft

I Munich
"
II
I Bern

1855
1857
1855
1856
1862

"

s

I
I Munich
II

ft

II

rn

II

II

ft

*
ft

15c.
20c.
40c,

various
green

brown.

tAmos
rose to rose-lilac
yellow
terne green

brown-red, clear
brown-reddish
brown-greyish
brown-yellowish
brown-yellow, dk
brown-grey
brown, dark
10c. ultramarine
blue-greyish
blue, clear
blue, milky
blue-grey
blue, dark
carmine
rose terns
rose-lilac
rose
rose, dark
20c. orange-yellow
orange
40c. green-yellow
clear, pale
green-yellow
green tame
green
grey
grey, cark
2c. grey-yellowish
5c.

brown-orange
brown
brown
brown
brown
brown
brown
blue
blue
blue
blue-greenish
blue-grey
blue
rose
r080

rose
carmine
rose
orange
orange-yellow
green-yellow, pale
green-yellow, cle
green
green
grey-violet
violet-grey

grey

To facilitate comparison of colours, the different values have been
grouped. Each value corresponds to one of 3 groups in the catalogues.
(To be continued)
Don't forget that our A4N1JAL COMPLTIT N will be hold on April 8th,
so it is t tme to start thinking about the entries you will put in.

981

71„OLVETIA

5

DID YOU KNOW?

;

•
that once upon a time the PTT used
the colour of stamp booklet covers as
guide to the make up and total value of
the contents, Since the introduction of
the cut panes, and singie value of 3h.4,5*
they now use a different colour for each
edition, roughly a year's supply. This

Az most of you will know the
sender's PO, when (or if) they
notice an underpayment, will mark
the cover to notify the recipien
PO (inland or foreign) to collect
the missing amount. According to
UPU rules all such monies have althe answer I have just received from the
ways been kept by the collecting
PTT, because I had noticed that the ori g
country. The underpayment mark
-inalcutpebokshadlmnpik
consists of a 'T' (for tax,), in
covers, then a year ago dark blue appear- various shapes and sizes, and then
ed (as noted in this column) with new
a fraction, Above the line is the
adverts, now I have just bought greenmissing amount, below the line the
covered- booklets, with the same adverts.
current rate for a first weight
They swear that this is not a dodge to
step letter, both in local currency.
increase sales, which could be true as
In our example thin was T 8/13i.
very few collect booklets here. The
This
is
correct, as for 67g up to
interest is bigger in GB and Germany.
25 Jan. 1981 331). not 25p, was
.... that last year a suggestion was made
required, and the standard rate
in the Swiss parliament that sports
was
13ip for a letter of firs* step.
stamps with premium (as with PIP & PP)
This fraction is then multiplied
should be considered by the PTT. General- by the first step letter rate
Ina
ly this idea has not been well received
the recipient's country, i.e. 90c
by philatelists. The German ones have
from here. This gets over all connot been popular.
version troubles. Note that the
80c from Svitserland applied only
•
that last year Grath AG (Philatelic
to CEPT countries, and is not used
monthly) printed more than 5a PDC and max
for
postage due canculations: We
cards, for a large range of subjects in
have
8/13.5 x 90 am 53030. To this
Switzerland, UN, PL., space projects etc.
is added the standard fins of 500,
.... that for the first time t
giving SPrJ..05 rounded up.
usese 3-language ID cap..
Probably because I am such a good

eel on 9th March, 'which

remains neutral, by'peps2*
ar request. Only for PT
and PP iSSUAS are illustrated cancellations used.

(See illustratior).
.... that on 12 Nov. 1980

the Ticino PO of 6936 Cademario was b
into, and amongst other items their
canceller was stolen, Until a replacemen
could be made an emergency rectangular
canceller was used, unannounced as could
be expected. However, according to the
BBZ the new one will be made with a 'seer
difference from the original, so that incorrect usage, say on giro forms, an be
easily detected by the PO.
that there will be an international
•
Air and Space philatelic exhibition in the
Transport Museum in Luzern, the 'IJURLBA
81', from 20 - 29 March.
that the 14th REGIOPHIL will be held
in St. Gallen from 11 - 13 September.
.... that in the PTT Museum in Bern from
13 Jan. to 22 March there is an exhibition
of pro-philatelic covers, loaned by

R. Ruogg of Ulrich, covering all Switsor-

land, with special attention to Ulrich.
One of the prime collections.
that the answer to Question No. 100
•
was either SPr.1.05 or nothing, See
Column 2).

ustomer, or, more likely, they

couldn't be bothered, I was charged

nothing:

M. RUTHERPOORD
U. N.

Two stamps will be issued on
6 March for the International Tear
of the Handicapped:
Val ue s
40 Hp ) Symbolic des gns
150 Hp. )
Designers: 40 Hp. G.P. Van der Hyde,
150 Hp.

pu IOU KNOW?

Australia
S. Van

:71:titn

Cont.)

.. that Question No. 101 is:
was the first PTT folder for now

issues put out?

N. RUTHERPOOID

RU

I. GROUP: Hon.

. Mr. B.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax.

Four new members provided displays
at the meeting in Leeds on Feb. 7th.
Mr.

Dale the Society's newest member
from Manchester, presented
Pro Juventute issues to 1972, mounted in
a novel thematic arrangement rather than
In date order.

tra_ALtmoiu from

Mons on, who admit.
to being a 'stamp' collect
or, showed a 'mixed bag' of stamps and
an interesting collection of postcards,
covers and maximum cards with a variety
of cancellations.

tr. D, Whitworth from Halifax, who is
most interested in older
stamps produced an excellent shoe of the
Perforated Sitting Helvetia issues with
mint & used blocks, covers showing postal
rates and plate flaws; also a used
collection of the Cross & Figure issues.
Mr. D. Hope from Staiybridge in Cheshire
gave Several short displays:
an outstanding study of the Swiss Mobile
Post Office and its cancellations,
followed by a 9 sheet display of the
Swiss Postal Code System, then ship cancels of Lake Thun and lastly one of the
Geneva International Offices.

SWITZERLAN D

4TEST
IST
lat

FREE ON REQUEST

LONG MEAD t
PH ILATELICS
1 Courtenay Road
NEWTON ABBOT,
DEVON, 1Q12 1AP

R.A.H.

There is increasing interest
tlists for stamps
of Switzerland, Europe and
Overseas, mint and used
+NW;

de

zerland
k of
greatest
and Europe
all world's New Issues

certificates
publishers of the =STEIN

catalogues Europe and
Switzerland/Liechtenstein
Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
With Europe catalogue supplements

thee. days in certain aspects of
collecting.
Aerophilately offers a wide
scope for both stamps, *avers and
special flights.
Postal Stationery is new
becoming such sore popular and can
provide a vast field.
If these interest you let
lp you with material, in
addition, of course to stamps of all
periods, mint, used or on cover.

albums

ZINWSTEE I NI CIE:

Material supplied on
approval or against Wants Lists.

prietorst Bertsch & Cie
ughausgasse 24, CH-3001 Bern
Address: P.O.B. 2585, CH-3001 Bern
Cash accounts: Bern 30-334
Stockholm 42 55-6
weden:
Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Germany:
Vienna 1700.512
Austria*
Netherlands: 380 17 00

J.S.ARA1STRONG
485, Marine load
KORMAX31

Lancs. LA4

NEWS

Pounder E. N. SAS 0

President;

L. 114601E.

Non,Secratarr it Saito?:
Mr. L.F. ATM=
135 It, John ! . Road,
Walthanstow,
London 1417 aJR

Tol. 02 527 6670

NO* E.J. RAWISLRY,
3 Cranford Gardens,
Victoria Dr.,
Bognor Regis, Sussex
P021 21LL

35th 111AR

RCR 1981
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19811

'Super STAKP
9
certainly lived up to its name, with two 1are halls
to
providing space for many sore dealer stands. It was also the annual ce-7...=
see the many fine entries of all countries and subjects, often illuetr
f the
newer trends in collecting. There is, too, the easy way of doing
dealers, armed with one's wante-lists, or to be teapted by deleoteje
show, as well as an opportunity to meet philatelic friends.
As alv4y-4
Mr. B.L. Katcher a vote of thanks for allowing us to use his stand as a rRdsvous.
The layout was somewhat altered this year, the Court of Honour, formerly
centre of the main hall, having been moved to the balcony, allowing room
more of the winning displays.
the Soo
follows*

All but one of the entries relating to Switserland were by members of
Awards were achieved as
to whom we offer our congratulations,

&

Silver Medal for . ' Sittins lb;
- The R.I. Katcher Trophy
a
A
study
of the first two issues an
l grc k ).8§2.1878%,
- white paper and embossed control mark, with emphasis of the various types Of
cancellations used.

01,

MISS L J. spume The William Ferris Silver Bowl
and Bronse-Silver Medal for
Covers, cards etc., showing changes im:format, design, control
of imprinting the stamps.
A splendid entry for a 12-year old.

2426.18.2ajtatain -

Silver Medal for ' Ge
A postal view of the,eost exciting 100 years

4
history of this important European trOss=r0ad.
wp cpx, ill. , 61u1sTRook - Bronse-Silver Medal for %Proofs and BOWS' , with a few

issued stampe for comparison: Cantonal, Transitional
and first Federal issues. Later material included Fro Juventute, airmail etc.

M. I. TILIAN - Diploma for

'Swiss Retournettel Labels',.

A study of the various

types of such labels from 1895 - 1977 on cards, covers etc.,
illustrating their . 145414We also wish to include in this list our member magALA,..anix who
was awarded a Bronx' Medal for him entry on the 1974 Definitive iliNSUO of "Arpnei!.
The overall number of awards this year was 4 Silver-Gilt, 25 Silver,
Total 161.
55, Brens e-'Silv.r, 50 Browse and 23 Diplomas

041;44 f4;
has already been announcd, there will be a speci al
flight by SWISSAIR on 26th March 1981, to mark the Company
Golden Jubilee. The flight will be from Basel to =rich. A
special commemorative cover will be available and the cancell-
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TLA NEWS

THE 26th ANNUAL COMPETIT10 •
T VICTORY SERVICES CLUB, W.1 OE WEDNESDAY, 8th APRIL, 1981
at 6.45 pen.

TO BE HELD

U L t a)
he U.K., is in two sections:
1. The Competition, open to all members resident
Entries of not less than EIGHT and not more than
A.
'HELVETIA SILVER CUT".
airmail, special, pos
TWELVE sheets, comprising any postage stamps, charity,
s, etc.
age dues, official items, miniature sheets, flown cover
Entries of NINE sheets on
POSTAL HISTORY Competition for the,'MOORE TROPHT'.
any aspect of Swiss Postal History.
Members may submit
ry
Entries sent by post (preferably covered by postage including Compensato
ley
Rawns
E.J.
Mrs.
iser,
Organ
n
Fee) should be in the hands of the Competitio
2EL
P021
W.Sx
,
Regis
r
Bogno
,
and sent to 3, Cranford Gardens, Victoria Drive
ng
meeti
the
ding
to arrive not later than Monday, 6th April. Members atten
should, of course, bring their entries on the night.
be covered by insurance during the period from receipt until
4.

5.

All entries will
return to their owners.
By agreement the judging will again be b
present to take part and thus gain some
Entries will be judged by a system of pa
Matalk.SILVER CUP
Phil. knowledge and study
Importance & spec. factors
Condition (incl. rarity)
Presentation & arrangement

6.

POPULAR VOTE - enabling all those
perience of judging.
ts based on the general headings:

MOORE TROPHY
30
20
30
20

The 'Helvetia Silver Cup', awarded
annually, shall remain in ti.
possession of the winner for 11
months and then be returned to the
Competition Organiser named by the
Committee and awarded to the next

a

Knowledge & study
Originality & importance
Condition (incl. rarity)
Presentation & arrangement

40
25
15
20

RAYON

winner. If the sans person wins

ns
three successive Annual Competitio
the Cup shall become his or her
property, and the Committee shall
provide a new Cup for the next year.

be hold
The 'Moore Trophy' shallbealso
ed
return
for 11 months and then
again.
to be competed for
vi
Thematic entries - if received be judged as being part of the Cup
Competition.
We have had many new members

the past year and we hope that they
• part in this year's Competition.

0

GROUP -

interested

outstanding luxury condition

I p w S (at prices for
luxury condition : )

are invited

to contact us now.
We are able to show them
some really beamitiful material.

L. KATCHE R

in Leeds

The Amateur Collector Ltd

Saturday, 4th April
UAL GENERAL MEETING

Box 242,

Highgate,

LONDON 16 4 LW

and BOURSE

Tel. 01 348 - 0296

GROUP

Wednesday, 8th April
ANNUAL COMPETITION

Clients seriously

01110100 .10 MIIIIHM.11•1.11.

see above
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THE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SWISS AIR
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I. SERVICES

By D. Cairns

Part VII
Between 1931, when Swissair came into existence, and the outbreak of
the
Second World War, various routes were tried, soaetimes consolidated or *hexed
with
foreign airlines, sometimes dropped altogether as being uneconomical.
It was
April 1935 when Swissair commenced the Ulrich - Basel - London service
with Douglas

DC-2 aircraft carrying 14 passengers and extended this service throughout the
winter for this route to become their first scheduled winter service! In October
1938 the Virich - Paris route was opened by Swissair-and in April
1939, in 040njunction with K.L.M., a

regular service between Zurich - Basel - Rotterdem was
established. The map shows tho pattern of air services in and around
Switserland
in
1939.

Swissair R04Atas, igSq.
•
t ticat Remit .

Net

* scale_

Unfortunately,
an who had done so much to build up Swissair,
ittelholssr, did not live to see the establishment of these last two
Air services had been in existence between Ulrich and Vienna, Via Mich,
123, but not until the let May 1937, was a direct service introduced by
On that day Kittolholser himself piloted the plane on which passengers
sail were carried (Pi
& 15a) He was going to Austria for business

g. 15

r

0.
e n VI

ng .xperienc,. in North Americo and between
consultations and to speak of his flyi
t break in the Tyrolean Alpe. On the
these engagements decided to have a shor
h,
g
9th May, whilst climbing the 6,700 ft. Stangenw nd, he fell to his deat alon

n, the other

later- Bale Zimmerma
with his two climbing companions. Five months
g -a very short illness.
owin
r,
foll
initial driving force behind Swissai died
nsion
With the outbreak of World War Two further expa
ar that
by the company came to a standstill. It would appe
soon suspend
most of Swissair's regular foreign services were
more
ed, but in 1940, with the war situation taking a much
. The
ices
serv
ed
t-liv
shor
two
ed
sair
open
serious turn, Swis
h (Fig. 16),
Locerno - Romcservice commenced on the 18th Marc
25th June, whilst
and lasted just over three aonths until the
an even shorter
the second service, Looarno - Barcelona, had
these two
life, 1st April to the 11th June. The first of
for just two
rvioes o2erated again at the beginning of 1941

service
km. Up to August 1944, Swissair maintained a luab
le for

Fig. 15*

inva
with Germany, mainly to Stuttgart, which was
prisoners of war.
for
mail
of
ange
exch
the
ling
the Red Cross hand

Fig. 16
ices which existed
Ruch more could be said about the airmail serv
it is
t
commercial air transpor in Switzerland, for
durin g those formative years of
sair
Swis
ated
oper
who
ts
band of pilo
not easily understood just how small was the
he has written, no doubt with some
what
that
s
hope
er
The writ
at that period.
others who are more expert than he in
inaccuracies, may elicit further details from
the field of Swiss Aerophilately.

For the benefit of readers who may be

interested much of the backgrouud

sources:
information has been obtained from four

a) Schweiz. Luftpost Handbuch
published quarterly magazine
b) Poetgeschichto - the recently
by Hans Schwarsenbach
lsor (Blackie & Son, 1936)
Flying Adventures - Walter Nittelho
agshaus A.G., 1966
Verl
Swissair - Kurt Riese (Schweizer
—

The End
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CANCELS
b 5000 AA1AU 3 KAUF
5004 " 4 TELLI
8211 STETTER (SR)
12"
16 "
23 "

1838 ROUGEMONT
1961 HAUTE-NENDAZ

3236 GAMPELEN
6234 TRIENGEN
5303 WeRENLINGEN

?agungen04 Seminars
- "
• wohnlich und aohn
- soleil - sports - vacances
- 4t4 hiver
- Strand - Reservate Wandern
- im Luzerner Surental
VP.

• • •

• • •

K.
K.
K.
K.
K.
K.
K.

810
811
812
243b
813
814
815

K.114

THE SILK THREAD ISSUES 1854 - 1862
By G. Kuisel
4.

Part III.

(Continued)
Continuing the evaluation of the tole
BT copoux

given in the previous instalment, the
type-colour of each value is that of the largest printing. The silk threads are
indicated under the principal colour, but these threads may be found in conjunction
with other colours of its group. An •xoeption to this is the 10c. Bern
impression on Munich paper. A third colour is given with the shade 'milky-blue'
which exists only with a red silk thread.
The Munich colours form a very limited group. The 2nd & 3rd groups cannot
transitions between the dark colours of
the wrd group, employed to obtain a better impression on the hard Zurich paper, and
the clearer colours of the 2nd group.

always be definitely separated. There are

The different values have been grouped in a manner to permit easy comparison
between stamps of the same colour.
To be exact, comparisons with the colour table
should be made in natural light.
The colour table is not serviceable to determine the different impressions.
5.
According to the Federal records, the Mint brought into use, towards the end
of 1856, new presses which enabled them to print in sheets of 50 and not 25, as
hitherto. At the same time the composition of the forme was adjusted accordingly,
and the first deliveries of paper supplied by the Sihl paper works were brought
into use.

While the stamps of Munich, and the first printings of those of Bern, have a
space of 2 am. between the cliches, those printed from 1857 onwards have practically.no space between.
The separation of the stamps having p robably caused some
inconvenience, the space was then increased to 1 am. The real reason for the
change is unknown. The Federal records are silent on the subject and the Sihl
paper works can give no information.
Numerous comparisons have established with certainty that the narrow-spaced
arrangements exist only on the Zdrich paper. On the other hand, both arrangements
are found on the Munich paper. It follows, therefore, that when the change took
place there was still some Munich paper in stock which, naturally, was used up.

Conclepiope
A new study of the Federal records has cleared up many points, overlooked
until now, in the genesis of the Silk Thread issues.
With the help of modern accessories, the origin and character of the paper has
been determined. The difference between the threads has been eatabliihed by
means of the Quartz lamp.

3.

The different impressions are recognisable
strong

with he aid of a microscope or a

magnifying glass,

4.

ThAvcelour differences can be determined unquestionably by means of the Quarts
lamp.

5.

The differences of spacing have been determined.
The factors enumerated, Nos. 1-5 above, give us the following classification:
0

Q4Arts
weie4P
Lome

thin (pelure), thin or medium.
Fluorescence yellowish-white.

Swing:
2 am.
Green
45 mg.
Thickly inked; vignette blurred; lozenges scarcely visible.
Silk,.

Throat:

Thinly inked; sharp vignette
Firet PrintApe
clear rod-brown, thin paper
Varieties:

a red-brown

b pelure paper
(e) medium paper
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een, pelure paper
No. 2. 40 c. pale clear yellow-gr
r yellow-green
Varieties:
a? clea
b) thin paper
c medium paper

5 c.

No. 3.

i2.1224-21=14
reddish-brown, thin paper
between
(a) Sienna brown (transition colour
Varieties:
Noe. 1 & 3

(b)
(c)

red-carmin
brilliant carmine
pelure paper
(c)
medium paper
(d)
yellow-green, pelure paper
) thin paper
Varieties:
) medium paper
Although no precise explanation can be
t_j_Ll
i
gsagimajausig_
given, the clear shades of Nos. 4& 5
cannot be assigned to the let printing.

Varieties:

40 c.

No. 6.

pelure paper
medium paper

(a)
(b)

thin (pelure), thin or medium
2 us•
AVASIIBAt
Fluorescence yellowish-White.
urs
colo
t
Quarts Lamp:
eren
diff
of
:
acia
311k Thre
nd Helvetia).
arou
Weieh t: 25 - 45 mg.
dows
inked, relief accentuated (sha
s).
7:eles'io:: If heavily
impression (without shadow

No. 7.

1854

Thinly inked, clear
ad, thin paper.
5 0. Grayish-brown, green silk thre
Varieties:

(a)
(b)
(0)

(d)

yellowish-brown
deep yellow-brown
medium paper
pelure paper

medium paper
Yellowish-brown, yellow silk thread,
1855
No. 8.
a) deep yellow-brown
VariAtie63
b) thin paper
paper
Grey-brown, black silk thread, thin
1856 5c.
No. 9.
(a) deep yellow-brown
Varieties:
(b) medium paper
(c) pelure paper
paper
Greyish-blue, green.silk thread, thin
No. 10. 1855 10 c.
(a) blue
Varieties:
(r) clear blue
(c) tedium paper
(d) palure paper
5 c.

No. 11.

1855

10 c.

thin paper
Clear blue, clear red silk thread,

(To be continued)
PETITION

T MONTH'S ANNUAL COM
DON'T FORGET TO PREPARE YOUR ENTRY FOR NEX

Three members were guests of the

Wimbledon Philatelic Society on 7 Feb.,
and thoroughly enjoyed their visit,
despite some difficulties which arose.
W.Cdr. R.F. Bulatrode showed a
selection of 'Hotel Post Stamps and
Covers' the like of which is seldom
seen.
.P. Mistely presented, on
behalf of Mr. P. Pickard who was unfortunately unable to attend in person, a
display of 'Postal Stationery', which
was very well received as there is
increasing interest in this subject.
Thanks are also due to
Mr. J.J.E. Eusebio who, at short notice
gave an unusual and fascinating display
on 'Religion on Swiss Stamps', having
taken the place of Mr. A.S. Newell,
who was prevented by illndss from forming part of the team.
We are glad to report that
Mr. Newell is making good progress,
More Society visits are ir train

and we shall be reportin
due course.
LU

g

on these in

DID YOU KNOW?
...that on 13 February Karl Bicket
lebrated his 95th birthday with T.V.
interviews and newspaper articles.
Philatelists tend to forget that the
creation of dozens of wonderful lineengraved stamps is only a part of his
artistic output.

....

that a Class III
exhibition in Winterthur
from 2-5 April 1981,
the 'WIBRA', will be
held as part of the de-

centralizing programme.

\ iliFtz 0 2.6

N.„ ammA

that last summer I mentioned the
postcards the PTT distributed, with the
4-language slogan "Write cards - make
friends". Now I find several versions
have been issued with a snow-scone.
... that the Rapp auction of last
November had . a turnover of SFr. 33 ao
Lot 1796 made history at SFr. 260,000, a
Type 34 Rayon II with frame - on cover from the Grandson sheet, poorly cancelled
on the 2nd day, 2.10.1850,
that one of the last places which
used to have a 'K' ads and has had a
machine for years, has now introduced a
Jungfrau

ABA 1 9 8 I,

n connection with this exhibition,
to be held in Luzern from 20-29 March,

217

o”.ar events will take place, as a
r ult of which several special canoella
t will be used.

anderparadies
ogan, in Wengen, a most attractive
cture.
that I have often thought that it
ould be useful if one could obtain a

hotocopy of a specific •xhibit : at an
hibition, for reference and study. i
p in this direction is when the
ormation is published, as is now the
ass with the prize-winning 'Geneva'
udy by member Lt.Col. Charles LaBlonde
n Zumstein's BBZ.

1.

LURABA 1981 - special MPG cancel.

2.

Conference of the PIP Commission
on 'Aero-Philately' to be held on
21 March - special MPG cancel.
Conference of the PIP Sub.-Commissy
ion on l Astro-Philatel ', to be

held on 22nd March - special MPG
cancel.

.. that the answer to Question No. 101
1956, 25 years ago.
Since then 180
bored folders have been issued, with
nt or cto stamps. At first the mint
amps were hinged, but for the last 10

rs

or ea Hawid strips have been used.

... that Question No. 102 Jet Which
stamp first carried publicity for
coming event, as opposed to a
ommemorativeT
M. RUTHERFOORD

Apologie for a slip in the first paragraph of last month's 'Newo=issue
Mews'. The miniature sheet referred tois the PRO AERO' and not 'Pro Petrie'
as stated.

WINN 1981
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By H. 7. Stone

von Letter - KAISERSTUBL to SCHOYBAUSEN via Jestettent
), dated 6 April, 1852
n (a.

2

j1ST1 N

10c. needed to pay postage for 2nd rayon letter
Postage collect marks red ink "10.
Despite domestic postage, letter was carried
over shortest route through Germany, where
transit mark was applied on front.

going 6-30 miles.

Delivery marks circular "D.1 7/4" on side
flap is mark of Thurn A Taxis sail service

in Schaffhausen, standing for let distribution on April 7, 1852.

execute
of Switzer
Overseas,

for stamps
ape and
used

urnsbein cie
greatest stock of Switzerland
and Europe
all world's New Issues
certificates
publishers of the ZIMISTEIN
catalogues Europe and
Switsorlsnd/Liechtenstein

J.S.ARMSTRONG
'STAMPEX' has come a
you were not among the award w
don't despair.
The next hational Exhibition will

be the B.P.E. at the end of September.
Why not start now to prepare an
entry and let me help you with the
items you need?
I can supply material covering
all fields of Swiss Philately ...

Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung
with Europe catalogue supplements

Mint and used stamps

albMms

Airmails - stamps, covers etc.,

ZUMSTEIN+CIE
registers: Bartsch & C i.
usgasas 24, CR-3001 Bern
as P.O.B. 2585, CH-3001 Bern

30-334
Stockholm 42 55-6
Swedent
Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Germanys
Vienna 1700.512
Austria,
Netherlends: 380 11 00
accounts: Bern

ma and

commemorative covers

Postal history - all periods
Postal Stationery
Material for thematic displays
and many more.
485, Marine Road,
MOIECAMBS
Lancs. LA4 6AP

ATE

NE

. Amore*:

AErrillEFIt

B. H. SMOO

Prelident: L. MOOPX, MACE- F,ILEJC .

Ban. Treasurer:
Mr. L.E. STILES
135 St. John's Road,
Walthamstow,
London E.17 4JR

Tel.

01 527

6670

No 4

or:
Kra E.J. RAVWSLEY,
3 Cranford Gardens,
Victoria Dr.,
Bognor Regis, Sussex
P021 211
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COMPETITION RESULTS
It was a pleasure to see one of the largest attendances of members on
our Competition Night on April 8th, including being able to welcome four new
members. There was also a highly satisfactory number of entries. Judging was
by Popular Vote, with four teams each judging one aspect (a), (b), (c) or (d)
on a pt,ints system, and the totals combined. The results were announced as
follows:

.r.

AtejaSsivo
nistis An entry on , 190o u 14_1!ft. , by MR0 ,ILLA,
.
Other entries severed such subjects as 'Standing Helvetia Varieties',
'Pro Aero', 'Revenue Stamps of Basle, 'The T.P.O. Service', 'Cross & Figure
Iseues', 'The Small Landscapes' d'Soldier Stamp Miniature Sheets
B.

NorpTA

Humumult

awarded to Huit_jaktnija for LIJIM:,
, tracing the gmdual
development o f p ostmarka.
tunn
- only 1 point behind for 21aleilsnalat
i
a slightly different treatment of the same subjeet.
Mr. Stiles also received a stock-book.
UghlilolgWrAtit An entry on .24fiLI I,JAct. by Bkir_syguit.
MOORS

le'rk

zia,1,1,..nua

Other entries were on 'The 'Machnahme Service', 'Customs Cancels'
d 'Tourist Publicity Cancels'.
The general standard of the entries was high and very few marks
separate d most of them.
Apart from the ouality of the material, it was notice ble that much
greater attention had been devoted to the presentation, something which must be
borne in mind by those who wish to progress from Society competitions to these

for National competitions.
9.1111.0.21.0.1.0

Followine this there was a preliminary discussion on suggestions for
the next season's programme and endeavours will be made to include as many of
these as can be arranged.
It is hoped to see an equally good attendance at our final me.ting of
the season in May.
It is realised that members living in other parts of the country or
are unable to attend meetings held in London or Leeds. It has always
been one of our aims to try to help by means of articles in our Mows Latta. ' and
it would be most useful if we could have some indication of subjects for artiolos
that would be of particular interest.
overseas
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SWITZERLAND

Rare and interesting Flight Covers
(inland orders sub/ect to 15% VAT)
.
.
1913 Ara. ) Pioneer Airmaii. Variety (Rivotich) 'Aircraft So/merino Leaflets'
1913 Langaneu Pioneer Ainh,a Osi:ar fcer Oth.??:al C
•
1 •,•
1913 Liestai Pioneer Airmail Oscar Bider Officio; Caro
Flight
Bider
Oscar
for
prepared
card
Unused
Airmaii
Pioneer
1913 Bier - Bern
19191,17 June) Military flight with Octagona, Postmark. 5O propeller overprint, ..
1923(23 August? First rHANDLEY-PAGEi 'Non? ZURICH -- BASLE - PARIS -- L ONDON
1923 (30 September) Flight tyIesting CHUR iwitrl 6-value Air Franking)
. ..... , ...
1923 (7July) GENEVA ZURICH - MUNICH_
..
..
. ... .
.. .
1924 (4 May) LAUFEN ZURICH (6-Yalue franking)
set).
......
literus
(3-value
ETTF
BLECHER
...
E
LAUSANN
1924(30 May
..„ .
„..
1925(28 September) FIRST flight BASLE -. MANNHEIM ....,.
1925(10 May) BASLE - ZURICH Express Registered. (2-value franking)
DITTO (4-value franking) .
flight
1929 (28 November) (Changed to 12 December, had weather). MITTELHOzER
... .

£275.00
£290.00
£265,00
£10500
£75,00
1885.00
£60.00
£26.00

£53.00
£35,00
£17.00
£11.00
£27.50
r

NAPLES

.
DITTO, eight to ALEXANDRIA
DITTO, flight to ATHENS (Swiss Consulate Back Stamp)...
..
1027 (2 August) TEGNA - BRINDISI
...
Z
KONSTAN
ZURICH
May)
1928(21
19285 SePtember) OVERNIGHT flight LONDON - STOCKHOLM
1929 (4 May) GENEVA MONTLUCON. ...........
'•
"
isai (30 January) DOX 1st Transatlantic Flight, on official DOX Card, ..„
1932 (6 July) (THUN) NEW YORK SAN SALVADOR (GUATEMALA).
..... .„.
1932 (25•5ePtember GORDOWBENNETT BALLOON flight on official card.
flight
ZEPPELIN
AMERICA
SOUTH
6th
r)
1932(12 Septembe
1933 (20 May) Swiss Air MEDITERRANEAN flight (MiTTELHOLZER) ZURICH TUNI
ZURICH. •
.
1934(28 June) Swiss-Air BALKAN flight to INSTANBUL
DITTO, very high veiue franking

.. .

.

£30.00
else."
£40.00
£25.00
£25.00
€30.00
£100.00
£190.00
25500
£1000
£4740
£27.50
£40.00
£70.00

E.22.00, and
1935 (10 March) FIRST-WINTER•ALPINE flight, prices according to franking: £12.00,
£95 00

1938 (17 September; INTERNATIONAL (31,1)ER FLIGt-fT brorr JUNGFRAUJOCH High
•

value franking
£80.00

VERY FINE SELECTIONS OF OTHER FL lGitTS IN ALL PRICE RANGES ALWAYS AvAlt
APPROVALS ON REQUEST

, i ocary DISOC,uNI l'hit,,,
are sub/ t to
At the time at going to press ail above prices
to maintain this &scold)? for 1
due to ttie htgh international exchange rate of the E We undertake
items in this advert until foul weeks after its publication
.

1

.

Ana

VI4T

BY

HELVETIA MEMBERS

o new issues in Nays for 'EUROPA'
on the 27th. Detail* are as followss

iii be

4th

Postal Commission
CEPT has chosen rho theme of
klore' for this year's 'EUROPA' stamps.
40 Rp. COP
AX4 O
. Folk dancing in traditional coete, such
as those depicted, is still popula
nearly all parts of Switserland.
Rp. in1N4. PUTTU. Putting the 83.5 kg. (184 lb.) Unspannen
stone is one of the highlights of the Alpi ne
herdemen's national festival and game at Unspunnen near
Th
op

ElaRLA

;latest

Interlaken,.
aettenechweiler, lug.
Rotogr vure by Courvoisier-SA.
x
33.4 mm,

c il ndr
2 sheets of 50 stamps
White with luminous substance
r will be available
will be used.
The 4 stamps °haven

and
B.

Aarbutg

Fribourg

Gordo/aSpItigen

20 + 10 Rp.

of 18th
century). Now the
property of a lofingen resident, this is
teerland's oldest surviving post
office sign, painted in oil on wood and with its 7 cm wooden frame measures
52258 on.
A replica can be seen at the PIT Museum in Bern. A typical example
of 18th cent, naive popular art, it differs from the inn signs of the period only
by its inscription.
In 1675 Best von Fischer opened his postal service
and set up a relay station at Aarburg for the mounted couriers covering the BernAarau-nrich route. Because of its ideal location at the intersection of important transit routes, the town had already been used as a relay by the 3t.Gall
merchants' Ordinary messenger service to Lyons since 1526. In 1726 the Fischer
post office moved to the inn 'Zur alters Post' which has survived to this day.
With the opening of the Bern-nrich mail coach line in 1735 and the Basle-Lucerne
line in 1830, Aarburg became an important traffic junction - a position it lost
to neighbouring Olten with the advent of the railway.
40 + 20 Rp.
(before 1849). This
sign, from the
one of the very few items remaining from the
collection of h
time Of the Yr bourg eantonal post. The slightly cambered oval sign is made of
sheet metal. It heo a narrow beaded rim and measures 22x26 cm. Signs such as
this were, as a rule, attached to both sides of a mail coach. Their delicate
designs, reflecting the tastes of the Romantic and Biedermeier periods, testify.

to the artist-craftsmen's highly developed skills. As early as the time of the
'cursus publicus', the Roman postal system, a transit route *long the Broye
valley passed through Fribourg territory. In the 16th cent, the same route was

used by the messengers of the St.Oall, Schaffhausen and nrich merchants, Between
1675 and 1832 the Fischer postal service held Fribourg's postal transit monopoly
under. lease. From 1740 the canton was being connected to the Fischer *ail coach

network.
the Confede ration
replaced the colourful cant
0
70 + 30 lip.

Before 849). This oval

wooden sign from the PTT
the time of the Ticino cantonal
Ruseus's collection is the only one surviving fros
Regular courier service
oil
post. I measures 47x70 cm, and is painted in of
nrioh-Bergamo route in 1615.
over the St.Gottheed started with the opening the
relled over the St.Gotthard
Up to the early 18th century nrich and Basle quarlishe
canton Ticino loosed its
transit mail. In the 19th cent., the newly estabLucedrne
(1809) before setting
postal monopoly first to Ulrich (1803) and then to
services and the mail coaches
its own postal system in 1835. The packhorseSt.G
rd (from 1830) connected
k over the San Bernardino (from 1823) and theiore. ottha
As A relay station on the
h boats at Maradino and Locarno on Lake Magg
extent from the increasing
Be linsona - Locarno route, Gordo', profited to somemail
tance and delivery
t traffic. Its post office also served as ductiaccep
of
on a foot messenger
intro
point for the entire Vergasca valley until the
by A mail coach service in 1880,
rvice to Sonogno in 1850. TA.8 was replaced ted
in the same building on the
on completion of the Versasca valley road. Loca post
office used this sign until
ola
Via an 00etardo between 1845 and '1968, Gord
1849 when the poetal service became confederate.
+ 40 RP. geali.g.L.RiktriaLW.T. OPFI'
before 1849).
res
eum
PTT
This wooden sign from the collection of the the Splagon measu
was
pass
,
s across the Alps
39151 cm. One of the Roman main route
vehicles of the loursus publicus', the
and
rs
enge
mess
the
by
doubtless used also
stations of Curia Rattorua (Chur)
Roman state postal system, serving the important
By the Middle Ages, there
u the north and Clavenna (Chiavenna) in the south.anim
over the so-called
as a substantial amount of goods traffic by pack This alshandled by the Swiss
was
s),
over Bowl (Spittoon and San Bernardino posse
century, Their
14th
the
they held from
valley communities under a mououell Puss
en Linden and Milan.
betwe
ach Messenger
Cain contract was with the soecelled
r the opening of
Afte
the 19th cent.
Transport by pack animals continued into
coach began
sail
the
of
, the great age
carriage ways over both passes in 1823built
The sign
on.
Spitto
of
ge
in the villa
and a relay and transfer station was which
office
post
the
both
ted
moda
accom
shown was attsched to the 'Bodenhaus
and an inn.
40+20 Rp. Yribourg; 70+30 Rp. Gordola;
80+40 lip. Splitoen

4 me.
with luminous substance
A special cover for the set, with
available and the PD cancellation shows a
Collection sheets and folders will, as

of 30 stamps
of a
n•
ual, be a'v.

ble for

iesues.

IT.41
al stamp on the theme 'Art
was issued on 19th April.
04
igleAllaga: 80 Rp. 13th century
fresco,
Unknown
Wtiru Reliogravure
by Courvoisier
01/2.1 26 x 36 no*

illaiat 1,600,000

atElal_essetit As

shown

GE

This 1981 event was held in

Lodrino (Canton Ticino) on 25 April.

A mobile post
e
offic was in

attendance, at
which the special
cancellation shown
TraS Un

d from 2
showed t
hel'Let w h Swiss cross.

to 4 Ray

29

By 0, k.tUae1
_k_AluRk4.8ION ItUli

No. 12 165

15 c,

No. 13 1855 15 o.

No. 14 1854 20 c.

No. 15 1655 40 0.

No. 16 1655

•

No. 17 1856 1 Pr.

Conclusion
12,441,1 854-1856 (Cont. )

Dull rose, green silk thread thin paper
Varieties:
lilac-rose
medium paper
pelure paper
reen silk thread, thin paper
a medium paper
(h) pelure paper
Orange-yell ow, green silk thread, medium paper
Varieties:
orange
thin paper
raw.* paper
no spacing
Dull green, brown silk thread, medium paper
Varieties:
dull yelloe-meaan
green
thin paper
pelure paper
Grey, bl
k thread, sedius,pspar
Varieties:
(a) thin paper
Clear grey, yellow silk thread
deep grey
Varieties:
1 mm, spa
only i n c olour
medium pape

lure paper

• I):

bamv

Quart* lamp
lamvssions

Medium to thick
mme
Greyish fluorescence
11119.1NL
different colours
42 - 45 mg.
lialaktnias
Even if strongly inked, clear impression, at ong ridge of colour

against the relief, colours darker
Copies with spacing too close are designs ad as 'without margins'
where they exist.
Jo. 18 5 o. Grey-brown, black silk thread
Varieties:
(a) brown
(b) deep brown
(c) without margins
Deep brown, green silk thread
Mo. 19 50.
aj brown
Varieties:
b) black-brown
c) without margins
Grey-blue, deep red silk thread
No. 20 10 c.

21 10 c.

No. 22 15 c.

greenish-blue

Varieties:

(a)

Varieties:

(a) greenish-blue

(b) Without mar
Deep blue, green silk thread

WSW5 LEI2na
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'mistiest

without margins
No. 24 20 c. Orange green silk thread
ktt deep orange
Varieties
(b) without margins
No. 25 40 c.

Green, grey

silk thread
green

a yellow
b bluish

Varieties:

en

No. 26 2 C. Grey, green silk thread

Varieties:

(a) silver-grey

Munich Impression

Munich Ispreesion

The

nd

IN0.10,11110

The following were issued on 9 Ma h:

.22241-igat.

le
40 Rp. Pireworke at 'Vaduz Cast
n

Day Processio
80 Rp.
Regina Marier, schen
D Pmrs
Reliogravure by Courvoisier 8.A.
26 x 33.6 sem. in sheets of 20
Series II
1$ 0!
2.
Meier, 1748
74,WWLA 40 Rp. Arms of Anton
" " Kasper Kindle, 1534
psztanat 70 Rp.
Hans Adam Megele 1600
80 Rp.
" Peter Matt, 1693
Frail°
Hans Peter Gassner, Vaduz
Pesignert
Reliogravure by Courvoisier
36 x 25.7 mm. in sheets of 20 stamps
Special covers and maximum cards were

balms

=allow

the current session
Mr. D.R. Beak
ional Fite) Cards

- the last of
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DID YOU KNOW
..... that I have just read somewhere
that one does not have to be erasy to
a philatelist, but it help*:
..... that the PT? last year got into

MAU'S
Wire. Alma Lee:
P.3 . will be
displaying selections from her comprehen
sive collection of 'Switzerland 1757.1968' in the Stanley Gibbons' Romano
Rouse Gallery, 399 Strand ' WC2 from
April 3-30.
The display presents aspects of

trouble with late delivery of new issu
this year seems to be worse. Standing
orders were delivered on time, but items
Which had to be ordered separately - the SWias philately beginning wittePostal
History: early Geneva
covers (1757).
2 cards and small sheet, have still not
rare
Helvetic Re public covers end other
been delivered to all In fact the 1000
items from Bern,
Fribourg and St.Gell.
letters of apology they rushed out were
Followed
by i Strubel 0 issues with
soon out of stock. I have received
examples of the various printieses All
neither.
values are included, most used and on
•.... that on the new 40o stamp there is covers. Particularly noteworthy is a
apparently a mistake in the French text,
strip of 3 of the first 20c stamp with
which reads 'Ande de l'handicap' (note
the rare 'Bevaix' cancel, as well as
Franglais); this should be 'Annie du
other pairs and strips.
handicaps'.
The 'Sitting Helvetia Pert.' issues
..... that in 1970 the PTT issued three
inc lude colour trials and the 3c black'
, slogans 'Work in a
correctly used on a wrapper and on a
Hospital' in each of the newspaper sent to Italy. The 'granite
Das tal
3 laneeases. Unfortunpaper issue in shown mint, used and on
Den '
ately the Italian was
cover; also numerous interesting
Arbeitspiatz spelt Whospedelei.
cancellation., including some rarities.
SVP mesSser ordered his
'Tell' & 'Tell
Boy' stamps include
usual 5 of each new
g
multiple
titeeb
che
and se-tenant
slogan and got the error
e
xamples,
also
surcharged
stamps'
in the machine was than
ttopped and the slogan
'Pro Juventute and 'Pro Petrie'
resoved for rectifies
s are represented, together with
ation, this slogan,
of the miniature sheets issued to
sold to his friends for
help finance National Stamp Exhibitions.
70c. has become the
The list frame iselevoted to Air
greatest Swiss rarity
Mails,
with a selection of covers and
The first one auctioned
special
flights between 1924-44.
sold for SFr.1200.- at
the SVP club auction
Kra. Alas Lee was born in Geneva
held in nun on 21 Mar.
but has lived mainly in Britain. She
This will increase interest in slogans.
has been collecting Swiss stamps for
over 25 years and has built up a
•
at the same auction the well-known
magnificen
t collection.
'Wil
ellen' local publicity + 2 of
the slogans went for 5Pr.120.- & 155.e
Leading a very 'active ehilatel
which is le ss than the 37r.320.- paid at
life, Mrs. Lee has been Secretary and
the recent RBIli auction at which there
President of the Loudon Swiss Philatelic
are more non-SVP 'ember*.
Society as well as Chairman and President of the Wembley Society. Per some
•
that the Langenthal & District
7 years she was Hon.Sec. of the Melville
Phil. Club celebrate their Golden Jubilee Competitio
in April with a small exhibition and pub- President n and is currently Viceof the N.P.S., also a Polley
lication of an excellent booklet giving
of
the
Royal
Philatelic Society assistthe Club history & Post Office*, and is
ing
in
the
Library
& Expert Committees.
well illustrated with old postcards etc.
She
was
awarded
the
"%piing Medal of
It shows allpostmarks & cancellations
I the Royal P.S. for her
paper in 1977
used from Fischer to the new publicity
and
has
achieved
many
awards in Interslogan which misa out on the birthday:
national
Exhibition
s,
as
well as having
Included are all station, MPO, slogans
served
on
number
4
of
National
Juries.
dater dies etc., a wonderful example
for all other clubs to follow.
1r--":Trait7.1"-- --..... that in
the latest issue of Postn, which contained the first
geschichte l by Hans Schwarzenbacb, Zurich!
billed line-engraved and photothe story of the Rise posts is concluded.i
tamps.
that the answer to Question No.102
t Question No.105 is: Which
is that the first Swiss stamp to carry
a five-in-hand colic
publicity for a coming event was in fact
the 9 stamps issued for the 1939 National
K.
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. a. e, BOTLE,
Keea3te.
Ave. Peaderefiael Rd, Halifax

Northern Cir:
naatiag on
Memel 7th had the hietest ever
attendance of members and visitors in
tee history of the (roup*

n
,

our member
eoeeeetulations
Elieabe h -aellough who has been awarded
a Bronze Medal in the 1981 Melville
Junior Sup axhibition (under 13 years).

Dr. J.R.G. Turner of Leeds. gave
the display, his subject being the
Landscape Issues". cleaeneing
with a general collection of the 1934
& 1936 lemma he described the two
types of paper and different plates
of the 10 & 20c. and showed a comelet
tete-beehe sheet of the 5c*, describe
in* its breakdown into booklet panes
and the verioua methods used to cancel
the blank row,
!Pain part of the display was
a speciC,Ised study of about 100
sheet of the two types of 5c. green
and tee small triangular mark in the
lines above the lake* Na related his
researches- into this flaw to prove
when the change from plate I to plate
II suet have occurred, his evidence
being aepported by a study of a large
number of dated copies, these cheervarious being displayed by twine of
graphs which clearly showed the usage

of the two types and the different
papers at any particular time. He
also showed by the use of postaarka

that the change over to type II
occurred much later on the booklet
Also shown were some rare
atsane.

*mute wsstlists for stamps
of Svitserlead, Swope Ind
Oversews, at sad seed

greatest stock of Switserind

on* Euro,.
all world's Sew Ism's*

458 EPTINGEN Wanderfreuden im
Baslergebiet
K.817 - 15 April
es
Pedere
Bch
9243 JONSCBWIL •iler
K.ela - 22 April
Lachw

Prom S May to 31 Decem
BAD (Ct. Luzern) will be celebrating
400 years as a place of pilgrimage. The
pictorial cancel (no 'K' No.), to be
used depicts the church and is inscribed
6156 LUT;dali BAD - 400 Jahre - date Wallfehrtsort Wandergebiet'.

aliglALsigaggi, - The 34th Asseably
of the World Health Organisation will be
hold in the Palsis dee Nations in Geneva
fr om 21-22 May. The special cancel
d ettf emble
(Cont.)
examples of grilled paper stomps without the flaw, The display concluded
with other varieties which are to be
fouri on the 5c. value, including
dee: to the tower and plate wear in
tao aoentains, etc.
LL. R.

every interest the col
possibly desire.
Prom fascinating postal history,

the early stamps rich in varieties,
the superbly engraved portrait stamps

and other designs by Karl Bickel, to
modern multicolour printing, there
is endless enjoyment and scope.
The cover collector will look
for the early pioneer airmails, and

eartiflastes

there are many side-line subjects to

pehlisbers of the
estolopos ligeope
Switierlamg/Lieehteesteis

be followed.

Sesser Sristmerkem-Seltung
with Swope ostalegwe suppls,

I can help you with material On

Approval or against Wants Lists.

slew

ZUMSTE1N CIE

I Sarteoh Cie
Sseghessammee 240 03-3001
* 10.0$1. 29es, CS-3001 ilora
soeomatos Urn 30-334
Stookholm 42 554
Swedes's
tarlsruhe 7005 01-750
Oermmot
nouns 1700.512
kostrios
letterlomdso 380 17 00

485, Marine R
MOINCAMBE,
Lance, LA4 6LP

NEWS
President: L. MOORE. M.B E.. F.R.P.S.L
Treasurer:

hangs Pict. Sec:

Mr. L.E. sTrus
135 St. John's Road,
Walthametow,
London E.17 4JR

Mrs E.J. RAWNSLEY,
3 Cranford Gardens,
Victoria Dr.,
Bognor Regis, Sussex
P021 211.

Tel. 01 527 15670

Mr. C. RAUCH,

353 Beddow Road,
Chelmsford, Essex.
CM2 7QP
Tel.
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THE GENEVA 'BULGE' POSTMARKS
by Charles J. LaBlonde
Poatage stamps were
invented to serve as obvious
receipts for indicating
postage paid on a piece of
mail. Despite this, in the
pre-UFU days of binational
postaVagreementai,additional
indications of postage were
often required on international mail. In Geneva
this indication took the form
of a I PD' mark, of which
examples on letters to two
different countries are shown
(Figs.

1

2).

Fig. 1
As volumes of
mail began to
increase it was no
longer trivial for
postal clerks to
put two separate
markings on a
piece of mail, the
cancel and the 'PD'.
One can easily see
that this problem
might have been
especially acute
in Genova due to
the large amount
of correspondence
with France.
Some early
post office
efficiency expert
2
probably suggested that both the cancel and the 'FD' could be applied in one operati
on if the
marking device were properly designed and the postmarks with 'bulge'
were born
(Fig. 3). The Swiss PIT has recently confirmed that mail handling was behind
their use. The reason for the variation in size is unknown, but the progre
of sizes seems almost logical, depending upon the clarity of the strike and ssion
the

accuracy of one's measuring apparatus. Most common sizes are 7, 9, 11 and
13 millimeters,
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The first day of use
is unrecorded: based upon
my own collection, other
known collections,
auction catalogues etc.,
the earliest known to me
is 9 March 1873. One can
pin down the last day of
Fig. 3
use wit o some accuracy
because the UPU agreements
the 'PD'
ehi!..h finally standardized postal relations between countr
short
es.
very
devic
The
the
frm
ed
remov
obsolete and these letters were
quite rare.
'PD'
with
ar,s
postm
1P4
'11',A
the
period of use, 1873 - 1875, has made
'
But tr,e story does not end there boturio trio marking devices with 'bulge
were not destroyed.
They returned to service
late in the 1870s. Sizes
of the empty 'bulge' postmarks correspond more or
less to the group with
'PD' as they should
(Fig. 4); there would
have been little incenFig.. 4
tive to manufacture new
es
use
requir some discussion.
The period of
devices of this strange shape.
ar postmarks
Durinr, the 18708 Geneva used several conventional Swiss circul
in why the
expla
could
llers
cance
ark
postm
these
of
The wearing out
(Fig. 5).
'bulge' devices were
a
^
dusted off and put into
n
------+
service.
Carte.eorret*TOMAil nee.
4
Known usage dates
)
support this reasoning.
svlif

Vaunt

cArt,r,

rocter4

rr,•.ry

1$,TritiO

Ii Pre da4ta
atone

Adresse

in urrWo

i

1,8

:O

n 1;

atia r4mnatatiza io
t•
-

Fig. 6
The earliest known to
me is 1 September 1879;
7.0
7.-49
1
-47.
heaviest usage seems to
ibe from 1860 - 1885.
,
with sporadic later
Vt
examples seen. They
5
4ggradually faded from
late 1880e (Fig. 7
the
in
along
came
arks
se ice as a new generation of postm
In summary then, the Geneva 'bulge' postmarks
were born as a labour-saving idea, were set aside
as a result of the UPU agreements and were modified
to replace the :worn conventional cancels.
Reports of dates outside of those mentioned are
always welcome.
o0o e-e
Lt.-Col. LaBlonde has completed his term of
be return'
Pig. 7
service in this country and will shortly
shall miss
We
We wish him well in his new appointment.
to the United States.
him greatly at our meetings but hope that he will keep in touch.
E.j.R.
43 9,,

We wish all our Members very happy holidays, wIth perhaps some
successful stamp hunting for good measure, and look forward to seeing
er.
as many of them as is possible when we reeume our activities in Octob

Pura 341

R
By E. J. Rawnsley
Koshers sae remember my plea over a year ago for information on the
meaning and use of the mark 'En. Buell '.
At lust, with such assistance from
Herr A. Nussbaum of Basle, Kr. M. Rutnerfoord and Kr. C. S. Bolder
- a specialist
on Alec-Lorraine the mystery has been unravelled (hopefully) as follows:

Letter from BASIL to
COLMAR (Alsace), dated
11 January, 1796.
Tax marks 4 deeimes
Supplementary cancel:
'En. Nue e ' - En Nuadraire.
During the period of
the French Revolution payments were mostly by means
of 'Assignats' - a form of
paper money.
Switserland did not
reco gnise these as currency
and Initiated on payment for the
*mount due to them in jar
i.e. in cash,; which led to
the use of the supplementary
nark.
'Assignats' were a type of paper money, introduced by
the French during the Revolutionary period, based on
property confiecated in 1789 to the value of 400S1n livres.
More were issued
later. Following the confiscaeeon of royal and emigra
propert
nts
y, originally
the Assi gnats were interest ebeeeee bonds to cover the costs
of
the
State. In
1790 a fixed rate of exchan ge NAB eadev but as State costs rose and
the rich
could not be sufficiently taxed, so inflation began (as now:).
11.1.14.t.121.101.71?, , ritS.NCAZE. —
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The text in the corners of the Assignats

threatened death to forgers ad the promise of
reward
to informers. By the end of 1796
4aei gnste to the value of 45,57e aln li yree 127.7.e
been issued. At the beginning of 1791 they
were bought back at 9(0 of their nominal value;
in 1794 at 22 and at the end at ouly Vo l e (1').
On 19 Feb. 1796 the y were demonetized
and exchanged for Vee of their nominal value
against a new
paper currency
Territorial
75.mandat, territorial t!
Mandate, On
s. --- 7,-21 May 1797
all Assignats
which had not
been exchanged
for Mandate
Avow

,z.t. .4

:17 n

;./
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\+ s,

'
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•
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• O. S. 4gA4ert

It jr true that there was a 'tax, frontalier'or border
rate between France and Switzerland for a long time,
i.e. a discounted foreign rate, but I know of no regulation bindeng- the 'En NUars'
hendstamp to this tarif. The published recorde of the Specia
list
-Leeraine
Society, which are very full, do not mention it to my knowledge.Alsice
Traditi
the expression r e ama payment in ceen z .. teer than in credit, notes, boucle onally
or other
hard currency (in edvance or on recezee). In itself, this is curious, since
most
users of the post would have had to pee for the service in cash (prepaid
due).

MAY 1981
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In later times it means paid in cash in default of stamps being available, and
was written in manuscript.
The mark is scarcely referred to in the available French literature, as
far as I know. In the "Catalogue des Estampilless (Yvert 1929) it is shown on
p.369. In Maury's "Catalogue des Marques Postales" (2nd Ed. (1904/09) it is
shown on p.32 of the supplement - (this is the forerunner of the "Catalogsse des

Estampilles"). In "Ristoire Postale du Territoire de Belfort" by R. de Fontaines
(a source of such information beyond just the postal history of Belfort), it is
described on p.49.
The combined information is as follows* As the Assignats declined in
value (rapidly), certain countries, notably Switzerland, required the postal
Crossing the frontier
charge due to them to be paid in cash, not credit or bond.
to strike the
obliged
was
d'Echange
Bureau
the
(usually in Alsace-Lorraine),
through
passing
letters
on
known
is
It
mark formalising the requirement.
applied to
been
have
to
only
thought
is
It
Huningue from Ulrich among others.
countries.
or
foreign
conqusis
nts
(departeme
some mail from occupied territories
this
of
mail
all
on
means
any
by
not
and
seen,
It seems to be very rarely
description.
Sin sending the above information I stumbled on another reference to
the 'En Numre handstamp, while looking at something completely different.
It is mentioned in a book on the French posts in Hamburg (1805-1814)
period of non-French posts). This is "Marques Postales
earlier
and the
francaises de Hambourg 1606-1814" by Andre Laralle (Yvert 1946). A very short
reference on po7 (illustrating the two types, large and small) states: "At the

moment of bankruptcy of the Assiguats, letters from Hamburg to France were struck
the
on arrival (does not say where) with the cachet 'En Bums/mire' in order that
cash".
hard
in
payment
against
delivered
be
only
aforesaid letters should
This goes some way to confirm my statement that this was not a practice
att ched to the 'Teri/ frontalier' in Alsace, nor from Switzerland in particular,
hut could be employed on other routes by implication from its meaning.
This mark is not mentioned in two other books in my library on Hamburg
(by Patton and by Meyer-Margreth). Neither is it mentioned in the standard
handbook of European pre-adhesive marks by Deninger "Handbuch der abgektrzten

lOrphilatelistischen Stempel".

.110.1014111111.1111t

am most grateful for this information and for the opportunity to be

of French
able to put it on record for the benefit of anyone, be they collectors
interesting
or Swiss postal history, who may come across further examples of this
E.J.R.
mark.

KA

No. 3 - Heavy Letter to France.

TE

covERs BASEL

by B. R. Stone

to BESANCON, France,

Sept. 13, 1855

Under Swiss-French
postal treaty, 25tn
Nor. 1349, postage
rate was 35 Hp. for
letters to France
weighing up to Ti gr.
t oz.)

40 lp stamp - 2nd
Munich printing &
10 & 20 Bp. from
1st Bern printing
Double weight markt

brown crayon '2'.
Swiss postage paid

French postage paid marks

marks boxed 'PD'
paid to destination
French transit
mark: red 'Suisse 1
St. Louis = from
Switzerland via St. Louis France, Sept. 14
Huningue route - Affranchi 114 anger
17 / A.E.0.1
jusquq destination ;paid abroad to destination
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SOLVING QUERIES
by I. J. RAwnsley

I have recently been asked to try to assist a member with regard to certain
stamps which he has acquired with cancellations of the Swiss Postal Agencies
Abroad and Customs cancels. Both subjects were dealt with in detail a few years
ago, but the following notes may be of help to him and to other newer members*

These were established in territories bordering
on Switzerland, principally in Italy, but also in
France. Cermany ( g rand Duchy of Baden) and Austria, in the 1850e, in the days when
means of communication, especially over mountain passes, was usually by diligence
(*Ail coaches) which carried passengers and a certain amount of freight and mail*
In Switzerland the mail-coach services were run by the Postal Authorities,
but this was not so in other countries.
Italy then was divided into a number
States. N.W. Italy, for example, formed part of the Kingdom of Sardinia whereof
the Sardinian Railway Co, and not the Post Office, was responsible for the conveyance of passengers and mail. Financially Sardinia was quite content to allow
the Swiss to organise the . mail system over the alpine passes, even to the extent
of paying them to do so, And at one time transferred its interest to the Merzerio

Agency in Milan.
Various Conventions were worked out between the two countries
covering the conditions under which the Swiss vehicles could operate on Italian
territory and the carrying out of these functions led to the opening of the
Agencies., although not as a result of any direct legislation, but merely set up
as and when deemed necessary.
The Italian Agencies were the most numerous and important and during the
period of their greateat activity there was a . total of 38, situated along the
postal routes serviced by the Swiss Administration and a few localities served
by steamboats on the lakes of Maggiore and Como.
Their decline was linked with
the growth of t#e railways in both countries.
N
The Italian (or other/ mimes on the postmarks from 1845 onwards gradua
dwindled until the final closures in 1921,

with the exception of Domodossola which
remains but only for the exchange of
Cancellations were either
freight.
straight-line or 'circular.

MOREZdaJURA
299,

PONTARL1ER
AGENCE DES maSAG.SUISSES

Tqu
4Rs, RA,a
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f or having looked after the interests
of Swisa collectors in this country
in your capacity as Helvetia Society
Secretary for the many years you have
given so unselfishly of your time. We
would like to say without hesitation
that much of the popularity of Swiss
stamps in Britain is due to you*
As publishers of "The Swiss
Philatelist" we well know how timeconsuming the publication of a "Mews

ors are sometimes puzzled
to find such cancels on high value Swiss
postage due stamps. The reason is that
at that time the highest value postage
stamp was Fr.3000, so for higher amounts
on, possibly,. heavy registered packets,
postage due stamps were used.
There were 6 Agencies on the border
with France between 1852 and 1913, as
well as an office in the Alsatian part o
the Swiss railway station at. Basle from
1846-1865, where a cancel, usually in red,

Letter" is and all the more thanks to
you for having decided to continue
this onerous task*
After the many years we have known
you, may we say "affectionately yours",

H.L. KATCHER
and the Staff of
TER AKATEDR COLLECTOR LTD.
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usteme Off ices:were established along the borders of
Switzerland where postage stamps were used for paying
duty and cancelled on the forms to which they had been applied. They were,
therefore, a fiscal use of Swiss postage stamps used on export declarations,
They are rarely, if ever, found on envelopes, but applied
transit documents etc.

cz
_STW
CAICEUJI

a cachet on document indicating free passage through the Customs post. On
piece they are from such forms or documents. At first these offices appear to
have been left to provide their own canceller, made of wood, Cork, even from
potatoes, judging by the immense variety of carpet dots, squares, bars and many
mainly on 'Standing Helvetia', Tell Boy'
,her fanciful designs to be found.
n d 'Tell' stamps.
Switzerland still had 6 Offices outside her OWL territory: At Waldshut,
Konstanz in Germany, losino and Domodoss ola in Italy and Pontatlier in
last three should not be confused with those of the
Cancels of
notes.
WI

fano cancels referred to bore no date or indication of place of
origin. Around 1882 a circular cancel, ca 27.5 mm. diem., came into use, which
had the Swiss Cross in an .ornamental shield. - of varying shape - within a double
The latter is given in
ircle bearing the name of the town and Customs wording.
areas.
These are: in
respective
all three official languages for use in the
and BUREAU
DMA=
SUISSES
French
in
German - SCHWEIZ ZOLLAKT and ZOLLSTAATTE;
one or two
with
or
'UZI,
DEI
UFFICIO
and
PKAGES, and in Italian - DOGANA SVIZZERA
minor v mations.
•
In modern times the circular canpost
'normal
are small., simile
CATALOGUE
The
cancels, but have an eland' in 'the
THi, FIRST ENGLISH TEXT, FULL COLOUR,
If part of this
centre:for the date.
SWIS2 PRINTED AUTHORITATIVE CATALOGUE
Customs
a
snows in the cancel then it is
FOR SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN.
pos
early
an
mark. There was, however,
date
mark of St. Croix with a similar
330 pages of quality reproduction of
EVERT DESIGN
'island'. but it vas not a Customs tark.
Smaller offioes do not always have
SPECIAL FEATURES INCLUDE:,
cancels with the above wording. A few
Separateo.prices for UNMOUNTED and
ye cancels such as CHIASSO STAZIONE
- MOUNTED tint 1862-4960
which is not a railway cancel. Chiasso
for individual stamps on cover
Prices
s a curious town for the frontier be1843-1960
ween Switzerland and Italy goes right
F.D.C.s
fir
oust the centre. Driving through
as for blecks of four with central
in the early morning one sees peopl e
cancellation
going to work showing their passes as
printed
ntities
they cross from one country to the othe
Prices are average not retail it
0th these subjects can provide
Switzerland, expressed in U.S. dollars
much interest, although the material has
(divide by 2:to get equivalent U.K.
In
become much more difficult to find.
including VAT prices in L)
the case of the early 'fancy' Custom
1981 Edition COMPLETE TO END OF 19801
cancels probably most were stored in
ZUMSTEIN NUMBERS
archives and subssequently destroyed and
USUAL BRITISH RETAIL PRICE: C 5.50
those which reached collectors were
brown away as being not fit to include
SPECIAL OFFER TO R.P.S. MEMBERS AT
may
survival
Their
L 5.00 POST PAID
.
n any collection
be due to those 'magpie' collectors
SOLE U.K. IMPORTERS
who tuck away such odd items pending
(R. L. Richards P.T.
•SUMMIT STAMpS
further study.
Bridge Road, dorthing, Si BN14 7BT
se -- -000
Tel. (0903) 39198
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Chemin of Hon. Secretary
Following the statement at the
Annual General Meeting in November of
-ay intention to relinquish the Office
of Hon. Secretary, it can now be stated
that a member of long standing has
agreed to take over.
This appointment was approved at
the meeting held in London on May 13th
and, therefore, as from let June, 1981
MR. G. W. HUBBARD
43, Wishheath,
Netherwood Street,
London NW6 2111)
will take over these duties.
I wish him every success and hope
that members will give him the same
support as they have given me during
my 27 years in office.
In the meantime I will be
continuing to act as Editor and all
matters relating to the 'Helvetia News
Letter', the Library and Information
Service should , be sent to me es usual,
. E. J. RAWNSLET
6799 PRATO (LEVENTINA
tea
si S. Giogio
IL819 13/5
t4
8184 BAC BOLACH
K.820 15/5
3716 KANDERGRUND - Berner
Oberland 900 m.u.M. K.821
3717 BLAUSEE-MITHOLZ
Berner Oberland 900 m.u.M.
K.822
7853 MOLLIS - Ski- und
1.823
Wandergebiet
6000 LUZERN 20 - Ausstellungshalls Almond
K0824
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DID YOU KNOW?
.... that the 1981 edition of the PT?

Pestcode, alphabetical, has Just come out.
As last year it lists all the Jura POe
and other recent changes. Copies can
be had from me for one Int. Reply Coupon,
or you could write direct to the CD PT?,
3030 Bern.
.... that the Fund for Furthering Philately now has nearly SFr.8m capital, even
after supporting a number of events etc.
in 1980. With interest rates below 10
it is not creating much income.
.... that the cancellation used for the
'Day of Aero-Philately' at Lodrino in
Tessin on 25.4.81 is
certainly one of the

poorest ever produced.
The official cover, in

/op

the usual US size,
25 4 IOW
44.11
i.e. smaller than 06,
N!".;
•:••/
is very attractive,
4
showing one of the 3
Swiss JU 52e dropping
a stick of parachutists in the Alps'.
More reminiescent of Crete in 1941 than
Switzerland in 1981. These 1937 planes,
still in perfect condition, are about to
be phased out from the Swiss Air Force.
.... that from 10 - 13 Empammber the
'Regiophil XIV' will be held in St.Gallen.
Relative to UK, prices in Switzerland

are not rising such, so that such visits
and holidays are becoming a good buy.
that another interesting exhibition
will be held in Biel from 2 - 4 October,
for Juniors from France and Switzerland,
the jUPHILA.
I....
that at the last R011i auction at
I
tillars
K.13 with cloud, on a very rare
11111 folder, fetched SFr.3,000.-. The
highest price for any Swiss cancellation.
that this year will see the installettion of the 20,000th business . franking
7431 MAGEE - Perien und
1machine. This trend is shown in the
l
Sport
K.133b
dropping figures of stamps printed. In
1979. 390s. definitives and 347m.
6596 GORDOLA
K.825
ispecials.
8896 FLUMSERBEW' ROSSBERG that on 29th March Erwin Bosshard
Bin Bergsommer
Idied.
As head of the PTT Stamp DepartK.826
Skiwinter
6
ment he has been a friend of philatelists
8897 FLUMSER RG-TANNENHEIM
for nearly 2 decades, being the eon of a
Bin Bergsommer - ein
postman and himself a collector. One of
Skiwinter
K.827
his main works was the creation of the
'Fund', quite one of the most important
8898 FLUMSER RG TANNENBODENALP events
for our bobby.
Bin Bergeommer - ein
....
that
the answer to Question No.103
K.828
Skiwinter
is the 20c. of 1949 .(Z.No.292).
tha-nQuestion No.104:Aat Which 'Day
THE 'HELVETIA NEWS LETTER'
of
the
Stamp" postcard alsoshows a 5 in
A new bank of articles for future
band
mail
coach (this seems to be a
publication will soon be wanted and I
typically
Swiss arrangement).“
will be glad to have contributions of
articles, reports of new discoveries
K. RUTHERFOORD
etc.
(Brunnen Str, 3, 0303 BASSERSDORP)

PIA NEWS LETT7.
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A single stamp will be issued ex
29 May on the theme
of 'New & Renewed
Energy Sources'.
—/ SFr.1.10
1114.
graphic
of sun and
es of
sourc
as
n,.ergy.

ks,siguLl Ulrike Dreyer, Germany.
lciallav Offset by Suomen Panken
Setelipaino, Finland
26 mm. Ione* 1,600,000
x
36
:
Sizt
1.
This was commemorated on 19th May
by the issue of a
speeial cancel
showing the arms of
Switzerland and Italy.
Italy.
2* §2ShInerna:tional Labour Conferjuw To be held in Geneva from
1-24 June in the Palais des Nations.
A special cancellation will be used
showing the usual ambles of A wheel
eased to a globe.

MAY 1981

publication covering the
an,2 of Switzerland, Liechtenstein and
In English, but priced
.1.. in Geneva.
is splendidly produced
it
rs,
dolla
U.S.
In
in co-operation with the Swiss Stamp
Dealers' Association - by the firm of
Auf der Maur Stamps Ltd., P.O. Box 553,
Westminster, CA 92683 (& Aarburgergasse
19, CH 3001, :rn).
Clearly printed on art paper with
all sections of stamps, miniature sheets
etc., including those from automatic
vending machines, every stamp is shown
superbly in full colour, using Zumstein
numbers and system of listing the various
sections, making identification easy.
Although not highly specialised,
major varieties are listed, while prices
are given for unmounted it mounted mint,
used, on cover & FDC, and this catalogue
should prove exceedingly useful to all
collectors of Swiss stamps.
It is obtainable in Britain from
Summit Stamps of 'Worthing. (See p. 38)..
The 1atet issue of 'POSTGESCHICHTE
contains an interesting article on the
Polar aviator *alter Mittelholier, and
Part 2 of a listing of Swiss Airmail
Taxes from1919. Also a useful listing

(with

es) of postcards with numbered
ogether with straight-line

HOLIDAYS
are here again, but do not let their
distractions cause you to neglect

your collection.

greatest stock of'Switserlamd

*ad Sums
all world's Sew Issues
eertificates
publishers of
s
catalogues S_ureIse ad
Seiteerlandilieebtermteia
4ramr Briefearkem-Seituag
with Surope eatalogue supplemests

albums

;MASTEN CIE

prietares Sorts.* * Cie
leughamegseee 24, 05-3401 Dorm
2585, CV-3001 Urn
Addreses
Cash acceemtes Dere 50.354
Stockholm 42 554
3we4eus
Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Oferesayi
'lemma 1700.512
Austria,
fetbcrlamdss 5130 17 00

Check for those odd items t hat
may be missing and secure them
without delay.
Plan the next subject on which
to carry out research.
Take up a new thematic project
- there are many to choose from.

Whatever you decide to do you
will require assistance - material
to study carefully and at leisure,
or items to be supplied against your
own Wants List.
Let me know your requirements:
Stamps., Covers, FDCs, Miniature
Sheets, Postal History, Airmails,
International Offices etc. etc.

J.S.ARIVISTRONG
485, Marine Road
M ORECAMBE
Lancs, LA4 Al

Presi4ient L. MOORE, wax.,

I

.

L.S.

135 St.

John a

Road,

Walthasst
London 5.17 4JR
ow ,

Tel. 01 527 6670
Ron.

itori

Mrs.164.RAW13LitY, 3 Cranford Odns,
BOGNOR RRoIs W.easeez Pon

As we know slogan cancels - or supplementary cancels as they are
sometimes called - are used in Switzerland and can be very interesting whether
they draw attention to places of interest, trade fairs, philatelic exhibitions, events of local or national significance and anniversaries.
This is particularly the case when applied to historical episodes
and one such is commemorated each year in December - the &scaled. of 1602.
What was this event.
Geographically Geneva is almost entirely surrounded by French
territory and it is not surprising that in earlier times France, and particularly the Duchy of Savoy, cast envious eyes upon it. The fact that in
1536 the citisens of Geneva embaseed the Reformation and proclaimed itself
a republic did not help matters. And eo, on the night of December 11-12,
anuel II, Duke of Savoy, launched an abortive surprise
1602 1 Charles
attack against the walled citadel, an attack that failed through the heroism
of the citizens, following which action by France and the Swiss Cantons led
to further recognition of Geneva's independenbe byebbseTeemtrer 44614en
signed on July 11, 1603.
There is, in Geneva, an Association called "La Compagnie de 1602"
amongst whom are some descendents of those patriots, which has sponsored the

use of an attractive pictorial slogan cancellation used in December of each
year since 1949.
In 1952, on the occasion of the 350th anniversary, the PTT rejected
the request for a commemerative stamp, but relented in 1977 for the 375th
anniversary ol
when
at last a stamp, the 40c. value was included in the current
e on
'Folklore'.
definitive P l n
16 2
TO return, however, to 1949, it is appropriate
° ESCALADE
that the first of the special cancellations should
honour Dame Catherine Royaume, the wife of Pierre
Royaume, a maker of pewter and later engraver of the
Geneva coinage. By all accounts she was a redoutable lady, the mother of 14 children (4 of whom died
in infancy), whose method of contributing to the
defence of the city was to hurl the scalding contents of her so
the heads of the invaders.
To this day, at the time of the coma
tion, little 3-legged
containers willed with sweets are put on sale.
ESCALADE

ES

GENE YE

GENEV

1964

11)59 2

Prom 19

1954 and 958 the designs show the heads of soldiers
together with a herald and a trumpeter.

wearing various types of helms

of a burge
depicts the
fe of an art nan and 1957
the oa1Me in the defence of
cil-Ar
The names of those who
the church of St. Gervais.
their city are commemorated on the montiie-i
1977 pay tribute
Lteretora, the next group of these mace's from 1959
to their he roiss
Councillor
JEAN CANAL
*ember of the Council
JEAN VANDAL
LOUIS BAUDIERE

Member of the Council
Spice merchant

1963
1964
1965

LOUIS GALLATIN
PIERRE CABRIOL
ABRAHAM de BAPTISTA

Apothecary
Employee of

1966

MARC CAMBIAGUE

Cloth merchant

1967

MARTIN DEBOLO

Printer

196E
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

I ARD MUZY

1977

ORAMI MOEARD
LIFE POTEAU

1958

Tailor
Confectioner
Cloth merchant
Velvet merchan

NICOLAS BOGTIMXT
JACQUES IlrIACIER

Architect

JACQUES PETIT

Flute maker
totted)
t

J BAN GUI ET

The nernee of three survivors
1949

Macon

DANIEL HUEBERT
FRANCOIS HOUSER&

JACQUES BILLON

BABE BLUME
ISAAC MERCIER

Piaget

Silk merchant

emaker
pecifically mentio
Soldier

3.962 DAME PIAGET
lk merchan
The last named, the second rife
iers.
sold
iron k o the
credited with having dropped a huge

more

In the last year or so the design bee
noel, such as that for 1978.
The eCompagnie de 1602" in 1977 published

ivd411410talittle todk-,,tuatoniqqA Der*ona,
trated with black and white sketches and heraldic
.
coats - of - are, entitled ,Ceur de 1602,
A collection of these attractive
items have become mos
in short display, although the earlf.er

To be told on
13/14 and 20/21 JulY
will be held in
Lausanne.
A mobile P 0
will attend at the
Palaia de Beaulieu
and mail posted
will receive the
cenoellation shown.

is

ALADE
918
GEN ENE]

an inter—
elusive.
E.J•R•

Ville tisterique
toes

a
•
Y.
on Labels at
27th give* a General Display

satire P.S. at Shrevsbury, and

8th another General Display in
; birain ham, on home greund.
ou

Ari1

THE SALVAGE ISSUE
942 3witzerland's position as a landlocked country, .wrrouzi4.d by

was becoming serious insofar as **string supplise of essential
maintain its economy were conoerned. Like other countries
the salvage and re-use of old metal, paper, textiles, rubber and
0 .to.,
e necessary.
It was realised that poetess stamps would be a good way of bringing
this campaign to the notice of everyone, but to make it effective the three
official languages - German, French and Italian - had to be borne in mind.
Albert Tersin of Lutry, designer and engraver, was asked to prepare a
ble design and submitted a number of essays. It was decided to adopt a
one word slogan which would be: DURCHBALTBN, MIR and RESISTERS - (to survive)
with beneath the equivalent of "Collect salvage 'materials". A first design with
the three language slogans one below the other, was too overcrowded. A pictorial
essay was submitted - a den collecting water from rivulets coning down from the
mountains and fed to a power station, although appropriate, was also overcrowded.
FinellytAt Wan agreed to have a basic design with each of 3 stomps
bearing only one slogan. A new concept in desist was chosen, to use a rich dark
brown background with no frame, with the slogan placed in a grey-blue box. Then
to vary the design slightly different types of script were selected for the
remaining lettering' a Gothic script for the German text, a Latin type for the
?tench and a strong Bodoni script for the Italian, with a small loaf ornament
beneath' oak on the German, vine on the French and laurel on the Italian.
The stamps were printed by Courvoisier S.A. on chalk surfaced granite
paper in sheets of 25 with the three desists issued in a quantity in proportion
to the population of each area, but all OA one skeet thee:
which gave 12 with inscription in Gorman. 8 in French

5 in Italian.

an

The arrangement meant that nowhere on the sheet
sontally or vertically, are steeps with the same
ription next to each other. 960,000 sheets of 25
pa were printedb-with postal validity from 21 March

December 1942.
The stamps have sometimes
ailed Switserlend's ugliest stamps
re apparently quite well received
by the public, so that the epithet say
coined by dealers who found
problem, since only 5 complete
could be had from each sheet,
7 of one type and 3 o f Another
tamps.
When it came to horizontal an
vertical language stripe there were
further problem* sine* all 25 combin
**iota require 6 sheets, i.e.
6 horizontal and 5 Tort
4 horizontal and 3 vortical stripe in
2 languages
4 horisontal and 3 vertical stripe in
3 languages
cOntaining
calmest and
r used than

haloes, th. main inter*
has come from their . unnseel appearance
and the collection of these various pair*
and strips. With the comparatively
small number of sbe&ts printed, it is els
to see idly they are now be c oming more
difficult to find

of *ours* have
vantageously pri
condition.
ZURICH 6
(Cat
GENMVA DARK GREEN
RAGLE giaz
) t 300.00
(Cat
/AZLE DOVE
)
(Cat
600,00
NRUCIATIL
(Cet.t1900) t 375.00
MIXTBRTHUR
(Cat.t1900)
26540

411 jile *bole mentioned items are with
Sete, Cortificetes
All prices are subject to the still
operative 10 discount, but inland
clients rust add 19% V.A.T.
SIMILAR BARGAINS ARB AVAILAILB IN NTS
FOISTS POSTS LOCAL'S Ale Rams.

H. L. KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD)
P.O. Sox 242, Righgmts,
LONDON X6 4LW
Tel. 01 - 548 - 02,6

THE HAPSBURGS
SWiTZERLAND AND
-

As collectors of Swims stamps we are all aware o or should be - of what
led to the rising of 1291. The portraits of Wilhelm Tell and his son were used le
for many years on the definitive stamps and many events connected with the strugg
.fo r freedom have been subjects for stamp designs over the years.
It is, however, not only what brought about the revolt in those Swiss
.'. antoos which became the nucleus of the present day country, but the later develop..
t.
ments in Surope that are of great interest,
In the early 11th century the Count of Altenburg lost his hawk and found
it on the top of the Wulpelaberg, where he subsequently built a castle known as
the 'Hatichtsberg' or 'Hewk's Castle'. This became in time first Habsburg, then
Popmburg. Prom such humble beginnings, a castle an hour's drive from Lucerne, of
only the tower survives to this day, 1,47.0 e the most powerful rulers in Europe.
1-4, was Richenza, daughter of Count Altenburg, started the Hapsburg precedent
line became
før lucky *orris's*. She married Ulrich, Count von Lensburg, whose
the House of
to
passed
siona
ge
thn
noases
extinct in 1173$ by virtue of the marria
which
yburg,
of
House
the
of
eiona
posses
the
Hmenburg. Arother 'Barrister brought
the
of
lands
the
of
part
Large
a
ed
acquir
aloe, Oecome extinct, ,and later they
R4,Akal of Zanringeto,
It was Wt to Rudolph to make his way to the Imperial throos (which was
On succeeding his father he purged Western
elective, not heriditary) is 1173.
rasing
tserlaud of robber bands who were interfering with trade, capturing and
g
lookin
were
rs
tbe r headquarters at Regeosberg near Ulrich. The German Electo
Pope
the
who
to
him
d
for a candidate, Rudolph's military prowess recommende
influenced the Electors to ohooae this obscure Ls se noble rather than one of the
German princes.
r II, Xing of Bohemia, and
As Eaperor, Rudolph defeated and killed Ottoca
re of independence. He
measu
a
the
d
grante
who
for hie time WAS a wise ruler
no:atria and Styria, the first step
created his eons Albrecht and Rudolph Dukes oiRilit*
to the Danube.
e
in the transference of the Hapsburgs from t h
Rudolph's son Albreoht,was elected to the Imperial crown in 1298 but,
te Ais father, he *ex a tyrant and
W
oon murdered by his nephew Johann, Duke
in
d
relate
is
Catalogue
as
ustria in 1308 The
rg
Rapsbu
the
1352
In
T#11 story.
THE FIRST ENGLISH TEXT, PULL COLOUR,
near Roggen (Late Lucerne) was
0a2
SWISS PRINTED AUTHORITATIVE CATALOGUE
y the Confederates and in 1415
TOR SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTEISTBIN,
ancestral home on the MUlpelsberg
eansed by the Hernese, thus bringing / 330 pages of quality reproduction of
EVERY DESIGN
trid the era of Hapsburg domino
1
ation over Switserland,
AL PEATUelo; INCLUDE;
It was not until the election 1 Separate prices for UNMOUNTED and
I
Albrecht II in 1438 that the Crown
MOUNTED mint 1862-1960
a case to the Hspaburg family.
meter, all the Emperors, with two 1 ITice o for individual stamps on cover
1843-1960
tYtoeptioA2, belenged to this renarkable
T.D.Ca
for
to
Pricee
kings
16
ed
provid
family ?chick
Pri ce for block* of four with central
n, 22 to Austria, 3 to Portugal
er
,
Spaia
to
cancellation
y,
11 to Bohemia & Hungar
I
Mary
of
ssnese
and but for the childle
anti los :printed
of logien might have brought the
Prices are average net retail in
Ra'osbtir. tc this country.
E.J.R.
Switzerland, expressed in U.S. dollars
(divide by 2 to get equivalent U.K..
including VAT prices in 4)
CAFCELLATION
981 Edition COMPLETE TO END OF 1980;
The visit of Pope John Paul II
ZUMSTEIN NUM
3iitserland, which was to have taken
H. RETAIL PRICE; L 5.50
BRITIS
:J6Q41,
pi/Atm fro* 31st Ray to 7th June, has had '-1--E;CIAL OTTER TO H.P.S. MEMBERS OT
to be cancelled because of the recent
L 5.00 POST PAID
assassination attempt. Covers and the
ORTERS
SOLE
special cancellation proposed for the
visit have, therefore, been withdrawn. 5
I8UMHIT STAWR (R. L. Richards P.T.S.)

g fl HELVETIA

1, Bridge Road, tjorthimg, Ss 1114 73T
Tel. (0903) 39198
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NEW INTERNATIONAL 'POSTAI. RATES
snnounood in the

Weskly Bulletin of 18th Nay that
ing the
ions /Agresti at the World Postal Congress bald in Rio defollow
Janeir
o/
tag amendments to the postal tariffs in
Switaorland will operate from

10 g.
10 6g. 20 g.
20 g.
50 g.
50 g. 100 g.
100 g. - 250 g.
250 g. - 500 g.
500 g. - 1000 g.
1000 g. - 2000 g.
)I bers in.CRPT.
To
2p g.
as letter rate to
ncluding airmail)
To

g.
20 g.
tonal

204

0.70
0.50
0.70
0.20

0.60
0.90
0.30

0.65
0.15

0.80
10.50

0.50
0.70
0.10

0.60
0.90
0.15

(Boo
brochures
to 5 Ig.)
n41.0•••

rskto

Books, brochures, music & maps
To
Over

50 Op
Bach additional
50 g.
+ Other additional se

ee

l

OT A M 1 9 8 2'

to have dried up, it
temporarily.

Apart from one
tittle which will
if certain qua es are
sorted
/MEL 13 EMPTY.

of our members
as a matter
ly
serious, as

out down on

o not want to have to
of pacts.
B. J. RAWN3LEY,

Ron. Editor

ammo inforaation is gives
connoction with the Centenary
t. Gotthard Railway 882) - an Imbibition will
the 'Transport Rouse' in
on 11 12th June 1882
Ad by the Seise Railway
Philatolic Society, and collectors
Railway stamps, sandals, TPO's
etc., both in Switserland and in
ther countries are invited to take
a are avsilabls froms
82',
en

40 0. stamp from let Munich printing, 20 c. etsap from
let Bern printing, and 1 Pr. stamps from 2nd Bern
printing.
Under the 3w tee-Preach postal Convention of SOT,
1849. international letters weighing up to 2i gr.
of *ash
(: os.) and going between towns within 18 milesge
rate
posta
ced
other could cross the border at a redu
of 20 c. instead of 35 a.

dated March 11, 1836
Ok VA to MVIAM, Prance
bouring
2144..60 c. postage for letter going to French neigh
os. Postage
border sone and weighing between 3 and
ual amount.
un
Very
cc.
20
of
is 13 times basic rate
Bean weight marks brown crayon '13'
1 Pr., 40 e..
Stoops are left to rights 20 a., 1 Pr.,
franking,.
ual
unus
very
poorly out stamps, but still a
Folds and crease in envelope show it was 10 sm. (1 es.)

rst 1011 Postbus travel
between 3ers and Detligen on let Jun*
1906
To mark this
anniversary the
special cancel
shown was us
betligen on let
June 1981.

411.104/1.1.11.1.111.....11.

A festival
to mark this event
will be oelibrated
on 27/28 June and
a Mobile Post
Office will *per..
ate at the main
P.O. - Pribourg 1
where mail will
receive the cancel shows.

JUSE 1981

MOTU

o have beim a hold.up
Bulletin, as the
last received was dated 18th Nay.
The cover of the flay SIZ shows
illusteations of issues due on 9th 'Tunes
1, A ainiature sheet, with portraits
to nark the 75te birthday of
Prince Frans Josef IX.
A single comasmorative atsap for
the 1600 anniversary of St.Theodul.
A single steep for the 'Year of
the Handicapped'.
4. A single steep to aark the Golden
Jubilee of the Scouts Association
in Liechtenstein*
Perth*r details to follow when
n delivery of the PT

00V0241 IMO

fore the attink, but it
seems certain that sone
had actually been esa
celled (remember the
Jura debacle). As the
cancellation shows the Rios
tory as veil, untold ambers of
the old Eiatorical Monuments series
SPr. 2... 1.70 and 2.20 will have been
tuck on covers ready for cancelling*
.... that Zumetein ia their RIZ of
1 has found a ratio of 4 to 1 against
PTT issuing an annual set of stamps
with a surcharge for a Sports fund,
amongst collectors. We will see if a

&

al is sad* next year, it is beginning

An attractive slogan cancellation
wiI1 be used in connection with the
centenary celebrations in Eirchenfold
(Bern) on 27 it 26 June.

look likely,
tnat the Swiss Sanssachenversin
ostal Hist* C
intends to publish
a band
hicatalogue on Rs-labels. The
first part has appeared in their
othly bulletin.

so

JAHRE

KI10.:HENITLD
DERN iltal -19R1

thit an interesting error oocurred

recently in the printing of a 'book' of
1000 R labels, ircliat the 8th label of
each strip of 10 was for an entirely
different PO. The poetmester hat used
50 such strips before a collector
pointed out the error to his. Quite
unnecessarily he always cancelled not
only the stamps but also every R-label.
This provided exact proof that the wrong
bel had not been stuck on later, but
o that he was not exactly looking at
t he was cancelling:
that on the back of the reoent
maximum card (a deserved auccess)
tioned that the original hangs in
the Lausanne Art Gallery. Woe I have

27 . toad 2:11. hari

4WITTION2

A report on last menth e s 'WIPA'
Ethibitiou in Timms' would be welcome
from anyone who attended this event,
including aention of any particularly
outstanding Swiss exhibits*
The next
jar exhibition to be
=PRANCE 62', frost
taged will be
10.24 June in Paris.

LISA jutzt_allaggilaid
Readers of Stamp Collecting' of
28th May have probably noticed that
'Watchmen' gives prominence as his Buy
of the Week' to the 1959 Surope paid ow
printed for the European Conference of
Pests telegraphs in kontreus, ee
CM

cover.

2)

ID

Kohler pointing of a Gott

St
cos
.... that Question I. 105 is about
stone
heaving, *hewn an the latest 60o
g
urepa stamp, and an which 2 others?
K. Rutherfoord

vied that there are 3 versions of this
painting, and that one is in the
heffield Art Gellery! I would be
; grateful if a limber there could cheek

i
I

that

the differences are - if the
picture is really there at all.

that the poor Lodrino cancellation
see May HeL) had to be rested* due to a
nine error in the Italian text.
The original cancel is shown en p.126
of the April SEZ as part of a sock up,
with ARROPILATALIA. This was correct.
in tins to ALROPILATELIA. So it
seas that sometimes the PTT do notice
their mistakes in Italian spelling ant
id/N&Or.

a

that the
the card *

to Question 1e.104
showing the famous
(Conc. in 001. 1)

RUNNTIL

JUMB 1961

A ler **team
looms to
Mr. Derek Doak whea he gave r u1on awaited djsplay an
11111* ... National Pets - eards, marking Sis itserland's lational lay, lot
August. He began by wing that be first became interested when offered a
collection containing a number of them, and had since conoemtraied on building UP
his present oellection. It had, however, made him very greedy, for he really
seeded five copies of each so as to show both sides of the card, also mint and
and PDC or other special feature. A few are now very rare.
There are far sure marts than those shown in the Zumsteia Postal
Stationery
which lists only the official ones with imprinted stamps, since only
thee are legitiaately listed therein. The cards are issued by the Dundeesior
0cmoittee, founded in 1909. The first official imprinted card was in 1910, with
a value of 5c. but *old at 20e., the extra being allocated to charity institutions.
O'er the years a wide variety of subjects have featured on the picture side,
artistic, patriotic, historical etc.
For the first year* there was a single card, then in 1914 a series of 5
featuring Pestalossi. During W.W.I. some wort im9aed without stamps for use by
the Forces whose sail was postage free. Thereafter there were 4 or 5 per year.
In 1918 a particularly lovely set depicts sasses from the painting* by A. Welti
and W. balser which are in the Parliament Rouse. In 1927 cards with two values
appeared t 10*. for interval and 20e. for foreign mail and in
the higher
valve became 25o. to cover airmail postage. Two examples used on Zeppelin flights
were shown. As postage rates rose so did the surohargest 7ic. sold at 30-350..
100. at 30o., 20o. at 40., 25e. at 500., and 40e. at 70e.
Prom 1938 the cards continued to be issued but without the imprinted stool's
coineitiinit with the issue of the 'National Fete' (later 'Pro Petrie) stamps.
Unfortunately although cards were issued up to 1960 they are not catalogued, but
are worth looking for, while the charitable purpc, remained and many worthy causes
continued to benefit.
Mr. Dulatrode proposed the vote of thanks tc z Beak, endorsed by all those
resent, for this exoellent display which gave an insight into yet another aspect
cc ism collecting.
The seeps of
SWISS PRILA
continuos to widen.

all isyr1415
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Tee Llterest
from the pre.-stamp covers to
etossemoratives, provides
an enormous field.
Let me know what you seek.
If your taste is for
stamps, thee I can supply material
from classics to present to
mint and sow.
had for material on
approval or against Wentz, Lists,

485, Merino Mead,
KORICAMD 2,
Lames 1A4 6A7

Y,

3

p
al Ottsvii
_

noteria Denim.

MEI 211.
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This
appaared

By J ta i;anffs
kart
on is an s4apt*tion frm and an extensi on of an artia/e that
TL STA
magazine, VQ1, 22, No, e (July/August 1980;
Whole 1o, 203)

Of the offie
issued postal cards
ypes from 1888 through
offer a remarkabl
still at relatively low cost - to a oollactor who
specialisation within the postal stationery field
Oat:lotus, amber* 18.29 d 32e33).
A. beginner in the field . unaware of the varieties and sub-varieties
addonly notice that two apparently identical cards are NOT identical: Out
a ruler, a magnifying glass, a reference, book
and the merry hunt
one can distinguish seven different
S Teo, on the cards after 1
address' imprint combinstiots, and some of these cards, as will to shown later,
with as many as 52 different production data imprints. But in addition
specialising collector must turn all these cards over, in a seareh for advert.
icing imprints by private firms who then sold the cards at a rebate to customers,
r sometimes for oharming vignettes added to thee. cards by hotels, printers,
businesses, •oci•tiss, •ommemmrating some special event, Of tha last named
now listed in t he
special events cards most
Zumatein catalogue - and their
same is to be said for a few errors which occurred in
prices are hi
producing
sin cards. And the double, or reply cards especially in used
form with the two halves still attached - also have become expensive as well as
find.
lc cards being disissued in 1879
two denominations
Postkarte,
- 10
and both as single
and double osrds. Only one typo
of each card exists (since neither
an address only admonition:4 nor
date were added yet); but supers
specialists hale* found paper
varieties, card stock thickness
differences,
and a host of fle.
spook varieties such as broken
letters, or even doubly imprin
value tablets - sometimes one of
these albino. so that own the
original °simple cards can bees**
With special cancel from the
an almost unlimited field.
1863 Swiss National Napo in Ztrich

ides
applied
of the printer's
sheets, so that the
two halves printing
now faced in the emu
direction when foldsd.
(Fig. 3)
In 1
cards were
sued, this im•
the added imprint •
riservW I'adross a he
'Nur far die Adres
top, below the major headin g,
'Late riservato all' indir 'so'
NI right. (Fig. 4)4,-The Italian
iption, normally running
top to bottom, is known
running from bottom to top on the
ate. single card. trig. 5)

Avet r*POITst

rotY:t.-

Mtbetst/ter Ailtoort.

Atpett* viola

"lilieslc

Antwort

Posthart e.
tale. Cartotina post age.

Hack

• both reply cards, as well
as the 10 et.. *Anglo card of
this issue exist only in one
combination of 'For the address
only' (Type I) imprint lengths,
the 5 (As. single card (Pig. 6)
exists in six different imprint
length combination varistios

differon
or
or 40 mm.,
and Italian - 43 or 46 iss.,
(including the full stops after each
line.) Thia could result in a
theoretical eight combination
variPtikr3; but only seven oombin
ations are known to date.

Pig. 4 To avoid eye strain, or

con stant living with a ruler,
the guide card (Fig. 7) — shown

full aisle - permits quick verification of all Ur,* imprints'
longthe by holding the bold black..
lime next to the inscription on

51

Po stkarte.
te posta g e.

ive t
centre

Cartolina postale.

Once the three sizes
determined, the respectan be found in the
the gauge.

.( I t is suggested that this
guide/table should be copied onto
a piece of thickish card to make
a permanent and easily accessible
gauge without the need for refer•nce to the 'hews Letter'.
In 1890 the swiss PTT,
probably by noting similar
practices on Bavarian and other
cards, decided to note on all
postal card printings the date of
each supplemental order, plus the
Pig. 6
VI
number of cards
an that
date. Fig. 8). Thus the 5 cite, single card, between 1890 andprinted
1892 produced
in Types II - VII (all reasonably common except Type 5) had a total of five

33
TR
37

311 4-3

37

33i 4(0
4()

37
40

M.: 40
DX: 37

3 4

311
331 43
31 t 43
33i 43 t4OTKiOWfO

• 7 - Imprint gauge
different printing dates wble the 10 cts. foreign rate card, knownt
ken
Types I, III, IT, v è VII, had five printings between July 1890 and November 1891
(the last date shown as 'XI.* only, without a year date.

—

Carte postale,—
Weilpostverein, Mime

SSE. SCHWEIZ. SVIZZERA.

The more expensive reply
cards fortunately again are found
only in Typo I, with a single •
printing data for each reported
to date (attesting to their
.
relatively infrequent use). Not
all types of a certain card are
known to exist with all dates,
and the chance of discovering
new printing dates still exist
(for details cf. checklist to
follow at the conclusion of this
review),
continued)

Fig. 8

Type V
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2gan itairQn

tone
Canton Thurgau, So
Addressed to a 'Natio*
Paso* with no poet
the
of
, but with postage
stamp
ago
s of 'franca' at
mark
paid
red diagonal
and
left
lower
lines.
Transit marks:
Frauenfeld, Sept. 25 ( )
and Munchweilen, Sept. 26
(2).
Justice of the Peace
Tobel refusod letter

and wrote along bottom
With postage to pay not
acceptable."
Returned to Altnau
=ow/silent 34/ t. 27
d Yrauenfold,
27 (4).

Back at Altnau.
p fron 1st born
nting placed on
*r for remailing.
Jeut by mistake via
Ca
Arich, Sept. 27 (5) to total
no
with
e
Arch, a small villag
title of the Pose*.
Redirected via Frauenfeld, Sept.
(6) and lunchweilen, Sept. 30 (7)
prop*? destinstiatk.
Total time taken: 6 days
10c, postage for 2nd Rayon Letter
ng 6-30 miles.

The attaativa
cancel shown will
be used on 1 Luaus

2. BUND
Will this year be celebrated in
Herisau and Nouchat•l, with tho moo en
1 August of the cancels shoens

11W
Ck AL0
OLIS TEXT, FULL COLOUR
THE P
AUTHORITATIVE CATALOOUR
D
PRINTE
SWISS
FOR SWITZERLAND AND LIECRTHISTRIN.
p&goo of quality reproduction of
EVERT DIMON
SPECIAL k-LaTURMS ZNCLUDEsOesca;Its prices for UNNOUXTED and
MINTED mint 1862.-1960
can for individual stamps on cover
1643-1960
ices for P.D.Ce
Prices for blocks of four with 'control
cancellation
Quantitio0 pr
retail in
Price. are aver
in U.S. dollars
Switserland. •
est HA.
(divide by 2 to got
including VAT prices
1981 MA•

R

MOW Q

OP 19110$

KUNSTSIN IMMO
USUAL BRITISH RETAIL PRIM 5.50
PECIAL orm TO H4P*3. MEM or
t 5.00 PORT PAID
SOLE U.K. II?
INALUMER (R. L. Richards,
1, Irides Road, INMEMTLOG, Si MIA 711

t

Tel. (0903) 3919a

*etch ea* riot prepared in t1e for the Juni issue es a
our
efe,:t
London
meeting of the season in Nay, when a large at
I
WS a rary
wolom*
to MR. eeRXK AX when he pee his lose awaited
display on the i DUNDISPEIRD* Wationa
te cards, narkiagliwitserland's
national Day, tralitionally held on it August of each year, in ocomesoration
of the 'Oath on the Mtli in 1291, which led to the founding of the early
Cont, ratios of Uri, Schvyz and Uaterwaldene later joined by ten other Capitols
and known als the 'Thirteen Ancient Places' and which lasted until after the
period of tee, delvatio Republie.

repQrt

Statio pie

flu'. are

acre cards than t)wse shown in the Zumatein 'Postal
catalogue w hich lista only the official ones with imprinted stamps

since only these come vithin tee scope of that catalogue.
lits carts are
issued by the itundesfeier Ceesittee 0 founded in 1909.
The first official card with inprinted stssp was in 1910 0 with a val
of 50. 0 but sold at 29c., the extra amount being allocated to various charitable
institutions. Over the years a wide variety of subjects have featured on the
pict4re side* artistic. patriotic - particularly during war e time eistorical
etc., while further interest is provided by a number of varieties which stint.
Per the first four years there was a single card, thee in 1914 thee,
was a series of 5 featuring Pestalossi. During World War I some mere Las
without stamps for use by people on Active Service whose sail was posted, free.
Thereafter there were sets of 4 or 5 per year. In 1918 a particularly lovely
set depicts seen* from the paintings by A. Welti and W. Daleder which east be
the Parliament Rouse. In 1927 cards with 2 values appeareds 10e. for
internal and 20c, foa forsiee eeil. and in 1928 the higher value was raised to
Among Oximaples were two used on Zeppelin
25c, to cover airmail postage.
flights. As postage rates rviie so did the surcharges*
sold it 30.-3541-..
20e. at 40c., 25e. at 50o., and 40o. at 70o.
10o. at 30c.
1938 the leot cards with imprinted steeps wars issued, end thorn..
after they ceased to be included in the Postal Stationery catalogue. This
Ghana', coincided with the issue of the 'Mational fete' (later 'Pro Patriot)
stamps. Unfortunately, although cards continued to be issued up to 1960,
do not appear to be catalogued, but are worth looking for, while the *heritable
purpose remaiued and aany worthy causes continued to benefit
Kr. Buistrode proposed a very hearty vote of thanks to Kr. Beak,
endorsed by all present, for this excellent display which gave
t in
yet another aspect of Swies collecting.

IgualuizzialiaLeLlem
The lats despatch of the June
Letter' is such regretted, but was duo
to an unfortunate error - a ease of
'*ore haste. less speed'. The draft
was prepared extra early to be run off
by our printer before he went on
holiday, but on receipt it wee found
that the reverse of one sheet had been
printed upside down ... for the first
teee in 30 years.
It was, thnrefore a case of wait.
ing somewhat anxious for his safe
return to provide a replecenent. All
should now be vale.

somber, Mr. J,JJ. Busebico
a further note Ala this event.
It i3 probably not generally known
that it was from Lodrine, 30 years age,
that the Authorities organised the
dropping of food supplies by parachute
to the .populations of the Upper Valleys
of the Ticino which were isolated
the Ateceptionally hewey ettowfe4 of
narlylahrmary 1951.

As well as the cireular outs*
a 'flag' cancel was also used in
ilinsouse
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considerable progress in aeronautic :1
d
been made, and faith was restored in this
method of carrying mail, so that the
first regular airmail service was inaugurated on April 30th of that year.
In a book entitled "Schweizer ?lug
s
Chronik'1909-1914 , W. Eckinger quotes
the licence dates and numbers referred
to earlier, and also.gives the fate of
some of the early pilots;
OSKAR. BIDER .. Killed in a crash on
July 7 1919
THE ODOR BORRER ... killed in 8 crash on
March 22, 1914
HARLES

r
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... killed in a crash in
Prance - date not given

that Kr. Katcher will be surprised
•
to learn that according to the 'WIPA'
catalogue a 5c rayed-centre postage due
stamp was on show at the exhibition in
the green of the 1 3 issued. The

text to that page of illustrations was
not printed, but which also had a blue
Rayon in the correct colour,
.... that on July let new foreign rates
were introduced by the PTT. Mainly of
interest: Registration goes up frost.
70c. to Srr.1.-, but the compensation
goes up to SPr.150; the airmail first
stepAivnow raised from 5 to 10g, and
all letter mail goes by air now, in 2
categories, Europe (CEPT) and mediterranean countries, and the rest.
More or less a reduction to most people.

A,TTILI1 !WIFE' ... died on July 18, 1931

•

More fortunate was H. Kramer who,
on June 22, 1913, carried mail from Vevey
to Villeneuve - and came down into the
He survived the early
Lake of Geneva:
hazards and was living in retirement
in the 1950s.

all inland and foreign rates can be had

One wonders what he must have
thought of the post-war jet planes an
the speed with which mail was carried
then - and even more swiftly to-day.
thing is certain, he must have felt a
deep satisfaction to see the tremendous
developments which resulted from those
pioneer flights in which he was
priviledged to take part.
.R.

It is not too early to make a UD
of the dates for this event, to be held
at the Wembley Exhibition Centre, on
4 days only - no Saturday,

that copies of the PTT booklet on

from me for an International Reply Coupon
•
that collectors of such compose
may be interested to know that the
German 'Congress' together with the
Swiss Ganzaachenverein have issued a
catalogue covering the world. Of the
4 basic types, all printed in Switeer-i
and, no less than 47 varieties are
known for Switzerland, mince they first
_came out in 1907.
.... that during a recent visit to the
PRAM Co. in Laup.rewil in Emmental, I
learnt that the 6 machines in England
will start their trials in Sept. 1981.
The modifications sad* to PO requests
will sake operation less easy than the
original Swiss label issuing machines.
.... that in June the Urchenfold
suburb of Berne, in which are the

ity of embassies etc., and the
Postal Museum,
celebrated its
;
Tiees & charges are as follows:
100 year Jubilee.
The then-still
open fields were
, bought up by a
London based
Bern Land Co, ltd., who developed it
with the o-operation of the authorities.
Anyone wishing to compete should
Still the most pleasant part of Berne.
the Secretary
obtain the Prospectus from
i
that at the Corinphila auction in
The B.P.E. Ltd., P.O. Be 32 9, London
SW1A 2RE, for entry form and full details Ulrich gin early June, SFr,19,000,plus la , was paid for a 'Ulrich 6'
Entry forms must be received by
over, from Thalweil to Uster, in
7 August; Entries - Literature, Interrfect condition. Cat, value was 5.000.
?adoration & Schools by 7 August all
hat I made a :detain' with name of
other exhibits by 18 September.
the
tist last month. It was Rudolf
Kohl who painted the famous 'Gotthard. from Col.
post which hangs in the Ulrich Art
Gallery.
ation No. 106 is: From
.... that the answer to Question No. 105
does the girl on the OUST*
is
the PJ 100. of 1932 and the PP 100.
pl come from?
of 1950.
(Cont. in Col, 1)
M. RUTHERFOORD
UK i; Mt

Ft

I;N INA! ;')".•;i

0

TMARE NEW

OFr:NiNG OF THE N;,.W

' POSTAL LALL'

AI' THE

There has been a
po6tal section at the
museum sihce 1972.
which has now been
re-Aesieted.
WAS

f‘

sale, i' or the following:

.,ICHTENSTEIG
TAN:,E0BODENALF
L3OHENTHAL
GilERUTZWIL
BULACH
CARONA
hAXN0

The specia: jubilec:
oanc.el reading "2',45
'3ELLACH 80U Jahre Von a•r Hasenmatt bis
hitreu will be used
from 1 July until
No
51 iJecember.
Number
R3PAG

CAJE7'

From b July
.7; 710

K.278
280
282
286
288

AARBURG
BLONAT

'E' ZArli

NEW TOURIST

ARTICLES - ARTICLES - ARTICLES. urgently required for the 'News Letter

Has anyone spare copies (cut-outs) for

Thu cancel showr.
u.,3ed on 5 July.

800
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Ferienort £200 his 200( m„0.M„

, 383a

From 25 July:
9651 STEIN (TOGOENBaG)

K.831

execute wantliste for stamps
of 3witserlan8, Burope and
Overseas, n..nt and used

311
316
3/7
318
uAAS FEE
319
NESSELNRACH
320
jEaENSTORF
321
WYNAU
322
LAjHEN (SZ)
324
MELANO
329
kORGARTEN
391
025 HEFLIGENSCHWENDI
500
7441 3T. ANTONIEN FLATZ
540
666
TFTWIL
678
gli6 WauFERTSWIL
698
RIFFERSWIL
T4. 1
6318 eALCHWIL
736
E. J. RAWNSLET
( - No code No.)

T TO RENO YOU THAT
*SS STAMPS ARE A
SOUND INVESTMENT

greatest stock of Switserland
and Europe

all world's New Issues
oertillestoe
publishers of the OWEN
catalogues Nurope and
Switserlandilleohtenetein
Monier irisfmarken-Zeitung
with Nurope catalogue supplements

299
300

A

MIS SENT
QUEST TO
MENEM MENEM
Wants lists dealt with promptly.
MLDERN ISSUES

EARLY - MIDDLE

Covers - Miniature Sheets - TPOs Airmail Stamps and Flight Covers
Pre-stamp Material - Postal

ZUMSTEIN+CIE
Proprietors. Bertsch & Cie
Zmughammisses 24, CR-3001 Berm
AddrOSSI P.001. 2565, 011-3ool

Nora 30-334
Stockholm 42 55-6
Ssedems
owramy*
Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Vienna 1700.512
Austria*
38C 17 00
F4therlands*

Stationery, etc., etc.
Let me irow your requlremen
write to as at

Cash account**

485,

Marine

Road,

LstrnR LAI

13,

HE VET A
PHIL ATELIC
SOCIETY
NEWS PrndESPffiO L

ER

Nr. L. g. MISS
135 St. John's
ihatheestow,
London ha? 44

43, Wib
h•ywood

nt

London NW6 ?Kb

Tel. 01 527 6670

sSuES N SEPTEMBER
iNa4zA will

be made on 3rd Soptesber. The first oonnomorates the
of 1481 , while the second is the Publicity Series los 2.
MILSKIMMILSAMI + 500 Tsars of
Pribourg and Solothurn in the Swiss
Confederation.

A.

80 c.

of Selotitura The Old To
its victories over the Burgundiana (1476 and 1477)4 the Ccutedoration of
the TIII Cantons was threatened with disintegration due to differences
between the
oentralist towns and the federalist country. They let to an open conflict at the
Diet of Stamm, 'there Fribourg and -Solothurn were refused admission into the Confodo
l
*tie*. After three days of futile negotiations and growing excitament, civil war
seemed unavoldable4 la despair the parish priest of Stens went to Ranft to
*moult Niklewn von 'lie, an aristocratic hermit who had left his wealthy family and
withdrawn from the world. Re returned with an admirable appeal for peaccand
unity, thanks to which agreemsnt was reaalwd on the basis of a compromise on 22
December 1481. This became known as the Covenant of Stan.. Confirming existing
agreements, as well as providing for the admission of Fribourg and Solothu
rn, it
held the Confederation together at one of the most critical junctures in
its historyDetails are'

all 40o. Thi Seal of Fribourg
illammy
400. The Seal of Solothurn

Values

biasmo
raidatAt

bait
Zan

80o. The Old Town Rail at S
40o. Karl Bickol, Jr., tale
Max Weller, Bern
Rotary line engraving by the PIT
Thite, with luminous substance.
36 x 26 1104

Available from Poet Offi

freo 3.9.1981 to 30.9.1982.

hauzudizt 2

lop/inert

.Krnest Titsig, Pully

shasta of 50 stamps

roe 3.9.81 to 2842.1982 and from Philatelic Offices

Special oammemorative coven ill be available on. for each value
A staple Pint Day cancellation will be used.
the eet.

and one

(Continuod)

HELVETIA
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Sign Youth Organisattoas X sic, St. Pierre

Cross

The TeOhnoraaavehich opens in Winterthur
shortly, meets the long-standing demand for a
national museum of science and technology. It will collect, look after and eats-:
loos objects ranging from the waterwheel , to the electric mioroseope and from the
loos to the coaputer. The stamp marking the inauguration shows a voltage
regulator fro* 1920 which was in use at the Jungfrau Railway's power station at
Lauterbrunnen.
20 c.

,
.
lighuniza_ltinakaajka

5Q Tears( oX tqf Cymbal, Quality Seal.

It was the Organisation for the
Promotion of Swiss Products and
Services, founded in 1931, which introduced the crossbow as a mark of origin now
registered worldwide. Tbe unmistakable sign, reproduced on the Golden Jubilee
stamp, has over the years beqove a symbol of quality and is recognised as such
both at home and abroad.
40 n.

An

70*.

naillonat
ten-sono

one and institutions of various kinds with a membership
of about half a mil lion, the Aasociztion, founded in October 1931, late as a Yaaalt
people's advocate with the public and the authorities. In addition it encourages
and promotes, for example, the exchange of information and experience and co-ordinate. its ',embers' efforts. The theme of the stamp illustrates the Association's
endeavours to solve problems through communication and discussion.
Pr.1.10 RestcratioaLot fpts

In the late autumn of
1981 Geneva's St. Peter
Cathedral, a fine lomsnesque Gothic building begun in the 10th century, re-opens
after years of costly restoration. In the course of this extensive work a number
of interesting and valuable finds were made, including some beautiful and wellpreserved mosaics and capitals. One of these mosaics has been reproduced in part
on this commenorative stamp. St. Peter's (or at. Pierre) is the Cathedral whore
Calvin preached between 1536 and 1564.
biles

Cathedral. Geneva.

Details Ares
1Al211-14i

20 c. Voltage regulator
40 0.
70 6.
110,0.

PriAt/gg

Crossbow Quality Sign
Group of Youth
Mosaic, St. Pierre

Adolf Plackiger-. tamblamer&
Georg Rimensterger,
IOU Bauagertnor, Mich
Roland Eirter, Dern

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
White with luminous substance

lora_cylinders

36 it 26 ma.
Available
Philsteli

rom Post Offices from
Offices from 3.9.1921

2 sheets of 50

3.9.81 to 28.2.1982 (while stooks last) and fro m
to 30.9.1962. Postal validity unlimited.

Special conmenorative covers will be available - one for each value and one
for the Set. The same First Day cancellation will be used.
Polders and collection sheets will be available as usual.

EXCH A

GE PACKET

-

11=111112212

With sufficient material in hand will Members wishing to receive
Exchange Packets please note that the first circuits will commence on 1,3 Ausmat,
Anyone likely to be away at this time or during September should notify the
W4change Packet Secretary (0245 - 354149) so that re-routing_ can be amassed.
It is vital that no Padget. should go astray.

POST(AL) CARD TYPES 1888 - 1905
By Mix Gans

Perth.
1892 brought the introduction of a new value oval. In that
year the
hereto heraldically incorrect 'fat Swiss cross was replaced
by

a more slender

(and properly proportioned) Swiss
cross (Pig. 9). The single 5 ctn.
card exists only in Types III and
IV, but with a total of 32 all very
cote= printing dates. The inaet
obvious error for this card consists
of the omission of 'die' in the
German text (Pig. 10). Another
neat one states 'Pastkarte instead
of 'ftetkarte and a third one shows
the printing date of 'V 06' instead
of 'V 03' (which produces a neat
oddity if the card was used before
its purported printing dates).
Fig. 9 - New value oval

The domestic double card is
known in Types III, IV, V and VII
(with another erroneous date of
'IT 06' instead of 'IV 00' in its
Type IT variety); and the 10 ots.
double card co... in Types I and
VII. For the printing dates of
'V 92' and 'VIII 92' of this lastnamed card the printing date also
appears an the reply half. Such
cards rate the price of later printings, if unsevered (fig. 11). Usewine the 5 eta, card with printing
date of 'I 92' is about 3 mm. larger
in both directions than all sub•equent cards.
Antwor!,

- Carte pest.
Weripost w011,
.7

In 1900 very few regular post
al cards were printed because the
UPU Jubilee cards (single cards
only
). between July and December of
that year, replaced them at scat
poet offices in the country.

7vviT2 „ SVIZZER

In 1905, and through 1907, the
last date-imprinted postal cards of
the oval numeral type were issued,
in single oard form only (Fig. 12).
This last issue is easily distinguished frost all others by the addit
Post kar
te postale. — Ca

'ir
aeo9vArl-c4A,

,,f4thelnt Ruber
i-;'interth
Stk 3

1^.4r dte

Pig. 11 - TYP4 /
a sender's box at the lower left.
The 5 cts. card exists only in
Typo III, but with 8 different
printing dates, while the 10 eta.
card is known in Types III and IV
with 4 printing dates.

Pig. 13 illustrates the special
Zarich Stamp Jubilee card of 1893.
Printed in a total issue of 36,000
pieces onlyi it differs free all
5 ote. cards by a rose-red value
isprint and printing date. On
June 25, 1893, its indicated win
ing date and first dart it caused
incredible speculation.
A few
00 04110d 1240

-

07 cards' of

this
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exist. In reality they
are nothing but cards left uncut
in between when they should have
separated out of the printing
sheet of 12 cards. They nay be
scares in this form, but were
also unauthorised.
Figs. 14, 15 and 16 depict
backs of advertising cards

sold at a rats below face to the
public by the firma producing
them as publicity and propaganda
items for their own products (in
this case: Suchard chocolates the most common of all Swiss
advertising cards- Cerlogne
department stores, and Wander
Oat.=
Chapeast

malts.) The reduced selling
price (bulk only) is shown in

Mr+

''n••

the thin lined box on the card
tat t n 0'
•ss
• WIR•

itself only in earlier printings.:

1,.n

4

4

On cards of later production this
rebate box is absent.

. 14

,

r4.

'
22k
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NI,440 HerRwrIssiikltil

6.30-E.30 p.a.
REVOLUTI
& N =WIC PERIOD the Swiss Angle Kr. C. Rauch
Niee-A.1 - A.G.M. and AUCTION
Dec. 9 - LANDSCAPE ISSUES
All Members

121a
14. "1:44 4r."

Pig. 15

Ar(4.

Jan. 13 - SWISS CLASSICS
Kr. A.S. Newell
Feb. 10 - NEW Kumasi DISPLAYS
Mar. 10 - ODDS lk ENDS All Keabers
Apr. 14 - ANNUAL COMPETITION
May 12 - STANDING RELVETIA
Mrs. A. Lee

badiv..It is probable that one

of our overseas &embers and his

wife may-be in London in Feb,

or Ear., and would be willing to

give I display, in which case
those above may be changed.
Al]. meetings held at the Victory
(Services) Club in Seyaour Street
London W.1.
Pig. 16

4

J.J.L. EDSEBIO
The prs.nt philatelic seon ended with a flourish, three
memorable days in
Vienna in conneo ten with the 'WIPA 81,
:the International Philatelic Exhibition
held in the grandiose rotting of the "HO7BBRO 1 , the
- extensive imperial residence of
.
old, forming the centrepiece of this Danube capital,
just a stone's throw from
historic St. Stephen's cathedral and the city.
Incidentally the oldest, original
part of the Hofburg i ths 'Schweizer Hof', in homage
to the country of origin
of the Hapsburen.
The show was as tensive as LONDON 1980' but
obviously handicapped by be
split into teo-partss the 'Classics' which were housed
in the imposing Hofburg
apartments, now used as a conference centre, while 'Thema
tic.", 'Aerophilately'
and 'Touth', together with dealers and foreien Post Office
s were accommodated

the 'Kessepaleat', the spacious exhibition centre across the Beldenplat
s and
gardens.

It was not easy to find one's way around, in spite of
plans being displayed
or naving to queue to ask for directions from
the charming hostesses. The Court
of Honour was on a stage at one end of the larges
t ball, but not specially marked
off. Frames were in soldier ranks, while
the lighting by chandeliers hung from
high ceilings mean* that Some areas were dark. The Swiss
exhibits were in a
rather dark lobby where visitor* inspected interesting
frames by torchlight:
There were several mistakes in the catalogue, while
a fee of the more than 5000
frames were empty, exhibitornot having been received.
All this apart, Switserland was veil represented, as
befits a neighbouring .
country. In the Court of Honour were some excel
lent items: nein. Old Issues from Zurich 41 to Strubels" of Bernadette N. Landolt-Xait
re; among the Jury
Members, Kr. Hans P. Runsiker displayed hie well-known 'Sitting
Helvetia 18624889;
s
' Hors Concours' was "Switzerland 1062-1907" by
'Helvetia'.
.
There were three 'rarities' the 1979 'discovered' 5
0. postage due with dark
green numeral, the only known item in existsuce and said
to rival in value the
Gurar,-. 1 c. magenta; Marcel Kottelat's,'Block of 9
Winterthur.'; while 'Scheid*
submitted a selection of "Early Swiss Rarities". In the dimly
lit lobby some
ten Swiss 'Classics' were displayed; "Swiss Postal Histor
y" by Rudolf Ruegg cancels and documents; "Early Swiss" by 'Snonen s - varieties
and plate flaws;
A
Confederatio Helvetica' by Hermann W. Forster - sheets
from a special -collection,
rare frankinge on first and second Strubel issues, canton
al stamps and rayons;
"Strebels 1854-62A - by Peter Stierli; "Switserlend 1843-54" by Pierre
Dinichert;
"A Strubel 1854442 Special Collection 1850-81 A by ithard Keller
- proofs, printing
periods, silk threads etc; "Switzerland 1850-81" by
Hans Brudered; "Switserlaed,
A Specialised Collection Pi gere issues 1882,1905" by Rold
Aoolli; "A Special
Collection or Standing Helvetia 1882-1907" by George
s Valk° - printing plates, flaws
and retouches; and finally "Swiss Study Collection " paper
s, guns, WO.,
printing etc., from Geneva 'Double Eagle.' to the roll
rinted stamps - by
Dr. F. R. Egger.
In the Messepalast I case across the Postal History:
"The Helvetic Republ
1798-1803"; "Swiss Fiecale"; "Postal Handstamps of Ct.
Glaris (from the Helvetic
Republic to Thurn & Taxis". There was an infinite variety of subjects in the
"Thematic.", Swiss competitor* presenting; "Lakes &
Shores of the World"; "Post
by Balloon & Early Planes at Przemysl 1914/5a; "A Philat
elic Botanic Garden";
"The Importance of Forests"; "Discovering Birds"; "Switzerland in
the ?wieners";
"European Folklore"; "Boats & Shipping"; The Olytpice"
and "Play & Sport on Snow
& Ice. Equally some interesting themes had been maste
red for 'Aerophilatelt
i.e. "Abstracts from a General Airmail Collection";
"Swiss Pioneer Airmails";
"Swiss Air Mails 1923-34" etc. Space Research and Rpckets also inter
est Swiss
collectors.
There were some dosen special 'WIPA' cancels, but althou
gh there VAS a whole
of post office counters, the constant crowd on my 'free'
day - also Ascension
Day and a public holiday - the press of people preven
ted me from obtaining one,
except for *ready mad. 'special day' cover. For special attra
ctions the first
Saturday was "England Dv", while Thursday (28th) : was reserv
ed flor Switzerland
with yodelling and alphorns. The commemorative miniature *beet
held a stamp

featuring the Heldenplatz With the Hofburg in the background.
A memorable visit.

(Cont. on p. 62)
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D010 vith 274 other people. (Was it

The slogan cancel
issued for Getaad as from

DID YOU KNOW?
.... that no little consternation

caused amongst SVP members on receiving a
letter fros the Field Pest Office Direoter
modesty Mr.Rutherfoo
stating *that the collection of any Field
did not mention it
Poet or othttr Military cancellatiess wee
in his column sinoe
xpressly forbidden by law: This letter
be was instrumental
resulted froa a .ember's request to a
in its appearance.
military barracks for -cancellations, prev
On a recent visit to Getaad he
iously successfully requested at other
*ailed on the Eurdirektor, told his it
places. This was taken up by the SVP and
was time they had such a slogan and
the FPO had to climb down a bit in that
showed this suggested desigm, which fount' they said "requesting" from outside is
W
favour and new here it is!
not allowed. ell Eels*:
DID YOU INOW7 (Cont. from Col. 1)
the prices being asked for all three
souvenirs has come down recently.
.... that the answer to Question No. 1
ist that the girl &town on the 'Europa'
40c. stamp eco*ot from Ct. Vaud, Judging
by the little knob at the top of her
strew hat.
.... that Question No. 107 ist Why on
the recent PP stamp is the /tench word
Bureau' used for a PO in German-epeaking Graubenden, i.e. SplEgen?
M. RUT

The

HELVETIA

.... that the interest in such esnoala is
increasing. At the 'VIM' there w
important exhibit on the early ' PO 0
by E. Stuts of Winterthur.
.... that all exhibitors at 'LEMANEX '78'
received an excellent present, an A4 sised
ell illustrated "Lee Poste. du Valais
by Louis Vuille. It could not be pmrehased
they said. Now I find that it is on sale
at the PT? Museum in Bern at SFr.12.-. in
French only; well worth it for the
specialist.
that the new large Waled Express'
label No. 236.34 of 1978 (which has to be
stamped with the date) is also available
as a self-adhesive, and-more_diffiealt--to collect.
... that a machine cancellation *lamps
Lng d at Interlaken
1
.
till.312.
6 to
public
Utepu.
tume
and AlFestival
'ASS

C A•TALOINUI
TEE FIRST ENGLISH TEXT, PILL 0NAMWDMM1t3
P3INTED AVISMITATIVE CATALOGUE
SiITZEIUND AND LINORTRISTRIN.
330 pages of quality reproduction of
the stone shows on the 'Europa
AVERT DESIGN
(and others) is shown.
SPECIAL FEATURES INCLUDEt
..•. that the-weight of this stone is
Separate prices for Uli
and

MOUNTED *int 1862-1960
Prices for individual stamps on cover
1843-1960
Prices for F.D.Cs
Prices for blocks of four with central
cancellation
Quantities printed
Prices are average net retail in
Switserland, expressed in U.S. dollar.
(divide by 2 to get equivalent U.K.
including VAT prices in L).
1981 Edition COMPLETE TO ENID OF 19801

ZUMSTEIN NUMBUS
USUAL BRITISH RETAIL PRIM L 5.50
SPECIAL omit TO R.P.S. MEMBERS OF
5.00 POST PAID
SOLI U.K. IMPORTERS
SUMMIT STAMPS '1. L.-Ri4hards, P.T.S.)
camellwelsameem
1, Brio, load, 402211114, Si 3N14 7T
Tel. 0903) 39198

3.5 kg. and it has been heaved to the

*cord distance of 2.4 a,- It earriewthe
0
te 18 5, but might be even older.
.... that in reply to an SVP Member
I question about the Geneva 'bulge' pastas:km
of c.1880, the 2 Rost informative answer
were received fro* EPS members, B.J.Rswr.::
iand c.a. LaDloade. The SIP Editor most
led ths high state of knowledge to bot

in the U.K. Monthly publications are
exchanged by the way.

that a few months ago the Technical
tor of Heiio:Courvois er left on
pension, after 35 years.' service, durtek7
which such tremendous changes have boa
msda in stamp printing. When Max Frei
q
joined them they ! ui a staff of 6.
.... that tb,?, :1';CJ: Souvenir No. 2, po
Swiss, asa rzprinted
of e fm who
but in German only. This edition has
'30 000 d' after the No. If this difference will boost the price in doubtful, as

(Cont. in Col. 1
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j. *OUP* Ron.Soc. AR. R. A. ROME,

6, Limes Ave, Ruddlorefield Rd. Halifax

21011451E 194

.1211
Sop. 19
Oct.

3

-

UAL.

- MOBILE POST OTTIONS All Members
- MINT= MAIL •
Disc. Loaders Kr'. A.Tillsa

Nov. 7 - CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAT
Doc.

5

International Consap of.

1.

12111
▪ NE.GILCARIST 'ill ENTEATAll
Meeting to be held at
Pool-in-Wharfedalo
MENJAMS' COMPATITIOM
Peb. 6
Mar. 6 - TELL A TALL Dor Dise.L4i. Mr. C.D. Wilson
ANIMAL GENERAL MEETING
Apr. 3
All sestinas Saturday afternoons
Leeds, excapt January
9

Chairman:
Vies-Chairman:
Chairaaa Elects
Treasurers
See./Librariaas
T.P.A. Dologates

Kr. D. Rope
Mr. G.D. Wilson
Also N. Chatbura
Kr. J.A. Eastwood

Mr. LA. Royls
Dr. G.G.

Sum

bareill-algianM
be held fron 9-18 August. A
l
specia cannel depicting the Castle of
Chillon will be used.
To

2. ZjAragmshiamiamasalanzi
zjill—taimalasi.ALZUmigatLis

MODERN DAPINITIVLS Disc. Ldrs Ere. R. Davis

Jan.

AMU= 1981

HELVETIA 1ww3

64

22 045410-•

A special cancel will be used and
a.sobile P.O. will be in attendant's at

Dibendorf airodrass.
3.

,The

6t4 World

CilamutRAIRI cn

4211

rail routes will be held in Zug
IL9P,-I0-25 ANASS.V

466'

Ths special cancel
shown illustrates the
routes.

217A

6 M.

6248 ALBERSAIL Landwir abaft.Nuieum Burgrain 17/8 1.832
3555 TRUBSCRACHAN Reimat
Auselm Eamoutca 22/8 1.833
41111.0*

011100411NOWN011.

waat/ists for stamps
, Aurope and
garland
of asi
and used
mint
00ersoes,
.esute

greatest stock of Switasriand
and Europe
all world's New Issues
eertifictates
publishers of the ZUNSTME
istalogass Swope and
Switserland/Lieshtanstein
ismer Ariefiarkso-Zeituag
with Euro, cat,,losse supplements
albums

ZUMSTE1N+C1E
Sorts's& & Cl.
Propri
Zsuessiodpos• 24 C1-3U01 ism
Admires* s P. 0. L 2995 CS-3001 Urn
Coah accounts: Bora 30434
11

Stookhols 42 554
Swedes'
Earirruhe 705 01-750
Germany:
TiMU3 1700.512Ametria:
Notharlands: 300 17 00

Are you pleming to enter in
any loss], National or International
lAvonts?
If so you viii require very good
material to ensure that your entries
are outstanding.
fly stook of Swiss satecial is
available fros which to sake your
choice.
Material on approval, or supplied
against your Wants Lists for
saint/used
Stamps - all issuss
Airmail stamps and flight covers
Sitting Helvetia, UPU Standing
Relvatia issues with their
interesting flaws A varieties
Tote-bechs, se-tenant A gutter staaps
ALL MSS AND HORS - WRITS . TO

S ARMSTRONC
485, Marine Road,

1.9.1.1-1-41.11
Lamm.

1.14

H ELV ET A
SOC 1ETY
PHIL ATELIC
ER
NEWS
fteieldir E. 14

aLLJ.

5Ifl Orentortf O4OC.
Viet oria Moira,
Mors W. a illefte
2 EX

KIM

art I.
us identifications on
mode Zwiss
Joel reauons.

ohs goon into the histor1 about.

4
with Pig. I we have a simple ordinary cancellation,
tees we will be looking a*, as follows:
I. Tho Postal Region No., from 1 to 11.
.2

Pig.3

g.

I

have

Postkrois - postal reorgmaisation of 1849*

of each canceller of that P0, •mps:dully
or those counter cleks handling postal checks. Started

2. The identification letter

the late 1930s. Lower case only.
lain part of the 4-figure
al Sone No., from 1 to 9
postal 'cods introduced in 1963.
LK • lositkreis t first digit.
le Figs.
Pigs. 1 & 2 show examples of same digit for PX and LK
are
more
than
30
combinations
There
3 41' 4 aro examples of dissimilar digits.
in existence, which will be discussed in detail later.

Fig.

8

f the fow POs with more than 25
rags is about 5.
you will . ksve :mom without aZgurt
tors.
?same are from the ii towns

in

with the H4of a PC, sad apply to all main and sub-offices of that town, as
shown in Yip. 7 & 8. When more than 25 cancellers are supplied then they
have double lettere as shown in Figs. 9 & 10. Only Born I goes to "se as
far as I can find out.

Fig. SO
g. IX
Figs. 11 & 12 show rare e ples of non-HQ placeswithout the Pt
digit. After about & year of use i 1965/66 these were all changed to
include the Fr figure.
Mention must b mad.e of some other 28 mm. diem. canceller. which have
used the lower segment in another. trey. First lig. 13 shows s hand-roller
canceller where a capital NRN is used all over
Switzerland. There is only one ods per roller,
but the distance between impressions is 65 mm.
with 6 wavy lines. However, large parcel offices
with more than one canceller have each been
identified with a single small letter, a, b etc.
I have found at least one exception to this rule,
at Luzern 12 Triebschen. This small office has
only one roller canceller, but iwidentified with
13
an Ne.
The second group are those with nothing in
or segment space
Pig. 14 shows the 28 mm. diem. town die of a
orf meohine cancellation. There will be the start of a glossa 3ust
e left. Fig. 15
a representation
of the many WO cancellations. These do not
have a postcode (PIZ),
Of course, but a train
service number after the
date. This is followed
Pig 14
sometimes 0 only) by
Pig. 15
a small a, b, c or d.
This is not a canceller identifying letter, but indicates the part route
section over which that TPO has collected mail. The final example of this
group is lig. 16 which represents the 40 off POs in military barracks, in use
since 1971, and in 1981 fitted with time reels. In the lower half-circle is
either Maserne (0), Custom. (F) or Case run (I).
One must remember that to-day, i.e before, for any but the head POs
only one 28 mm. diem. canceller is used for everything* letters, parcels,
Pig.

9

registration, postal checks and money orders, receipts, poste restante, miss-

sorts etc. etc. All cancellers are of hard-wearing steel. By means of a
rubber block between head and shaft the impression it virtually always flat.
The clip used to move the date and time reels also servos as an indicator to
ensure that the impression is always upright. Black ink is generally usqad
(it doesn't dry quickly enough!) but blue is still used for some official
Offices which, however, never use stamps.
In Part 2 we will see how the 20 odd Cantons were divided up into
the 11 regions in 1849.
(To be continued)
First dates of meetings for the comaencement of our 1981/2 programmes
EXTBSIN

ow)

Saturday, 804 19
Oct. 3
Wednesday Oct. 14

NOB= POST WIC= - All Members
13GISTMXID MAIL - Misc. Leader
Mr. I. 'Mien
TXX MICR INVOLUTION & WOLICIFIC
PlIIOD . the Swiss angle Xi. C. Ian&

THE INSERTION OF SILK THREADS
By A C. Walton, Canada
I followed with interest the article on the 'Silk Thread Issues°. Nabliebed
in the 'Helvetia News Letter' a few month& ago, always findihg one more useful
piece of information.
Since the name of this issue derives from the silk threads embedded in each
stamp, I thought it might be of interest, at least to 11000 members, if I mention
an unusual variety of thread which I have, recently acquired.
The horsal , stamp has a single thread embedded in the paper across the width
of the !tamp. This thread is continuous -between the sheet margins in most
instances. The colour, of course, depends on the particular printing, althoheb
variations of shade do occur within • printing. Occasionally one finds a steep
with two parallel threads separated by a few millinetres, just as the complete,
absence of a thread alwaye'leavee a !lark.
Both ,these varieties are probably
caused by the inadvertent horisontalmisplacement of a thread during the manufacturing process.
14 the case of the variety I wish to describe there are also two threads.
first glance the steep seems to have the normal single thread, but on closer
examination this resolves into two closely intertwined single threads. The tact
that the two threads are of different shades gives a clue as to haw such a variety
is created.
I suggest that it occurs as a horeal result of the manufacturing proce
The silk thread would originally have been supplied to the paper maker in spools,
from which it is stretched on a frens at the proper spatting of approx. 24 me. in
a continuous web. While on this fres, the thread would be applied to the still
wet paper, then pressed and calendereC As the thread from one spool tan out the
end would be spliced to the start of the next spool by twisting the threads
together.
It is quite possible that shades would=varY-SraWame-s1001.*Pen0her.
A splice such as this Gould occur almost anywhere on a sheet of 2,000 Osimps. If
a soma contained say 50 m. of silk, a splice would occur approximately every
2,000 stamps.
This could also account for
different shades of. threads in a
vertical Pair, if it were taken froe
a row containing a splice. Krixamele
of this rarw double thread variety
occurs on a 5 Rp. Munich printing
( 1 0. 224, for which the normal thread
is emerald green. While one side of
the splice is the normal green, the
other side in golden yellow which is
a recoghisad variation for this issue.
Very little has been recorded
about the aotual method of manufacture
of the 'Strube).* issue, so one has to
use deduction. I hope it is not
presumptuous of se to offer the fore.
going theory on how two threads got
into the 'Silk Thread' issues. If
anyone has an alternative theory to
offer I should be pleased to hear of i
Apologies for an error which
occured on p. 46 of the June issue
of the 'News Letter.
In paragraph 2 of the 'Unusual
Rate Covers" item the weight of
International letters should be
and not 2 gr. as stated.
Please amend your copy.

OUNCES'S:Of?
Wi th autumn fast approaching
philatelic activities resume their
importance
We are advised that LED BAUSCH
LTD., have already opened their new
shoP in the
LONDON IN

AT1ONAL STAKP CANTU

*tAkliell*'0040#'
on Wen an
lyopposite the famous Moss Bros.
store.

Their previous promisee in the
Strand Centre closed at the end of

August and from the end of September
the Brighton Office will also close.
Prom let October, ALL MAIL should
be sent to' the new London address above.
POE SALK
BUNDESPEIER CARDS mint cards, mainly 1910 - 1922 plus a
few others.
Send SAS for &àtsils to T.D. Hargreaws,
394 KUrrayfield Gardens, Mdinburgh.
I also Wish to purchase cards particularly 1931/32/33/34s

Will be published on loveaber 9, 1981

blew Britelkok

Eurovet
4.95
including Postage it Packing
SNIAMANV U.S. $ 9.25 OY
sesmall4- ($12.75
by air).
By fir the most informative English
language Catalogue published. India
pensable to the collector of Swiss
stamps who thirsts for informatient
It is even more specialised this year
and additional features includes

if:

Enlargement of the alreedy
tensed listing of the Classics
from 1843 to 1852 by adding
varieties and rare franking* etc.
Prices for stamps on cover up to
the 19300.'s.
Detailed listing of the popular
Eundesfeier (EetieseI Festival
and Stamp Day Card*.
Re-appraisal of the Rotel Post
section.
Thousands of price changes
(mostly upwards).

While other Catalogues cater more for
the -casual collector, this Catalogue
(dais we say handbook!) is for the

,thie philatelist.

1K•

owns.

Prom 14 Sept.
8112 OTELFINOIN Zercher

thal 1.834

Prom 21 Sept.
6575 S. NAZZARO - Riviera del
Gambarogno 1.835
Prom.28 Sept.
DETLIBURG b. GONMISWALLE . foster Berg Sion 1.836
GOMISIIALD - Kloster
Berg Sion

1.837

Please visit us at Stand No. 2.
shall be pleased to discuss
th you your Swiss requirements

d show you material from our
superb stock.
0.ASSZAZI-.10-RAMM2MMIJ which
n in operation since 24th
reaber 1980, will end an 18th
'eptember. We have allowed this
to operate far longer than the
currency situation, for which it
was crested, has warranted.

,
nummairmuLsaLtaLlska
Catalogue is now at the printers
and the price* listed in it will
also apply from September 18th.
Purchases made up to September
18th will show quite a
°9D8Varakkr **vine
PS. Since the enclosed B.P.I. leaflet

was printed by the organisers, it was
decided to open the Exhibition also on
Monday, September 28th, from 5 p.a. to
Visitors who with to avoid the
8 p.a.
Tuesday rush at the show may like to
emmeAnd visit us on the Monday.

Just t o remind members that a

steady stream of new articles or reports
of items of interest are required to
fill our pages.
One or two have responded nobly
to the earlier appeal, but it does help
your Editor if there is sufficient
material in hand to be able to vary the
subjeete published in any issue. New
contributors will.br especially welcome

POST(AL) CARD TYPES, 1888 1905
Dr Felix Ganz

Figs. 17 to 20 represent example. from a large array of postal oards
private parties, with a view picture (mostly by hotels before the
picture postcard becalm the tourists'
rags amd means of communisation sometimes in several colours,
lithographed; sometimes ia the
fors of an engraving

rig. 17

"el

6

#t-

$
(1?

/

4

#.6

Pig, lea

MoNTE •
, .

19

(Continuod overleaf)
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how. the sort of
semi-official add-on printing
on the back of both 5 & 10 cte•
or the 600th Anniversary
of the Swiss Confederation in
1; and Pig. 22 the privately
produced, add-on printing, covering the entire front of the card
(sham full silo) for the

(exists
with end
without
1291 and
le91.)

rig. 22
inauguration of the rail line
from !version te Ste Croix (addon printing Imola: in a variety
of colours and hues.
Pig. 23 is 24 are examples
of private add-on printing for
the SIAS occasion - the =rich
Cantonal Industrial Pair of
1894.
Pig. 23

(To be mentinumi)

Pig. 24.

igramm_m_etuara
o

te were issued on 7th
3thh 5

P
ESIEVILLIZINE.
vaoa k t 40 lip. Xaatheria parietina
Demi/nes 50 lip. Parmelia physoeus
70 lip. Sphagnum palustre

80 lip. Amblystegiom serves*
Des igners Louis Jaeger, trades
Inaravego Wolfgang Seidel, Vienna
Yrintlengs Combined autotype-recess by
Austrian State Printing Works
UAW 33.25 x 40.75 mm., sheets of 16
2s Special Stoops -

lama

,DID YOU KNOW

... that no doubt you have all found the

repanoy
between the 2 "Crossbow Buz
1
stamps, the first issued in 1958
orating 25 year I the second, lust
for 50 years 1931-1981! But in
1957
610
was
issusd

in 3
Undo
and they

gaggroishaii,

20 lip. Gutenberg Castle
pesi nss 40 lip. Castle Tard
50 Rp, Parlour
110 lip. Great Ball
Desi gners Otto Zeiller, Vienna

s!

g

Insrammeres 20 & 40 lip. Wolfgang Seidel
50 & 110 lip. Prof. A. Fischer,
Vienna
rinttgas Combined autotype-recessity
Austrian State Printing Works

Um: 42 x 32.25 mm. in sheets of 16

Special covers for each set, with
sane /TIC cancel depicting the castle
and maximum cards for each value were
Oemueds

hat only now have I found a copy to

• (at Zunatein's in Bern) of the
issued in 1978 by the 'Studiegrosp
Zwitserland i of Rolland, to celebrate
tsir 10 yemre of activity. The text is

ton & Gorman. The tain article
•, in more detail than I have seen
.
here ,
the TPO cancels used on Swiss
National I private railways, giving the
number of every train por cds, Puke of
all lake steamers, too, by a W.J.Pfeiffer.
.... that the present exhibition in rthmn
PTT Museum In Born has 20 frames from the
'Electricity' thematic collection of Dr.
R. Porto, now

(Cont. from Co
No. 108 iii

othe

stamps aho y a cros

Brunnen St .

pensioned dentist of Bern.

or the leading instructors
supporters or junior philately.
Hs is Qn•

and

that I have found some copies of the

booklets published by the Rhaetische Baba
in 1968, showing maps of all rosiSa, with
photos in colour, also sole of locos.
in G14,40 Z . 24 pages, about 20x20 ca.

Twat

Which are your sped
MINT or 1351D STAMPS
NOLT, MIDDLE or LATER PERI
PRE-STAMP COVERS, with'hheir wealt
of postmarks
POSTAL STATION

LIGHT and
COVERS
SE-TEhANT and INTERSPACE
TETESTAMPS
MATERIAL for THE, TIC COLLECTING
Whatever your requirements you
will need material for those displays
which you will be giving, or for
competition entriee.
AIRMAIL STAMPS

Let me help by supplying you
with items from O'stock, either on
approval or against your Wants Lists.

J.S.ARMSTRONG

Interesting background information for
TPO collectors. Gte as if you .ant one
...that for those keen on collecting
....that
Swiss OA non-Swiss stomps, there
has been a set of 7 issued recently by
Roumania. The 55 Lei value shows a
St. Bernard doel
• that not only the D.E. has trouble
finding the perfect Usinescence substance for its stomps, Germany too, but
the Basle firm of Sandoz has produceO a
o
.
ew substanced *Certex Dr which, after
3 years of trial*, is now to be adopted

1
that with more than 4,000 lots the
!RAM auction of 17-19 Sept. seems to be
1 putting an amazing variety of material
l before collectors. Only FL I CH materiel

but stamps, cards, letters etc., with
Ispecial emphasis on cancellations, and
'good quality.
.... that the answer to Queetion No. 107
is that 'Bureau' is a typical French word
used in German speaking ?arts of 3witsero
land. Often spelt 'Buro to-day in
German. These French words make it sometimes difficult for Germane to understand
Swiss who are doing their best to speak

High-German

485 Marine

LaiLL.91.41.1„,
Lancs. LA4 6AP.

(Cont. in Col. 1)
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Second Edition of

THE FIRST FULL COLOUR
EiNGLISH TEXT CATALOGUE
336 pages of 'pal ty Swiss
printing, every stamp design
in faithful colcur.
Published by Auf der Maur
Stamps of Berns in co-operation
with the Swiss Otamp Dealers'
Association — rs suiting in
authentic net prices lin U.S. S)
Complete with EVERY ISSUE
to the end of 131 1.
to
Numbering aceA
Zurnstein, by perr nission.

CAIN° ,,tt
OWN'
viSIE
S
ph
t

SWITZERL
LIECHTENSTEIN
ONLY £5.95
UK RETAIL PR

SPECIAL FEATURES includs
D MINT 1
SEPARATE PRICES for UNM CUNTED and MOUNTE
1843 — 1
PRICES FOR INDIVIDUAL $ TAMPS ON COVER

CREEP NO Wh41C11
THE SOLE

BUTOR

l

or through your loca dealer

ZdTriebekl+deexecute wastlists for stoops
&wove and
of *dump
used
sad
a
s,
Oeempo

1

Ralph L Mcleod: PTSI
RtDG 0AD, WORTHNG, SUSSEX. TEL (

pla

Shelia was
t; Sopt,
Saint
thu
t depicts
io:, •

gl.. Mt.It Utock of 3eitsferlas4
aod &trope
world's dr1 ISZUS1
oertificates
!shore of the 2INSISI7'
Woggles Sumo and
Switsarlaad/Ilimatenatelm

Dormer Briefmarkso-Seituat
with Swope catalogue suppleventi
alum

ZUMSTEIN+C1E

Proprieteros lortame & C i.
205ghamagiese 24, OS.. 3001 le
Address* P.O.S. 2915, C8-3001 Derti
0aah aseommtss Derm 30.134
Stoskholm 4255-6
Swedes:
gemeart
garlaruhe 705 01-750
llamas 1700.512
Mistrial
Sethorlam4s$ 310 17 00

d the bear 14 on
he legend of 't .Gail.
2. In addition to the
slogan cenc•
iored last )nth
special on thorn
be used at he

Unspuralen reetiv4 1
n 5/6 Sept.

The OOth Aunt'; or.
eery of the ant
Solothurn into the

ContederatIon will to
marked by the use t
the special cancel
home from 5/6 Sept.

2—
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President: L , M
retar7
43. WebhazIth,
114Knvrwood 3treet
London 1fit6 2}(1
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been asked on °cosmic,
obtain such •
ollowing
hint z :Lay be of some use.
Every Swiss PO (exc,t Geneve 10 United Nations) will cancel any valid
Swine nAanp, lOose, on a card, on an unaddressed cover, or on a cover for return
mailing. Sending cash might be risky. International Reply coupons give 90e.
only, so it is better to lay in a stock of mint stamps and stick them on carefully
oneself. Don't forgot to mention what sort of cancel is required - ordinary,
pictorial or *machine. A photocopy can be used, or a sketch sad' as to how the
cancel is to be applied. A second stampless cancellation will be made if required.
I indicate lightly in pencil how I would like the cancellations *Applied,
?aka careful note of the latest rates an just published in the
To get the printed, i.e. reduced rats, apmet4ag printed oust be included in the
cover, a piece of newspaper, or a printed stiffener, but don't seal.
qapr1a41
.
or 'Drucksache' is not strictly necessary. A registered cover (4 SFr.1.--) mast
have a Swiss address, either on the back or on the front in the bottom left-hand
corner. You may use mine! (See DYK, aL Sept, '81). The word 'Char
or
'Ringeschrieben' or 'Registered' is required by the UPU, applied in the top lefthand corner.
Railway stations will also cancel items sent in fer cancelling; they
don sell stamps(except some and the quality is not too high. They will
usuall y hand 1.11 ,±t letter to a TPO for one of the nowadays rare 'Ambulant - Bohnpost cancellations. They cannot handle registration, unless they are a coabined
railway and PT office, and these are not coon.
Any item badly cancelled by a PM' of tic can be returned, but only the
p will be replaced or refunded,
N. RUTRERFOORD
Good hunting:
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Part II
AUTHICOOORD
In the first part a general summary of the different types of hand
stamp identification was given. Now we go into the historical development of
the Postal Region Nos. (Pr e Postkreis).
The Constitution of 1848 brought order out of chaos, not only for the
P I.

posts, but meant a big drop in revenue for those Cantons with a well organised
postal service. The grouping of the 22 main Cantons into the 11 Postal
Regions (Pr), promulgated on 4th June 1849 must have been preceded by some
arguments regarding prestige. Why should Geneva have a Region to itself at
all? Language divisions, compounded by the physical difficulties of the
mountains and valleys, resulted in postal changes to the plain political
boundaries of the Cantons. In Table I is shown the full list of Cantons, with
the addition of the Jura, and in Nap 1 the boundaries of the Foetal Regions are
shown. This simplified map has been newly drawn, as that given in the Andres
EMMenegger 'Stempelwerk' is not quite correct and would not reproduce clearly.
There were 7 changes made to the basic Cantonal boundaries for postal/

language/geographical reasons, as follows:
1. The southern tip of VD including an enclave of GE to Pt I.
2. The French-speaking part of BE to PIC IV.
3. The thus cut-off German-speaking Laufen valley of the Bernese Jura to PK V.
4. The part of SO on thy southern bank of the Aare river to PK VI.
5. The three northern districts of SZ to PK IX, as their postal servicesAand
been handled by SO.
southernmost district of SO to pm X.

6.
7.

The
The western of the three Italian-speaking districts o I OR to Pt XI.
Nap I shows the present layout of the Pt and includes the changes
made since the original arrangement of 1849 which will be looked at in the next
A number of minor enclaves will also be mentioned later.
part.
NS
TABLE T.
La uages
Abbrv.
NAMO in official lahmasa
Ztrich
F
4, 5
Bern, Berne
BE
SZ
OW
NW

Luzern
Uri
Schwyz
Unterwalden
Unterwalden

4

Gl arus

IG
FR
SO
Bs
BL
SR

AR
AI
SG

.21t
AG

TO
TI
VD
VS
NE
GE
FL
UN

7
7, 9

7

ob dem Wald
nid dem Wald

ibourg, Freiburg
Solothurn
Basel-Stadt
Basel-Landschaft

9
Fl D

2

5, 6
5

8
Schaffhausen
9
Appenzell Ausser Rhoden
Appenzell Inner Rhoden
2, 10
St. Gallen
10 11
R
I,
DI
Graubtuden, Grigioni, Orischun
Aargau
8
Thurgau
11
Ticino
Vaud
2
FD
Valais, Wa
Neuchatel
Oluave
4
Jura
For completion:
9
Ftrstentum Liechtenstein
1
Nations Unies
This list of Cantons shows the official order which, except for the

4
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first throe, is historical. The official abbreviations shown are used to
indicate Cantons only in further parts of this article.
ER (and others). The underlining indicates that the HQ of a Postal
Region i in that Canton, and the PK No. is also underlined.
The official languages are D * German, F * French, I se
,
R • Romansch. The latter is only official in Graubenden, not in Itilian
Switze
rland
as a whols, and it is recognised as a national language, but only since 1938.
NAP I

(To be continued)
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TZERLA
IN SWIand
ECTOS
C0LLwhat
UK STAMPS FORstamps
says
will
he
them
of
thinks
he
of U.X.

Ask any collector
nice, but hopelessly cancelled!'. This, as we kLow, is because onlynein tht

at U.N. 70, is hand-cam:411in allowed, otherwise everything is machi

led.

ard
But for several years now all slogans are in the so-called 'standas
to
so
,
position; this OSAAB that the town die is to the left or the slogan
easily readable. Bow this
this fact can be used
to get usually per-

no

fect half-circle
cancels on the special stamps, and deinitives too. Place
the stamp about 70 an
(2I")

clear of the

right-hand edge of

the envelope. This
also prote0t5 it
fror corner damage.
Sone low-value
*temps can also be
put into this
position, but the
sorting sachinery
will still work with only one stamp. Works in the USA tool
iated as it is usual
This small 'greetings' gesture will be much apprec
ed, when
cancell
hand
for continental collectors to use some special stomps
K. RUTHERPOORD
writing to philatelic friends.
8731 UNTLIBURG b. GONEISWALD
8737 GOMISWALD - Eloster Berg $ on
son lsc - son hi
1426 CONCISE - See vi

Press 28
28
"

pt.

1.836
1.837
1,838

Second Edition of
THE FIRST FULL COLOUR
ENGLISH TEXT CATALOGUE
336 pages of quality Swiss
printing, every stamp design
in faithful colour.
Published by Auf der Maur
Stamps of Berne in co-operation
with the Swiss Stamp Dealers'
Association — resulting in
authentic net prices (in U.S.S)
Complete with EVERY ISSUE
to the end of 1981.
Numbering according to
Zumstein, by permission.

0306
sv4

SWITZERLAND
LIECHTENSTEIN
ONLY £5.95
U.K. RETAIL PRICE
H.P.S.

SPECIAL FEATURES include
SEPARATE PRICES for UNMOUNTED and MOUNTED MINT
PRICES FOR INDIVIDUAL STAMPS ON COVER 1843 — 1

I

ORDER NOW FROM

SUMMIT STAMPS,

THE SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTOR

(or through your local dealer

(Ralph L Richards PTS)
1 RGGE ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX. TEL (0903) 39198
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PQST(AL) CARD . TYPES, 1888 1905
By re1im Gans

Conclusion
The last illustration to be
included in this article (P
25)
is an example of the now famig.
ous
(and expensive) Simplon Tunnel
Ina
uguration card where
,
add-on
printing exists in blue, the
black,
carmine, silver or violet. Some
of these Semi-official cards
nowadays fetch up to $125 unused,
and $200 used, at_auction11

Fig. 25

When the Tell Boy, Type
and the Helvetia Bust, Type
I
postal cards appeared in 1907
the multitude of earlier cards,
cam
e to an end.

LIST OF PRINFIN9 DAUS - kno

zum.22 5 cis. 1 0

5+5 c s. 1891
Zum.24 10 cts. 1690

Zum.23

wn to date
Ty III IX 90; XI 90
I X 90 ; XI 90 3 /V 9 1 ,
ja: Ix 90; XI 90
v: IX 90; XI 90
Ilj Ix 93; xI 90; VII 91
Ilk Iv 91; VII 91

&al. only: I 91
Tzps It VII 90; X 90;

IIIs VI 90; XI

VII

91 ;

X

91

XII 90

IV's VI 51; II
Vs VI 01; XI
VIfs XII 90; VI 91; XI
Z,um.25 10+10 cts. 1690 TYPO I only: VII 90
zum.26 5 cu. 1892 Tottlas 1 92; V 921 IX 92; XI 92; II 93; VI 931
XI 93; II 94; VI 94; IX 94; rII 941 11 95; VI 951 IX 95
XII 9
III 96; VIII 96; X 96; XII 56; V 97; IX 97; I 98; ;
V 98; IX 98; 3. 99; II 99; VI 99; x 99; Ix oo; v oo l xx ova;
11 ox; v a; vax
XI ox; I 02; VI 02; IX
; I 03; V 031
VIII 03; IX 03; XII 03; III 04; V 04; VIII 0402
; x 04; II 058
V 05; VII 05; IX 05; (V 06)
V

I

II

IV, II 95; VI 551 IX 95; XI
I 95; III 96;
9 V 97; Ix 97; I 9 8 1 V 9 8 ; IX 9 8 1 I 99; 1 1 99

96; X 96; X
zum.27 5+5 eta. 1892: ?Toe It IV 92; VIII 92; III 93
III
IXE 00
1L;: IV 94 I 95; vi I 96; vI I 96; vII 97;
VIII 0; IX 99; Ix2-1
01; x11 01; Iv 02; V 03; I 04 v 04;
;
III 0 5; x 05; XI 06; VIII 07
TYva VI.: I/I
Zum.a 10 cts. 1892 Type III: VI 92# IX 92; X 92 X/I 52
v
;
V
93
;
x 93;
95; VI 55; IX 95; I 96; VI 96;III 93;
; V 94; x 94;
X 96; IIL94
971 vII 97; x.1 ; Iv 98; VII 96
; XII 98; Iv 99;
VIII 99; XI 99; IV 00; xi97
III 03; VII 03; X 03; I 04;i 00; VII 01; xi 01; V 02; VIII 02;
IV 04; IX 04; XII 04; IV 05
;
VIII 05; 105
c
A
W./L./Vs VI ; IX 92; X ( O III 92; V S3;
1
71
II

6

VIII S-3; X 911 11 941 944 X 941
X 95;
X 96; xi 99 1 IV ee; XII, oo; VI
I oi

95; Ix 95; I 96; VI 96;
;
xi
; nil 02;1 III 03;
X v3 1 04; IV 04; IX 04; IV 05; VIII 0501
; X 05; (Iir° 36'. error)
we Vs 11

92; IX 92; III 92; V 531 VTI1 53
;
93; 11 94; v 94; X 94
Type VII: VI 52; IX 92; XII 92; V 93; VIII 93;
X 93; II 94; V 94; X 94; 195
zum.29 10+10 cu. 189
e Is V 92 VIII 921 III 93; III 94;
I 95; VIII 96 XI 97; X 98; ;va
x ol; in 01; van 02; VII 04;
VIII 05; XI 0
VII 07
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Fags 78

VII 92; III 93; IX 93; III 94; I 95;

VIII 021 ,:VII 043- VII/ 05; XI O63.YII 07
Type Ins XII 05; XI 06; V 06;
only
box:
sender's
with
5 cts. 1905,
Z
• 32
VIII
06;
07
VIII 06; X
XII 06; IV 07;
Zum.33 10 cts. 1906, with sender's box: Type Ins IV 06, VIII 06; III 07;
Vino?
21E121; IV 06; VIII 06; III 07; VIII 07
omme:olltsion of re4;:fnlel:TI.041;891:
Added impr51:ttefoW :000.
USD

IV

ti;2

91

latlf; IT
10 eta.. (Card No. 24) Type I: VII 90; &mill: VI 91;
Type IV: VI 91; Type VII: V191
Added imprint on Ste Croix Railroad card, 1893; only date known: VIII 93
Added umprint on Zarich Stamp Jubilee card, 18931 only date known: VI 93
Added imprits on 5 cte. card for =rich Cantonal Trade Pair:
1) made by Hofer & Burger: tie Ins II 94; VI 94; IX 94
(green, red, purple, grey-b1r4ck, orange or blue normal) picture
2) made by Heinrich Schlumpft 2W I
Added imprint for Simplon Tunnel Opening, 1905: on 5 cts. card No. 261
TYPtit VIII 04; X 04; II 05; V 05.

vv.... The End

iw
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eater ited
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The Swiss Specialists
Telephone

I. e eATOtti

S•crow y Y 11.

A T CKE

Kullops PT$, A.P $ S I A

P. 0 , BOX 242,
HIGHGATE,
LONDON- N64LW

01-3480296

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

S WITZERLAND
CATALOGUE

1982
(Jointly edited by
F. Buistrode, 0.11.E. and H. L. Katcher)

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
FOR THE 26th EDITION
Z:01104BER

PUBLICATION DATE 9th

1981

By far the most informative English language
Catalogue published. Indispensable to tha
eoHecter of Swiss stamps who thirsts for
Information! It is even Loom specialised this
year and additional features include:
•

1151 Additional Prices listed!

•

Enlargement of the already specialised listing at the
Classics from 1843 to 1852 by agiing varieties and
rare ire/Pangs, etc.
Prices for stamps on cover up to the 1930s.
Detailed listing of the popular Bundesferer (Nthotral
Festival) and Stamp Day Cards.
Re-appraisal of the Hotel Post section.
3126 Price Changes!! (of these 2313 are upwards
- the 813 reductious reflect the slightly altered rate

•
•
•

•

of exchange between C and Swiss Franc).

While other Catalogues cater mere for the

collector, this Catalogue (dere we say
hasidbook I) is for the tries
YOUR SWISS COLLECTION IS /Pi/COMPLETE WITHOUT

Ca$11.81

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S I8S2
SANILTZARLARD CATALOGUE

The time period from the start of
manuscript work to the publication
date of this Catalogue is three
months.
In to-day's volatile currency sit—
uation much can happen in three
months and, alas, once again didt
-Rad the Catalogue been produced at
'to-day's rate of exchange there
would have been no price reduction
and double the number of price
increases - and the 2300 price
increases made would have had to
be far more substantial.
If the present exchange rate
between E and SFr. persists this
will be reflected in forthcoming
price change 'bulletins. If yau
wish to be informed of these
'price changes please complete the
form at the end of the Catalogue.

The 1981 MPS was, regrettably, most
disappointing. Attitude:sees were very low,
at least oa the first 3 days, compared
with the flourishing start in its new
Wembley venue in 1979, and as well as
discouraging for standholders, one missed
the bustle and camaraderie of previous
occasions. Further, a big drop in the
numbers of exhibits was also painfully
evident, down from 334 frames in 1980 to
260 this year. Most collectors would
agree that present recession moans

DID YOU KNOW?
.... that Zumeteie will catalogue 3 new
iations of the Frans machine labels
a new.fibreless white paper (14) and
*pm emezry ink, being more °rangy
hen carmine, (Z5 on fibre paper, 16 on
to are now in us* Which combination,

,

14 or 15 will be the rarest one cannot
tell yet, as ink and paper are being
replaced haphazardly in hundreds of
vending machines. Old paper and old

ink is Z3.
.... that this new quick-drying ink was
introduced
because of trade union
from material already in our possession.
pressure
(which
is rarely necessary in
M.Cdr. M.P. Bulstrode received a Silver Switser/and) as counter clerks could not
for his superb 'Hotel Posts' and Major
clean their fingers after working with
J.H. Keenan a Certificate of Merit for
I the pre-cancelled parcel labels, also
'Swiss Soldier Stel.ps' - an unknown subject' Frame machines now in use in many P0*.
Our Junior umber, Miss I. Bullough,
•
that the last months of use of the
achieved a Brans* for a well documented &
Furkn-Oberland Railway summer-only •
arranged entry on 'The 10c. Local Domestic
stretch froa,Oberwald to Realp have been
& Foreign Nail'.
hectic. Next year the new tunnel will
--------be in use allowing all.•year service from
I also learn that the Organisers of
the Valais to Oraubenden. As I expos,'Stamper' have informed Mr. Katcher that
an insufficient number of Swiss entries are ienced myself it was standing roost only,
and twice the number of trains. As no
being submitted to be truly competitive
postal service is provided it was pointor to warrant a special award, and that
less to get a Gletsch station cancel.
unless more good quality entries are re
PT? post is carried of course.
*ivied the H.L. Katcher Trophy will be
withdrawn.
.... that typical of the UN Geneva over.
less opportunity to acquire new material,
but surely fine displays can still be made

I would herefore, appeal to our 300
strong U.K. membership to support the 1982
'Stamper' which 'sill be held in February
and so prove that the postal history and
stamps of Switzerland are the world's

finest.

RIVI

N.J.R.

load and general chaos is the notification I receiwa on 16 Sept. of one of
their ridiculous exhibition oachetz for

the "Unclose 81, 29 Aug. to 1 Septet
.... that there is a new type of red

franking machine dater die in use *Jog*

CATALOGUE,

Collectors of PDcs will welcome this
newly published ERSTTAGSKATALOG 1962 SCWILIE/UNO GENF by Nana R. Schwarsenbach

and Max lietenhols.
Covering; 0 pages, with text in
German/FrenchAngliah and with Zumste
Michel/Scott numbers, it lists all FDCL
from 1900 onwards; both clovers and the
cancellations are clearly illustrated.

Prices are given fort Single stamp with
Corner or full cancel; Pairs; BIocks of
4 loose or on pc or special cover;
Official PT? folders & collection- sheets.
New features include 'Day of the
Stamp' cards and covers, also Maximum
cards of Switzerland & Liechtenstein.
Available at SFr.9.50 + 1.-- inland
2.-- Europe, from Verlages Philatelie
Postosohichts, P.O. Box 23,
8962 BERGDINTIKOW, Postscheckkonto 50-57

The clear lay-out makes-identifio&tins easy and it will be a most useful
addition to the philatelic bookshelf..
N.J.*.

ut 10 Sept. 1981 for the placeless
cancellations of coaputerised mail from
!some of the big banks.
•
▪

that W. Stursenegger has justpub-

lished an 80 page booklet, 45 in German
"Sehenwerdigkeiten der Schweis" or
Sights of Switzerland", illustrated with

nlarged stamps, postmarks and PTT postard pictures of 76 interesting places.
joy to look at, with a delightful text.
.00 each if you want one, but there is
in your Library too.
.... that thoLliumwer to Question No. 108
is that a crossbow is shown on the many
ell boy and father stamps, starting in
907, also on the 60c. of the 1941 Historical set (1.244).
•
that question So l 109 is about the
Diet of Stamm-. Which stamps show the

swing adviser Nikleus v. der latio
M. RUTHERFOORD

N‘Gruyns

N. Grout

At the first meeting of the Group
in Leeds a large attendance saw six mem-

printed in green for bulk posting, and
several mint strips. Se also displayed
a wide range of registration label', for
use at special events, such am
conferences and exhibitions, as eel

Hon. Sec., MR. R.R. ROM,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax.

bers combine to produce a remarkable
display of Mobile Post Office cancellations and material related to the mobil
post office service.
The discussion was opened by
Mr. Wilson who gave an account of the
development and use of the MPO service,
describing the different cancellations.
He displayed a large selection of covers
illustrating their use, with examples
of the 4 different languages.
Messrs. Gilchrist, Hope, Cairns,
Tillen and Dr. Hichie then combined to
show a large selection of strikes on
covers and stationery, many Nein( illustrntod by photograph*. Of particular
interest was the cover produced by

(Cppto)

as those used by the mobile post offices
in the four different languages.
S.A.E.

OURR1DLI1

from 14 Oct. 1,839
lie PTT

0 Oct. 1.840
apesof
now Philatelic
u in the Zeuchaus.

f

Mr. Gilchrist showing the first

use of
a XPO cancellation at the Geneva Motor
Show in 19576
wormowas••••••1110

At the October meeting members were
treated to a wonderful display of leg-

littered Mail by Mr. Tillen, who began by
giving details of the earliest known
marks and displaying many examples,frem
1863. 1e-lhed048momtbalkthsLintmedime40

ion and use of the first registration
labels, detailing their numerous types
and showing many examples.

The attractive cancel
shown was united in Biel/
Dionne from 2-4 October
NEW PICTORIAL SLOgAN

cow.

Of particular interest wer, those

As from 26th October a pictorial
ogen cancellation will come into use
i
-MOUT ITTIECM.

MCA& e

The present see-sawing of the
Exchange Rate these days makes it

of Suit r
Overseas, aint and used

greatest stock of Switserland

and Europe
all world's New Issues
aertificates
publishers of the
Catalogues Burope and
3witserlan4/Lischtenstsin
ismer Ariefmarken-Zeitung
With &wove catalogue supplements
albums

ZWASTE:1114 CIE:
Proprietor' e thertsek & Cie

issoausaste• 24 •
3001 kora
AgAress s P. O. B. 25415 C9-3001 Urn

Cosh acesuatst Berm 30-334
Sweden'
Stockholm 42 53-6
Germany'
Larlermhs 705 01.750
Austria'
Vienna 1700.512
lethorlands, 380 17 00

eve n

more imperative that collectors

should fill any blank spaces in
their albums, or seek out those
item* which they particularly desire
without further delay.
Prides invariably co
seldom down.

up but

It you will send me
WANTS LISTS I will be pleased
help you in your search.

Material also supplied on
Approval.
Prom the many sections covered

by my stock are
Stamps of all issues - mint
or used

Poeta' History material
International Offices
Airmail stomps and covers

Tite-biche

se-tenant etc.

.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road,
NORICANSB, Lance LA4 60

HELVET A
PHILATELIC
SOCIETY
NEWS

P

President: L.

M

a
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E, m 13.E

Non Se rotary
, W. HIMILIRD
obtuv:t
Methe rwood Jtreet
Lor c/ on NW

Out
Mr. C. RAtICK,
53 its el 42 ow Road,
lassford, Essex,
CM2
?e..
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PRO JUVENTUTE 1981
The 1981 Pro Juventute stampe to be issued on 26th ovssber, will bring
to an end the series depicting Arms of the Communes, which by language and variety
of heraldic designs have provided representative examples from all parts of the
ountry over the four years of their issue. The Pro Juventute Foundation will
receive 90 of the proceeds from the additional charge and the remaining 10 will
be used to aid other youth pro4ects. Details are given below'

To
20 + 10 44,

MT

(LU).

Benken (SG)
)
Priv rens,* VD)
e in Canton lucerne, district of Willisau, on
cerne-Basle road with 630 inhabitants. First

mentioned in a document of 89 as Uffinehova (Uffo's Notate).
Apas Vert a fibula Or, in chjef two escallops Argent. The fibula, which
was found in a nearby peat-bog, recalls the areVa "Ore-Alemannic history. The
escallops are the attributes of St. Jame. the Greater, patron of the local church.
The tinctures were taken from the arms of the Balms of Grenenberg, who exercised
feudal rights over the area in the 14th and 15th centuries.

40 20 Rp. T944 (TI).

Commune in Canton Ticino, Blenio valley, on the

Lukmanier road, with 260 inhabitants. Rare the

powerful Lords of Torre, the biggest landowners in the Blenio valley, had their
ancestral home, Curter° Castle. In 1182 the people of Blenio and Leventina
valleys swore to lay siege to the castle until it was seized and to prevent the

erection of any new strongholds in their communes Out of gratitude they later
erected a church on the ruins of Curter° Castle,
Anus Guise a tower embattled Argent, masoned Sable openings of the last.
Originally the Lords of Torres arms, they now feature on the seals of both the
commune and the local noble families. The stamp marks the 8th centenary of
the oath.

70 + 30 RP.
inhabitants.

Pripm, (40. Commune in Canton St. 0a11em, district of Gist

between Lakes =rich and Walenstadt, with 1800
At Babinchova (DenMen'a original name) there was s monastery 741)

attached to the Abbey of Reichensu on Lake Constance, a major cultural centre in
Carolingian times. St. Meinrad of Rinsiedeln, •ducsted at Reichenau Abbey, was
motor of Becket) from 824 to 828, before he retired to the Steel mountain to lead
hermit's life.

Any Or a lion rampant Guise, holding to the dexter a key Sable. They
were copied from the 18th century banner of the bailiwick of Grater. The lion
is from the armorial bearings of the Counts of Xyburg, to which territory Benken
belonged in the 12th and 13th centuries.

9, 40 Rn.

.

Commune in Canton Vaud, district of Moroi, with
3000 inhabitants. The village, whose church was
first mentioned in a document in 1156, is situated on Lake Geneva and is famous
for its sandy beach.

80

naL

AMR' Asure a Lake Geneva boataffronte Argent, with two lateen rig.
Preverenges is the only Lake Geneva commune whose arms recall the once familiar
sight of these boats. Related to the Mediterranean galleys, they first appeared
This was in the 13th century, when the lake, with
on the lake in war flotillas.
Used mainly for transporting
the exception of Geneva, was controlled by Savoy.
building stone in the 19th century, they disappeared around 1950.
111—VALJULAWAS:

AA

described above

alLatv

Gastonia Cambio, Bregansons

PAiip$4sai

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Foside

Luus

White, with luminous substance

Au'

28 x 33.4

Farm cylinderv

mu

2 sheets each of 50 stamps

A spacial commemorative cover, with a vignette showing the tower and the
boat from the 40 & 80 c. values, will be available, as also collection sheets and
folders.
At the request or the Pro Juventute Foundation a stamp booklet with gal
coloured cover has been prepared con tuning 8 x 20 10 Rp., and 8 x 40 20 Rp.
The east is SPr.7.80 including 60 Rp. production costs.

Second Edition of
THE FIRST FULL COLOUR
ENGLISH — TEXT CATALOGUE
336 pages of quality Swiss

k‹.-33

printing, every stamp design
in faithful colour.
Published by Auf der Maur
Stamps of Berne in co-operation
with the Swiss Stamp Dealers'
Association - resulting in
authentic net prices tin U.S.$)

SWITZERLAND
LIECHTENSTEIN

Complete with EVERY ISSUE
to the end of 1981.

ONLY £5.95
U.K. RETAIL PRICE
FREE TO H.P.S.
MEMBERS
0.0.1 'ZI":10_77F:7N
CROSS-REL'. KEY

CONL°G
0
Numbering according to
NNVilt3ILM4
1
S
Zumstein, by permission.
lAtu"
4 soityp
11t
SPECIAL FEATURES include
SEPARATE PRICES for UNMOUNTED and MOUNTED MINT 1862 — 1960
PRICES FOR INDIVIDUAL STAMPS ON COVER 1843 -- 1960 also FDC

ORDER NOW FROM
TillE SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTOR

(or through your local de

(Ralph Richards PIS)

1 RR 111(10 LiriA r UUTIOTIJI Nit CI ite CV "MI 1

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Minutes of the meeting held on
Present:
AR212422.12rjagnat s

30 Members & 1 V
Received from Messrs.
and R.L. Richards

These were read and agreed.

Mr. Bulstrods said he could echo his remarks of last year. The seeaon

had been moot successful; hs congratulae all those who had given display* from
which everyone could learn. Once more he urged the used for new members,
especially younger ones who are necessary for the future of the Society.
Meanwbile he looked forward with confidence to another good year.

4.

aalliftbs,„mticdpAntezt
Mrs. lawneley agreed it had been a most successful year, starting off

with the aost astounding influx of new members until the end of June, totalling
23 U.K. and 5 overseas. Then the rush ceased but is picking up again with.
further 5, making 33 in all, alsost a record. Of *curse there have been,
inevitably, soas resignations and deletions, but the total meabersnip is up.
Attendances, too, have been good, averaging 23 per seating, with members *Noying the many excellent talks and displays.
The N. Croup continues to flourish and to sake itself known in the area,
while the Sussex Group holds occasional meetine, for the benefit of those who
cannot get to London.
The 'News Letter' has been very geed, thanks to many interesting
articles, some on subjects hitherto unpublished, contributed by members. It is
to be hoped they will ovations to give further support, for without articles
It cannot survive.
lb*** are difficult tines, as we all know, but with the ever loyal
iipport of sembers,anotherf,exe*Luaterser can be anticipated.
5.
Jr. Stiles said the Balance Sheet had been circulated from which all
could see how the coats of running
Society had increased. The hire of the
roam had gone up as expected and would undoubtedly rise again in January,
perhaps by 424er meeting + VAT. The printing and postage of the 'News Letter'

had also risen and each copy costs about 21p. Of the present 43 subscription
4240 has to be allocated to the 'News Letter'. All things considered the
surplus of 461 is reasonable but expenses will continue to rise.
The question of the subscription rate for 1982 wee put to the meeting.
Jr. liste/y considered that the Society gives exceptional value compared with
others and be proposed an increase of at least 41 p.a. This was seconded by
ard
to overseas membership, however, Jr. Pickard
Jr. leddinott. with , re e
suggested that, except for Europe, all 'News Letters' should be sent airmail.
Jr. Bine said that since they cannot participate in all facilities their current
Jr. Stiles pointed out that at the present
basic rate should be maintained.
rate the cost, with airmail, is 44.80 and with a further postal rise pending
he proposed that the overseas rats should be £5 by airmail - plus an extra Al
to cover bank charges on cheques if used instead of sterling drafts. Tbis
proposal was seconded by Mrs. Elliott and passed.
Adoption of the Report was proposed by Jr. Tillen and seconded by
Noutris.

6.

thigratkagessreijenea

Mr. Rauch said that an interim report had not been issued this year, but
he was pleased to say that more material had been circulated, with hisher sales,
totalling 421,000 against 415,000 previously, with sales of 48,600 against
48.300. 200 members receive Packets, so that each circuit covers about 35
members. One Packet was lost at the beginning of the season, and two were

mis -directed, I. s. wrongly addressed. In one case the *ender had put his
address on the back and the error was corrected. The other sender had not

VETIA MIS LITUR

Pads $4
given, his

1

KO

address, but luckily the Packet t

previo
st
All stamp insurance has gone up and has coat £500 again
of
value
e
,whol
the
The insurance rate is 2.4., and the insurance does not cover
30p.
about
lost Packet. Postage from one member to another costs
ting to
This year to data there are 32 Packets in circulation, amoun
complete
to
me
welco
£15,000 with sales of £3,000. Some more booklets would be
the season.
Adoption of the Report was proposed by Mr.
Kr. Hine.

7.

glooton of 944040 & coeiPittee

d nd
in to circumstances beyond the Society's cont
Fort
Pre
new
a
ding
regar
possible to complete the arrangements
year.
er
furth
a
Kr. Moore was willing to retain office for
Also because of the illness of Mr. Hubbard, Mrs: Rawnsle
ered hie
resume office as Acting Secretary until Kr. Hubbard has recov
as P
As suggested at the ,previous AGM Mr . Aauch will continue
Secretary for 1982, with emeictsbce trot Mr 3. J. Sutcliffe', who wil
in 1983.

9 over

Accordingly the following

President*
Chairman:
Ilice-Chairman:..
Ion. Treasurer:
Secretary:
Acting-Secretary I
Sec .t..ary

Packet

Editors

KR. 3. A. LiSTKOOD
It. A. HOYLE
DR. G. G.RITCEIM

Id

by Mr.

ILLOtrt
Slate and pass

be
Mr. ul.trod. reminded members of the intention
creased
unles
y'
Troph
er
katch
L.
H.
Organisers of 'Stamps to withdraw the,'
This would be atreffedY.: Pros
number of good quality entries are received.
that members, Can if they
the displays given bY.members at meetings it is obvious
o'sUpport'both of the
themA
to
led
wish, provide many fins entries and be appea
nitratw,the4reat
demO
annual exhibitions and also the Society by helpingto awitserland, The.'Stsimiete
of
s
stamp
interest to be derived from collecting the
Stampex Ltd: 27, John Adam 'Street,_
Prospectus for 1982 in now available from
London NC* 682.

1441M1t40;lt

s in

to obtain exemption
As a postscript Kr. Rauch said that he had been trying
y covers and early stamp:: --which
from tax on philatelic material - postal hiator
er, he was shattered to receive an
are more than a century old. Recently, howev
"Philatelic items for collsoctor over 100 years
invoice from Si:it:Arland stating:
old." He now feels incredibly aged!!
for the Packet
Also, as stated earlier, he would like further booklets
ng the
duri
leas.,
p
and will accept these up to 15th January, 1982, but,
Festive Season, i.e. 15th December - oth.JanuarY.
There being no further busn.se the A.

V

ours. of time 7 chSAVAS have been found necessary, only one
o
which was of major importance.
The letters a. to g. are to be found on the Ksp I
shown in Part 2. The definitions of the postal regions should also
be consulted*

a.

The 7 German-speaking villages of the Bernese Jura situated just
north of the
original river (Zihl-Aare) boundary were taken out of PK IV, Neuchat
el and given
to PK III, Born on 1.1.1911. Two of them, Madratsch and Nett have
cove again
under PX IV when incorporated into the city of Biel in 1920, which has
always

been in IV.

b.

Also on 1.1.19.. it was confirmed that the 6 Bernese villages on tht northe
rn
bank of the river Lire wield COIN to PK III Bern, as they had been in PK
V
Basel, as designated previously in the 1849 law.

c.

In the 1870e 3 villages on the northern slopes above 4insiedeln (but
not
politically part of it) were given PSe and by 'accident' they were served from
linsiedeln, which belonged to PK IX StAallon, instea
d of being allocated to
PK VII Lusern, via Schwys, an stated in tne 1849 law. This error was
realised
only towards the end of the century and ehould have been promulgated
and
confirmed for 1.1.1911, as above, but somehow got forgotten:
As the only major change, the whole Canton of Zug was taken
from PK VIII Ulrich
and allocated to PK VII Luzern, also on 1.1.1911.
A vestige of the original
arrangement is to be found in the postal cheque account numbers of the older
fires in ZG, they still have the old Zurich prefixes allocated from
the
beginning of the Swiss Giro system in 1906 until the end of 1910.
e. On 1.2.1921 the Principality of Liechtenstein joined Switserland
financially
and poetally (but with their own stamps) w-lch drew them into
PK IX St.Gellen•
Following the national referendum of the previous day the acceptance
of a new
Canton Jura was documented by the issue of 4 new postmarks for those
places
wh c
i h Mild had BE after their name, with JU instead, on 25,9 * 1978. However,
they remained in PI IV Neuchatel. As JU contains about half tho original
French-speaking population of BS, they are trying by ell means to increase

their territory.

!hit to the above the Gorman-speaking Laufeu valley is cut ff from the rest
of BE.
Politically they still have to decide if they wish to be incorporated
into BS, BL, SO or remain in BE Postally they are certain to remain in
PK V Basel, only the definition of the postal region, as in f above, would
need changing.
It is noticeable that practically all changes were the sult of moving
the postal boundary up to the watershed, instead of the lower'politi
cal' river
boundary. Se far I have not found before and after postmarks which confirm any
of the c to d changes as so few carried a PK No. _ It is very likely that some more
information will turn up in time to confound me, but whatever anyone discovers I
will pass on.
(To be continued)

STAMP
The validity of the various groups of stamps starts with the year of 'ague
listed blow:
vs
High values
1938
Pro Petrie
1964
Medium values
1941
Pro Juventute
1964
Low values
Air
1949
.
1972
Mobile P.O.
1953
Kuropo
1957 i.e. from the
beginni
Postcards
1935 excluding
Specials
1961
specials
Miniature sheets
1965
Wrappers
1938
Aerogrammes
1962 i.e. from
beginning

Pa

Me,,Onfo'Dr

TELP$ONE

0 348 0296

November 1981

Dear Collector,
It oertalnly does not seen 5 years since we celebrated our
30-year Jubilee but than people wno are kept busy never em to notice the
passing of time and I have certainly been kept busy, together with my wcnderf
Staff, serving our clients in 5 Continents:
It was fortunate indeed th.t I chose Swiss atawpa as my
of action' and may I perhaps immodestly say that it was also fortunate for my
clients that a firm specialising in Slid08, stamps care ihto being 35 years ago.
Atter .11 these years I still have no onspetitor who can offer, in the field
of Swiss stamps that The Amateur Collector Ltd. can (this does not only apply
to our stock but also to the services we provide.

d

Over this period of time our Switserland Catalogue has grown
from what started as little more than a glorified price list ir.to what can now
be termed almost a Handbook - an important companion for serious collectors of
Switaerland who search for knowledge.
Since my last Jubilee letter to you, the most exciting thing
any Philatelist has happened to me. I am of course
to
happen
can
which
of Switserland's rarest stamp, the 5c. 'Rayed Star'.
discovery
my
to
referring
this in 'The Swiss Philatelist" and the world
about
reading
recall
can
Tou
it is not only Switzerland's rarest stamp
(Incidentally,
press.
philatelic
in tne world.)
stamps
rarest
three
the
of
one
but
All my clients are invited to join wit
me in celebrating our Jubilee by accepting a 15 - S 27
Discount Voucher, which ie my way of saying 'Thank You' to
all those who have supported me loyally over so many years.
If you are on our mailing list you will
if not, than please apply for your
di
receive this
copy.
(Valid until January 31st 1982.)
I look forward not only to continuing our association for
many years to cone but also to our 50-year Jubilee:

Tours sincerely

Sometimes one comes across mention of an item in an auction natal()
a story, the details of which are of great interest to the postal historian.
Lot 842 in the forthcoming sale in ZUrich on 25th November.
Such a case
Cover of 1854. Sitting Helvetia First Munich Printing (Z.22As), 5 Rs pen
... pen-cancelled. Addressed to
orange-brown (without silk thread)
Schaffhausen and showing the rare cirSular POST- /COLL6CTION /SIBLINOEN
with arrival mark on reverse.
the
The Princes of Thurn & Taxis provided postal services in Schaffhausen until
a
was
there
Federal Poet Administration took over in 1852. For a short time
period of overlap and the distincti- Thurn & Taxis "Post-Collection" handstamp
continued to be used by its agent there. Consequent].t the stamp was pews
cancelled since Federal regulations forbade the cancelling of one of its stamps
by any cancellation other than the official Federal one which could only be
applied at a main poet office.

Two stamps were issued on 13th of
that on 20 October the PT? Philatelic
abler to mark 10 Tears of the Voluntary Sales Counter in
Bern moved to new Offices
co Programme:
in the Zoughausgasse 19 (Artillery Lane)
almost opposite Zumstein's. The new
Y-16621.1,
location is most appropriate as it is in
Dosimq: 40 Rp. Symbolic - representin
the renovated "Iathaus des Am:seers:a
70 1p. economic & industrial
Standee" in which the founding conference
sotivities
of the UPU was held in 1874. (IllusDasAnar : 40 Ep. G. Nunsgen, Gorman
tration of special cover to follow in
Red. Republic
next issue). Old canceller still in use
70 Rp. R. Mirbach,
-doI as told.
ftkiAturs Offset by Walsall Security
.... that the old offices in Parkiarrasse
Printers Ltd., G.B.
ip, which were so difficult to find, will
remain for mail orders etc.
36 x 26 sm.
GENE;„
.... that in addition to the 9 main Phil1,600,000 of
I it 41
atelic Offices (Born, Geneva, Lausanne,
each value
Basel, Nrich, Luzern, 4t.Gol1en, Chur
The special cancell.
and Lugano) there are an increasing
atiou to be used is as
number of POs with a Philatelic Counter
shown.
at which a limited ranee of items can be
bought. Airports, Shopping Centree,
Zarich Main Station, & resorts like
6024 RILDISRI

ob dem Sompachersee
14 Nov. 1.841

8212 NEUHAUSEN

=FALL 2 -

grosete Wasserfall kuropas
14 Nov.
E.122b

8447 mommi Schloss Laufen am

Rheinfall 14

Moir ,

1.842

9245 °BERNIER - Kloster Glattburg

17 Nov. 1.843

3901 MUND - Des Safran Dorf in
Wallis
23 Nov.
1.844
•
2033 CORGIER
1.845
1028 ?REVERENCES
26 Nov. 1.846
1663 MURES Vial son Chateau
26 Rev. 14847
1880 1= - Visite* ass mines do
eel
26 Nov.
1.494.
6253 UFFIXON - Sankt Jacobus
26 Nov. 1.848
•
8476 UNTERSTAMMEIN
1.849
6717 TORRE - Patto di Tore 1182
26 Nov. 1.850
2MONIULAWELEtit

5th Dec.
'MODERN DEFINITIVEW
Disc. Leaders Mrs. H. Davis

Asamms29,221,

Saturday,

Wednesday, 9th Dec.
LANDSCAPE ISSUES
Pour series
All Members

St.Moritx, Gataad etc. etc.
that the SFr.10.- stamp, St. Mark
(Z.382) can turn from blue to green if
left in strong sunlight, so don't fall
for colour varieties at a good price.

•... that the RSV (Rollsnmsrken-Sasualervorein) (Coil-Stamp Society) has organ
teed about 14 talks in various parte of
Switzerland this year so far. Membership has risen from the original 50 in

1974 to the present 450.
that the SVP (Postmark Society) has

published a 2nd Edition of their very
successful "Local Publicity Datoatamp
Handbook" (X cancels) which includes all
cds up to the end of 1979. Price is
SFr.29.- in German & French. Send

cheque in SFr to le, X.Joggi. Rigiweg 26
CH-4800 Zofingen. Also includes the updated tables of the Supplement issued
in 1980p
.... that a remarkable exhibition has
been held in Oberasgeri (Ct Zug) on the
creation ana printing of postage stamps
based on the work of Heinrich Heusser
who died in 1979. He engraved a large
number of Swiss & Liechtenstein stamps
for instance the 4 postal history steeps
of 1960, high values of 1961 (the Ivan..

waists) and present folklore des.
.... that at the end of November 1981

Zumitein will issue the 23rd edition of
their specialised catalogue/bandbook.
that the PT? Printing Works in Bern

Question No.1%0 is: Which
Swiss pa show the TM building in
Bern?

N. RUTHERPOORD

has received the order to print a six
value set for the Paro le Islands on old
writing
that the answer to Question Ro.109
is: Niklaus v.d. Flue is shown on PJ 30c.
1929 (z,52), Pa. 10c. of 1937 (z42)
(he died in 107) and the 5Pr. definitive of 1938 (Z.217).
(Cont. in Col. 2)
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N. WitOUP: Hon.3ec, MR. R. A. HMS
6 Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd. Halifax
On Nov. 7th the N.Group el:Icemen
as a guest, Mr. W.A. Sedgewick from
Sheffield, this year's President of the
Yorkshire Philatelic Association, flit
ly he chose the 'Chairman's Day' for his
visit.
Mr.Hope chose the these of 'Swiss
History' and his remarkable display was
an original presentation from early time
to the present day.
He reminded members of the 1974/5
'Pro Petrie' stamps depicting the first
evidence of man in the area in the Stone
Age, then the Roman period when road
systems were introduced, to the Treaty
of 1291 and the Tell legend, all illustrated with stamps, Bundesfeier cards
and pictures.
Then the area growth and the ensuing
battles which followed, with stamps showing historical suhjwcts, people, monument
and castles etc.
So on to the development of Switserland as a neutral country and its subsequent roleAks a base for many world &
European organisations, and concluded
by detailing its role in the two World
Wars and the part played by the Red Cross
in helping Polis & refugee., together with
some of the problems of getting mail from
Switzerland to England.
Altogether a fascinating display
coveringawidv variety of subjects.

execute wasatliste for steeps
of-Switserlaad, Swope and
Opersess, aint and used

of 3witserland
greatest
ad Zurope
all world sMew Issues

wertifleates

publishers of the =MIN
satalopeo Swope and
3witser3and/L1oshtensteia
Verner triofnarken-Seltune
with Swope ostalegue oupplimenta

allmr.t4

RROSTIEIN
Proprietors' lartson

&

Cie

Zoschamagnes. 24, 01,.5001
.1141004111 P.O.B. 2565, CH-3001 Bern

041eb eeeeuntel Bora 50-334
Stookholz 42 55-6
&moss

Beresar

Austria*

Karlsruhe 705 01-750
Timms 170C.512

Betborleadet 380 17 00

r.r

The re-opening of St.Peter's Cathedral

Geneva will take place on 27 Nov.,
after reetoration work carried out over
several years. The special cancel
shown will be used.
2. 'Day of the Stamp' will be held from
4-6 December in Grenchen. The cancel
shown will be used on the special cards
and covers.
3, 'SCALD' The cancel
for tLis year will'
be used in Geneva
by the Mobile P.O.
So. 5 on 11-13
Dec.
,
4. CHRISTMAS
Yk
MarKt.
MARKET in
Enrich. The superb
slogan shown will
be used on 12/13
December by Mobilo
P.O. No. 3 in the Bahnhofstresse.

My stocks are available to
help you to add to your collection
in all aspects from postal history
to modern issues.
There are also many interesting side-lines which can be followed.
For example:
S. P. Oa
OLDIER SWIM
HERALDRY
POSTRARE STUDIES
and many more.
Send for Approvals or items
from your Wants List.

.S.ARMSTRONG
465, Marine Road,
M ORECAMB E,
Lance LA4 6AP.
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By Dr. p arcel Kottilat
Critical vi

Transla ed by R. F. Bulatrods

In the last decade postage stamp exhi
bitions have proliferated so as
give the impression that their rhyt
to
hm will scarcely slow down over
the years.
Already a heavy-laden cale
ndar of
and visits of a world-wide philatelexhibitions of all sorts awaits the participation

ic public.

Xxhibitione were at first primarily pure
propaganda for the collection
of postage stamps. But soon they
spre
ad
out
for
the
needs of collectors to
compete and compare in peaceable competition.
The human need for comparison of performance is
surely as old an humanity
itself.
But not all sections are equally qualified for this
since where the
scale for judging a performance
is absolute

ly clear and allows it to be presente
d
in measurable unias (such as metres
and minutes) it will lead to no
doubts in the
result of a competition. On the

other
d there will be all sorts of
difficulties where other scales have to han
be
brought in for judgement, such as style,
technique, taste, rarity, completeness, diff
iculty-rating,

to name only a few of
them. All these criteria can be the subject of
mor
e
or
less
divergent, because
individual, interpretation. So it
is not surprising that in the asse
ssment there
is no absolute scale of performance
and very often controversial judgemen
ts are
produced Oran*, rise to divergencie
if not actually to polemics and disp
ute.
Unfortunately philately does not stay
unharmed by this and an exhibition can hardl y
have been given nnturally with the exce
ption of those without competitive
character) in which the prime-winne
rs
exp
erienced only vain pleasure and bliss.
So the qutotion arises as to whether
unpleasing phenomena must be accepted
as an
inevitable fact, or some means and method can be
found to asks a slight improvement here
,

uld doubtless be a Utopian idea to believe that u. p
ce s could be
attained in completely avoiding disappoi
ntments and

philatelic competitions.

erroneous judgemente from

I am, however, convinced that it is
possible to achieve
a few remedies here. For this a cou
ple
of
assumptions are necessary, namely the
correct personal attitude of each exhi
bitor and secondly obtaining the best
possible arrangements for the good
operation of the jury.
Certainly the most radical solution
for the setting amide

of the
mentioned negative aspects, would be to abo
elish al1 judging at exhibitions. : abov
Sure
.
no-one mould wish to argue that exh
ly
ibiti
ons
with
out
a
com
peti
tive
char
acte
r
are
very attractive and even positively
entertaining,philateliC occasions. Thus

isi would be put on view in
unaffected by any thoughte of modals exhibition materthere
is only one winner,
a relaxed sociable framework, At auch an zh1bjtion
f of an
namely Philately. No-one should• blame me if I break a lance on behal
on I believe that in
increased performance of such eztibitieno. In thia fashi
behind the steve or
from
come
would
tions
collec
this way ever more good unknown
be let oet of the stocking (there are factual examples of this') !hese owners do

medals,
not on principle wish to enter competitively for any
the bathewater if, in
But it would really be pouring out the child with
a competitive
with
s
order to out out the unacceptable aspects or exhibition
a real need exists
that
character, we were simply to delete them. I am eoevieced
y growing demand
nuall
conti
the
for philatelic ,competition, which is beet shown by
t explanetion
direc
a
give
for frames in nearly all •xhibitions. So we ought to
an individual.
as
ctor
colle
of the problems involved. Let us deal first with the
ological analysis of
Although I in no way presume to set out a deep paych
cular, yet I venture the
the collector in general or of the exhibitor in parti
" of human being. This
"type
al
speci
ely
entir
an
assertion that the collector is
collector of mouse.
is no less true for a collector of postage stamps than for a
to amass the most
traps or motet horns. What is common to all is the desire
objects to gala as much experience
comprehensive balection possible of the available
also unkeown to others. Thus
and knowledge about them, new to him and probably
al item and the feeling of
the joy in every new acquisition, in locating an unusu
s. What wonder then if
triumph at the discovery of el previously unknown specie
decades, an inner relationship
after such eetivity, lasting often for years if not
has managed it, assembled
develops between the collector and his collection. Re
item and knows when and
it, oat it into order and studied it. Se knows every
fel.. it , In his area no-one is ahead
where he obtained it* how long he had searched
*hoe though they should know someof him. Amd now there -coae'ileng a few jurors
up to his ankles and
thing about postage stamps, on his ,owe field hardlyr reach
or bronze. And that with all
heve the audacity to give him only a vermeil, silve
after costly researches, after great
the unique items, after years of collecting,
is born, a sacrifice to unjust,
financial sacrifices. Soon yet another sacrifice

incapable or really corrupt jurors.
141 played out roughly this way,

The genesis of the "disenchanted exhibitor"

send mate rial to
Unfortunately there are cowtle exibitoraewho
in themselves the seeds
bear
dy
alrea
exhibitions with just such an attitude, and so
one's oen child as the
ard
toreg
too human
of disenchantment. Although it is only
itor should try to sweep
exhib
every
most beautiful, the brighteat, and the best, yet
can be a judge in one's
one
an
e
littl
As
such subjective feelings out el' the towel).
ation of evaluating one's own
own affairs, ae little should one succumb to the tempt
ment of a jury without
judge
tbe
t
accep
collection. Only one who is prepared to
propagate this "fair

To
r esentment and discord should take part in an exhibition.

play' in exhibitions should be the first objective.
completely if the
But every Call for fair play must ultimately fade away
quate. So if we want to succeed
rules of the game and the referee are bad or inadethus
the requirement, to eusure
in such an event we muste"fertilise the soil" and
with the person of
the beat poseible_functioning of the jury. Let us next deal
the juror and his selection.
the moral ualitiee
juror 'must, together with being equipped with all phila
That
telist
ly good
required in the person of a judge, be anabove-average
All
wise.
often other
practice it
should really be a truism. Unfortunately in
inly
for a jury 'who are certa
too often it must be noted that people are selected
deserved position in philtheir
ed
reach
have
who
honest and full of good will but
ness activities than by their
ately more by their administrative, organisieeperbusi
in the slightest degree the
philatelic knowledge. Without wishing to reduc
mightI with all clarity
petition and value of such people in and for philately,
declare that these have no place in a discriminating jury,
(To becontinued)

9th January -

T WILL ENTERTAIN
MReGILC
held in
Meeting
Poole-in Wharfedale
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IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS & LETTERS ON SWISS DATE-STAMPS
By M. Butherfoord
Part IV
Poatui _
(Part III (Cont.)
Almeat immediately after its formation in 1849 the new Federal Posts
started to include the Pit Nos to some new canceIlere instead of the cantonal name,
or to identify places of the same name in different cantons', of which there -are
quite a number in Switzerland.
However, there does not aeei to have beer a very
definite system in force throughout the country.
In fact it was only in the
German-speaking Regions that Pit Non were used at all, 8o that in Pit I Geneve,
II Lausanne, IV Neuchatel and XI BeIlinsona they are not to be found to the beat
of my knowledge.
I have had to take most of the illustrations from A it as my own meagre
collection could not provide enough or clear examples, to show all 11 types,
Pig. 17 - a - k.

Fig. 18

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

Note that at first arabic numerals were used, that 'BK' seems
seded by 'KR' in time (KR so Kreis e region in our definition).

to have been superVery few were

still being used in the early 1900s. PK V Basel used practically all types at
different times, none exclusively.
Some had a diameter greater than 23 mm.
Fig. 18 baffled me at first as there was no Pflffikon in Pit VII Luzern
to my knowledge, only in PK VIII Ulrich or Pit IX St.Gallen. Then I found Fig. 19,
and saw that all the peculiarities of some letters were the same as in Fig. 18 and

I realised that at somectime the name of the village had been changed slightl
y
to suit

and the 'A' replaced by the ever parsimontme PTT with an 'L' in the postmark
Fig. 20 could also be one, with the 'B X' standing for Bezirk (district) 10.
is
At
PO
du
is

The number of different types and sizes of Swiss ods in the 19th
century
quite baffling, and those above with the PI No. are only g very small part.
about the turn of the century a new type made its appearance only
at the main
of the 11 towns with a Pit headquarters (except in the Geneva sub-off
ice of Rue
Stand), subsequently called the 'razor-blade' type.
See Fig. 21.
That story
another mystery of its own.

Then in 1905 a rather heavily barred type was introduced,

slightly larger

at 27 mm. diameter,tthe double-circle closed-bridge, 'often with the cantonal name

or other text below. See Fig. 22.
This obliterated the stamps themselves rather
heavily.
On the 12th May 1913 tha:e appeared a special cancellation for a one-day

tr

Correction: Please add underlining to Table I on page 74 (Oct. 81) to
Cantons Q,Ag ,
and PK I. , to give 11 of each. Sorry.

II, 3.
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same canceller used in 1915+.
philatelic exhibition in Zetich. Fig. 23 shows the
I think this was e.
from 12th to 16th May, thus not as rare as the first one.
the PTT stated that
trial use of the PK again, because a year later, in July 1914

ably because of the rise
all cancellers were to show: the PK No. in future - presum
broke out a few days
in Giro business and book-keeping problems. However, W.W.I
later, disrupting the whole programme, which in fact wee never really completed in
the next 50 years

Romae
The earliest example I have found of the new type with PK No. (in
rd
postca
a
on
rg,
Lensbu
in
numerals) in tLe lower segment is of it February 1915 ation.
also
24
Pig.
with the handwritten date of 31st January 1915 as confirm
well into the
shows an early example of the decorated type. As it was not until
anything
keep
to
hile
1920. that moat POe got these new cancellers, it is worthw nised the postal
reorga
with an earlier date. *bout the same time the Army ns, in that a new type of
services to cope with the mobilisation of Swiss citize
their number in arabic
canceller was issued to the new Field Post Offices, having
new, but similar,
the
with
figures in the lower segment, to prevent confueion
9.4.15, FPO 24.
dated
is
civil cds. See Pig. 25. The earliest I nave fcund
ugal PT?
An important feature of the new regulation was that the ever-fr
above,
cross
Swise
the
show
to
lers
decked to change thousands of existing cancel
Getz
Dr.
bars.
the
out
ing
machin
and the PK No. in the lower segment, by first
remark
the
covers
1971,
in his fascinating 15-page article in the OE during titled "20th Century able
numbers of thus-created combinations and aberrations,

t, 1e4,
Circular Tom Cancellations of Switzerland", If anyone would like a reprin
which
article
was
that
it
that
say
might
I
please send a one pound note to me.

sot me off gatnering examples for this series:

DIRECTORS

THE

To be continued)
AND

STAFF

OY THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD

talcs this opportunity to wish all friends in Rely
A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS & A HAPPY NEW YEAR

*,*
Following closely on the Festive Season comes
•STAMPEX 1 9 8 2'
to be held from 23 - 28 February at the Royal Horticultural Hall. We
look forward to seeing many of you at this event.
We are also pleased to announce that the long-awaited
ZUMMIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE
the 23rd Edition, and the first since 1978, will be published in mid-December.
16.50 4, 1.00 postage and
17.50
It will be available from us at
packing.

HER
KATCCTOR
H. L. EUR
LTD)
COLLE

(THE AMAT
P.O. BOx 242

Highgate

-

London N6 4LW

Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296

•
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1982 NEW ISSUE PROGRA ME
The following is the programme envisaged for 1982.
18 Feb.
Seriee I.
1VBLI 9 ITT ;TAM
100 Tears of Swi
Hoteliers ssociation
150
" Gymnasts Association
50
International Gas Industry
150
National History Museum, Bern
100
Chemical Industry
100 Tears of the Gotthard Railway

20
40
70

80

:11.2
2

3420

x 40

80

;7R0PA CPT

Historical events
Detail of fresco, Archive Houeel
Pact of 1291

40

chwys

ti

27 "

1420

4

LotSi So ne

20 + 10
40 + 20
70 + 30

Oude Inn
Hotel Three Kinge
Hotel Crown

3.10

89 + 4

ilAXIAXAM
- Deal

40
ao
zoo

Geneva Headquart ers
Industrial property
"

Intellectual copyright

3.40

yUBLICITT STAMPg - Series II

100 Tears of Ztrich trams
100 " " Salvation Army in Switzerland
World Dressage Championships
International Water Associatio
DYIN TI
- Sine of the Zodiac
Water-Bearer
Pi cells
F ishes
Aries
- the Ram
Taurus
Bull
• the Twine
Gemini

25 Nov.

20
40
70
2S2

2,10

00
110

120
150
6.40

212

I

RP JUVENTUTN
Day of the Stamp
Roses: La belle Por ugaiso
Hugh Dickson
Mermaid

10 10
20 + 10
40 + 20
70 + 30

Kadame Caroline Testout
I ITIVE - assitional

tic + 40

Folklore

"Rellelibutsen

30

Total - less Service

Service Stamps WI

28

PS

4
32

20.4 0

3 . 40

r,23.80

-seeeeemeemm
To All HELVETIA' MEMBERS
herever they may reside
Britain or Overseu
GREBT1NGS

for the ?3TIV 2

1AS0Z4

and
EVERT

GOOD WISH

for the COMING YEAR

iseued to

cover
Shown below is the moat attractive commemorative
at Zeugnauegasse 19
ated
situ
now
n,
Ber
Opening of the new Philatelic Bureau in
e co*sr is a
ate.
Th
loc
hich is almost opposite Zumstein's and much easier to
ette
vign
and cancel.
F
syin
the accOMpa
en4id example combining tbir stomp with

EROFFNUNG ouvERme APERTURA
20,10.1981

Wertzeichenverkaufsstellc PIT
Scrvizio latelia)

Second Edtion of
THE FIRST FULL COLOUR
CATALOGUE
ENG LISH

SWITZERLAND
LIECHTENSTEIN

pops of quality Swiss
printong, every stamp dign
in faithful colour.
Published by Aut der Mau
Stamps ot Berne in coopers
with the Swiss Stamp Dealers'
Association - resulting in
authentic net prices in U,S,$)
Complete with EVERY ISSUE
to the end f 1981.
Numbering atx;ording to
'Zurnstein, by permission.

336

ONLY 0.95
U.K. RETAIL PRICE

ReE .r.att .P.5
mErn=iks
. /zums-reiN
^Age. 14CY

SPECIAL FEATURES include
UNTED MI T 1q62 — 1960
SEPARATE PRICES for UNMOUNTED and MO
ER 1343 — i zeo also FDC
PRICES FOR INDIVIDUAL STAMPS ON COV

SUMMIT STAMPS

ORDER NOW FR

Aklis
SRI

DECEMBER 19e1

VET LA

It is with deep *arrow that we
have to announce the sudden death on
4rids7. 27th November, of
CHRISTOPHER RAUCH
and we wish to extend to his wife and
daughter our most sincere sympathy on
their tragic loss.
An associate eince 1961 he was well
known personally to many of our southern
members, not only in connection with
'Helvetia' but also for his active
participation in the events held by the
Association of Essex Philatelic Societies all over Essex, and his assistance

with the Philatelic Weekends held at

Wansfell College.

For 'Helvetia' he was tireless in
promoting Swine philately, particular4 ly its early postal
hist
4

ory and had

researched deeply into the complex

links which existed between Prance
and
Switzerland. For this he was well

suited, being trilingual in
ish,
French and German. As receSngl
ntly as
October he showed to members some
the results of that long period of of
research.
For 11 years he had held the poet
of Exchange Packet Secretary, with the
most outstanding success in its
history.
Always cheerful, always eager to
lp anyone with their philatelic
roblems and a loyal friend, he will
sorel ybe misse d, but long remembe

Until new arrangements can
de
regarding Exchange Packet circuits, all

correspondence, including Advice

LETTER
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•
that the PTT have just announced that
they are planning to life the internal
rates in 1984, i.e. the present 40e.
(for letters up to 250g) will become
•
50c. This is beca
uee the Federal ,Golvt
expects them to hand over at least
SFr.150m. every year,

•

that work has started on a new
building for the ?TT Postal Museum in
Bern, situated behind the Historical
Museum at Helvetia Plats, where the
present Postal Museum shares a building
with the Alpine Museum.
.... that for the first time this year'
set of 4 Pa stamps will all have a
LP eds. K., 3 having their no with
relevant stamp. Only Benken, 40e. the
had a pictorial cancellation for yeahas
rs.
•
that at the openine of the new
4
Bureau at Bern 9h
20.10.81, Guid Nobel*
PDT chief, gave s me interesting oinfor
mation, that they have 70 staff for
philatelic offices which handle
185,000 regular customers, 80,000 outside Switzerland.
.... that it is now possible to place
a standing order for PTT maximum cards,
souvenirs and booklets (only PK so far.

•
that in 1982 there will be a small
sheet of 10 x 40c. stamps for the
Gotthard Railway Centenary, and that

the middle value definitives will star
to have a new series of 'Signs of the t
Zodiac'. Not very original, and
limited to 12 values, or pictures at
' least.
t.... that a good example or useful
co-operation between a Museum and a
local Philatelic Society is given by

Notes
the presentation and preparation of
and payments, should be dir e cte d to
10
frames to the Swiss Air Force Museum
Mr. E. Lienhard, 9, Essex Avenue,
in
Duh
endorf by tne Glatt Valley P.S.
Chelmsford, Essex =1 4AQ, who has
In
Octo
offered to take over for a short period i showingber 7 frames were put on display
all the soldier stamps, mint
and to wind up those packets at present
and
on
cove
r * of all squadrons and the
in circulation,
attached services. .3 frames, are to
Please disregard, for the time being follow with cancellations of the bellow
'1 and anti-aircraft unite, etc.
last month's request for further
booklets
....g that the Swiss Transport Museum in
Lim ern (one of the most-visited Mus
Members will be advised through the
, in burope)also has some extensive eums
'News Letter,' of future plans.
: thematic collections of the highest
_
standard on all types of transport.
NW 'fp CANCELS
1i.... that
tie answer to Question N0.110
8166 NIEDERWENIEGEN is Wehntal
1 is that the UPU building in Bern if)
from 7 Dec. K.851
1 shown on the 2
stamps of 1924, for
8409 WINTERTHUR - Schloss Hegi
50th anniversary, Z.167/8. Also in the
1978 on the 80c. Europa (Z.608).
from 14 Dec. K.852
,.... that Q,estion No. 111 goes back to
Question 105 which other Swiss
stam
show
a girl in a hat similar to that ps
To mark the ceremony comeemoratng
on
! the 40e. Europa of 1981?
this event a special pictorial

cancel
inscribed 'TAG ZU STARS 22 12 82 will
be
'
'
used.

M. RUTURPOORD

b Courvoilier

40
7C

. 30

25.7 z 36 mm. in sheets of
stamps
al covers will be availab e
issue and the cancellation
shows the Christ Child in swaddling
clothes,
maximum cards will also be
for both issues.

1.

4pm;Ak qpicsualw
Wolf
autotyp./rsce..
Printing Works
Itimame
'beet, of
Ps

LUMEN, nr. Bern - a conmemorvs cancel depicting the Three
will be used from 21-24 Dec.
tion of new •exhibition
Geneva. A pictorial
sr cancels 1200 GEN4Vii f ice Temporaire - tourism* congress prestige international
will be used on 19-20 Dec.
be u oda
A slogan cancel will also
"Palexpo - Nouveau Palais des
!impositions t des Congres Geneve

TIE
flasomtm 1010*
lmilWit ilmr*P4k 1011101.
at 40$
mild mood
s
meme
4Wis

TS 97 T
to all
RILVZTIA
ISS:Ilt St

You may not intend to lo ok at
stamps Over the holiday, but if you

are planning to enter any local ror
national exhibitions in the nea
the

SOMIXII
smi
.08104,1em Image
Ofttiorlamd/iSsibtemmtsia

pmbaishers of t

future, then contact me for
material you need.

PS, COVERS,

loom Bristmerimm.imitmag
memis
with ammo* ostmloom supple
anon

FIRST DAT COVE
for all fields of cc

ZUMSTEIN CIE
or

TIONS
•
ct

•

Material ;supplied on approval
against Manta Lists.

